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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The delivery of effective fire protection and public safety programs is an

important responsibility of local government. In 1993, the Board of Commissioners of

Wake County recognized the need for a comprehensive study of the County's fire

protection services and selected TriData Corporation of Arlington, Virginia to conduct

the project. This report presents the findings and recommendations that were developed

by TriData, an international consulting firm which specializes in public fire protection

and emergency medical services. TriData has conducted similar studies for counties and

municipalities throughout the United States and Canada.

The major focus of this study is directed toward the delivery of fire services in

unincorporated areas, which are directly under the jurisdiction of \Vake County. The

intimate relationship between incorporated and unincorporated areas and the changing

boundary lines make it unrealistic to consider the protection of unincorporated areas

without also considering the needs of the incorporated areas. It is also evident that some

level of joint planning and coordination of fire services among all of the responsible

jurisdictions will be essential for t.~e future. There is a common desire among all of the

jurisdictions to strive toward providing higher levels of service in aU areas.

The study exa.rnined all aspects of the delivery of public protection services

Wake County. The existing fire protection organizations were observed to be doing a

reasonably good job, but the overall system involves too many small fire depa.rtments,

each attempting to operate as a "stand alone" organization. There is a countywide

mutual aid network. however, the level of coordination aillong departments could be

improved. There are major variations in the resources that are available to each

department and the level of service that each is able to provide. As the County



continues to glOW, the dem311d for lUore capable, consistent, 3l1d reliable services

have to be addressed.

The report recommends some major changes in the organization and operation of

fire departments, which should be based on a master plan a.nd a cooperative agreement

among all of the political jurisdictions that are responsible for providing fire protection.

The recommendations include a significant reduction in the number of separate fire

departments and the conversion of several eyjsting departments from rural to municipal

organizations. There are additional recommendations relating to increased support that

the County should provide to the fire departments to coordinate and unify their effons.

The coordination and unification recommendations are particularly significant as a

means of providing effective and efficient services.

The recommendations are based on a premise that volunteer organizations can

and should continue to provide the backbone of the emergency response network in most

of Wake County. The economic benefits of a volunteer system and the existing system

of capable operating volunteer fire departInents justify these recommendations. There

will have to be an expanding component of career personnel to supplement the

volunteers and provide services that volunteers will not be able to provide. Wake

Country should place ill! emphasis on prograrns that support alld enh~"1ce the volunteer

system. The County should continue to provide training and assist with the recruiting

and retention of volunteers.

The exjsting career personnel and any new career personnel in the fire

departments should be expected to provide a full range of services, including fire

suppression, emergency medical and rescue support, public fire safety education, fire

prevention inspections a.nd code enforcement. The code enforcement functions c::mnot

be performed by employees of non-governmental fire departments, however, they can be

performed by personnel who are Wake County ernpioyees or ernployees of an
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incorporated town or city. The fire prevention programs should be managed

coordinated by the County Fire MarshaL

The report also recommends the implementation of risk reduction that

could have a significant impact on the number and severity of fires in the future, saving

lives a.'ld propert'j much more effectively thall is feasible u'1rough the best fire

suppression efforts.

Additional recommendations address the need for a closer relationship between

the fire departments and the EMSI rescue squads t.h.at provide emergency medical a.'ld

rescue services in Wake County. The current missions of fire departments and rescue

squads are parallel many respects. The career personnel who are needed to

supplement the volunteer departments can also support the mission of rescue squads.

Several of the fire departments have developed technical rescue capabilities,

particularly extrication of trapped patients from automobile accidents, while the rescue

squads have tended to focus more on patient treatment and ambulance transportation.

The fire service should officially assume the responsibility for technical rescue operations

and continue to develop these capabilities.

Several of the fire departments have initiated Hfirst responderft
pr0t;l dIllS to

provide rapid response to EMS patients, working with the Wake County Department of

Emergency Medical Services. The first responder programs that have been initiated on a

district-by-district basis should be expanded to a countywide plan. All of the fire

departments should have the capability to deliver first responder medical care, as a

minimum, and basic iife support (ELS) with automatic defibrillation is recommended.

The report also encourages continued coordination between the fire service a..nd

Wake County's Emergency Management Office to increase the level of preparation and
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pl~nning for major emergency situations. l='mergency MaTJagement is doing all

outstanding job with planning and the fire departments should continue to take

advaIltage of this valuable assistance in planning for major emergency operations.

Current Situation

The current fire protection situation in Wake County can be described as complex

by a mixture of 241 municipal, rural, and combined municipal/rural fire departments.

The responsibility for fire protection is divided among the 12 incorporated cities and

towns and 23 fire districts that have been established in the unincorporated areas of the

County. A property tax is levied in each fire district to support the fire department that

serves the area. Wake County contracts an indIVIdual tIre department or

municipality to serve each fire district and turns the tax revenues from the district over

to the designated fire department. There are some unincorporated areas that are not

included in any fire tax district and do not pay taxes to support a fire department,

a fire department.

Only three of the incorporated communities have their own municipal fire

department to a municipal department. Most of the incorporated communities contract

rural or combined rural/municipal fire departments to provide fire protection.

The Wake County Board of Commissioners oversees all of fire districts :lod

the County Fire Marshal is assigned to coordinate the County's relationship with the

individual fire departments that serve the districts. Fire Marshal is also responsible

for fire nrevention and investiQ::ltion functions in thp Ilninr()m()r~tf"i1 ~rf"~S :lnil r()ntr~('ts.
.l . ·.····-··.·····0-··-·---- --- -------- --- ---- ---------r------ ---- --- ---------

Thi<.: rf",~<:" nAt lnf'"'l11rf,c.th~ t""""r~Qr fira rl~>r',...YT""h·YlCin+ '1.Yrh;,..'h ru........-y,..;rla"" ... ;~'""--.f'f- 'P"o, ......... n.a. +: ......6 fighting
... .lUJ UV'-J UVL. Uj."L.UV,,", u..L\"..- vUl."-'-,l .1.H\- U'-pUILUU....HL YVIU\...l1 PIVVIU"-';:) UU\,..la.ll l\'':>\''U\" ..LU\".

(..A.F~F) services to PJ)U aL.rport.. special purpose fire department is operated Lie PillU Airport
Authority.



to provide these services to some of the incorporated to\-\'115. The County also operates a

Fire Training Academy, which serves all of the fire departments in the County, and

contracts with the Cily of Raleigh to provide emergency

fire districts.

dispatch services for

Only the cities of Raleigh and Cary are served by fuIi-time career fire

departments; 22 volunteer fire departments operating from 29 fire stations protect the

remainder of Wake County. Some parts of the County are served by well-funded and

well-equipped volunteer fire departments. The population and the commercial and

greater service demands on some of the volunteer departments, causing several of the

volunteer fire departments to begin utilizing career personnel for daytime coverage.

volunteers in County. The growth has increased the tax revenues of the districts

where the most rapid grovvth is occurring, which is funding the added expenditures to pay

for career personnel.

Several of the municipalities have annexed areas that were previously part of the

rural fire districts, which has reduced the service areas and tax bases of those districts.

When an areas is annexed. the municioalitv mav contract with the same fire department
~ .1../../ ...

to serve the area, or contract with a different department, or provide the service through

a municipal depa.'-+u'11ent. The annexations have left a few of the volunteer fire

departments with very fragmented areas to serve and severely reduced their revenues.

F-ld:w-e Dh-ection

The most significant contribution to the objective of providing effective

efficient fire protection and emergency services to all parts of Wake County would

the development of a single master plan to unify the efforts of aU jurisdictions and
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on!o...l1izations toward a set of shared obiectives. This can be accomplished if
~ J.

all of the responsible officials recognize the value of coordination and cooperation, and

the contributions they can make to effective delivery of emergency services. The

master plan should define the services that will be provided and the approaches that will

be used to establish perfonnance goals and objectives. All of the jurisdictional enltitil;:S

and individual agencies should agree to work together toward those common goals.

The roles of the County, the individual municipalities, and the fire departments in

the overall fire protection and emergency service system need to be better defined and

linking the County and all of the incorporated municipalities to the goals and objectives.

The master plan should also define the structures, relationships, and decision making

among jurisdictions and service providers should direct the overall mission of fire

protection in Wake County in the future.

The agreement should facilitate unencumbered mutual aid and automatic

response agreements (closest station to an emergency always responds) among aU of the

participants and ensure that all areas are served. Continuing cooperation and

coordination among Fire Services, Emergency Medical Services, and Emergency

Management should support the development of an efficient and capable emergency

response system for 'Wake County. The fire service should be directly involved in the

support of the EMS / rescue system on a consistent and coordinated basis throughout the

County.

The plan should identify fire prevention and public fire safety education as equal

priorities with fire suppression. The long term safety and welfare of the County's

residents can be provided more effectively and efficiently through a proactive approach

to fire prevention and risk reduction than through fire suppression. Fire suppression and
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effective response to other types of emergencies will continue to be essential services

with a very high priority for the County and the municipalities.

Fire Departments An efficient and well coordinated combination of municipal

and rural fire departments should be able to meet the of Wake County and the

incorporated cities and towns, using a combination of career 3Jld volunteer personnel.

The number of fire departments (organizations - not stations) should be reduced and

their service levels should be defined with specific performance objectives for suburban

areas and for rural areas.

concept of a single countywide fire department could be considered, however,

this does not appear to be the best approach for Wake County at the present time.

Several of the rural fire departments should become municipal fire departments, "while

continuing to function as primarily volunteer organizations within the county\vide system

modeL As municipal fire departments, the respective towns would contract with Wake

County to serve the adjacent unincorporated areas. It is difficult to maintain strong

volunteer participation within a very large organization.

Wake County has recently reestablished written contracts with the individual fire

departments that protect unincorporated areas. These contracts should be increased in

scope and in the responsibility they place on the fire departments to provide consistent

levels of service and to adopt countywide standard operating procedures. The contracts

should also define the fiscal relationships and the services that the County will provide t:o

support the fire departments. Realistic and consistent training standards and

qualifications for different positions should be adopted and the training should be

provided to support the attainment of these objectives. The s,y'Stem of contracts should

address all forms of relationships among the County, the municipalities, and the rural

fire departments that are necessary to provide protection for all areas, however the

operational procedures and performance standards should be consistent countywide.
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The contractual relationships should require the fire departments to cooperate on

issues such as joint planning of fire station locations and apparatus purchases, training

prograrns, training requirements for different rarlks, standard operating procedures, alld

incident management procedures. Joint purchasing of apparatus, equipment and supplies

should be strongly encouraged to reduce costs for all of the departments.

County Fire Marshal

The responsibilities assigned to the County Fire Marshal have increased rapidly in

the past three years. The Fire Marshal's Office does not have necessary resources to

perform its full range of code enforcement inspections and other functions that are

required at the present time. To meet immediate needs, one or two additional code

enforcemem personnel are needed, however, in the longer Lerm a subsLantial part of the

code enforcement workload should be turned over to the local fire departments as they

become better established with career personneL The expansion of the County

Marshal's staff should be directed toward coordinating and supporting the efforts the

individual fire departments 3Jld performing those functions that are not feasible to

delegate.

The long range plan. should involve a cooperative agl~eeme:nt among the counPj

and the incorporated towns. The County Fire Marshal's staff would provide the staff

expertise and program support, while fire fighters would perform many of the routine

inspections.

Fire Administrator -- The duties of the County Fire Marshal and the Fire

Marshal's Office have been expanded far beyond the traditional role as the primary

enforcer of fire related laws and investigator of fire origin and cause. The Fire Marshal

is actually functioning as a County Fire Administrator and the Board of County
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Commissioners should restructure position and the organization to reflect the full

scope of duties and responsibilities which have been assigned to the office.

The County Fire Administrator would report directly to the Assistant County

Manager and would work closely with the Fire Advisory Board. The Fire Marshal

should report to the Fire Administrator aild would direct fire prevention, code

enforcement and public fire safety education programs.

This structure would also include:

• A Human Resources Manager to support all of the functions related to

staffing, including the recruiting and retention of volunteers and

management of full-time County employees. The Count'j

Coordinator would report to the Human Resources manager.

Training

• A Support Services Manager, who would be responsible for the budget and

administrative support functions. The Fire Administrator's responsibilities

would include planning and coordination of emergency services functions

among the individual fire departments that would actually deliver the

majority of the services. A staff planner position should report directly to

the Fire Administrator.

Fire Advisory Board -- A County Fire Advisory Board (or Fire and Rescue

Advisory Board) should be established as an oversight and advisory body. The

Advisory Board would submit a recommended consolidated budget for fire service

operations and capital expenditures to the Board of County Commissioners. It should

also be L.1e approving authority for policies and procedures involving the fire

departments and would make the recommendation to the County Commissioners on

issues such as which fire department should be authorized to build a neVi station to cover
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where career personnel are needed.

The Fire Advisory Board should have five to seven members who should be

appointed by the Board of County Commissioners. The Board members should include

one of the County Commissioners, and the Fire Administrator's Office should support

the administrative functions of the Fire Advisory Board. The Fire Administrator could

be a voting or non-voting member of the Fire Advisory Board.

Fh-e District RestILict"liIi.lg

The report recommends the consolidation of the County's 23 existing fire tax

districts into one tax district, which would include the unincorporated areas that are not

currently included in a fire district. (If the single district plan is not adopted, the districts

should be reconfigured into a smaller number of units.)

delivery areas for fire protection and other emergency services to include all of

surrounding unincorporated areas where their municipal career fire departments can

respond most quickly. This would form a band around rwo cities to encompass all

the fragmented areas that have been created by annexations. The main objective this

plan would be to provide the primary emergency response to these areas from closest

available fire station(s). If a single fire district plan is not adopted, the unincorporated

areas that would be C'PI,rp·ri by the two major fire departments should be consolidated as

two fire districts; an expansion of the Raleigh Suburban Fire District and a new Cary

Suburban Fire District.

The consolidation of all remaining unincorporated areas into one fire and

the "leveiling" of the fire tax rate would be the best overail approach. Under this model
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ail of the fire tax revenue would be distributed from one account based on countywide

priorities, needs, and following the recommendations of the Advisory Board.

Raleigh and Cary suburban areas could be included or excluded.) The current Sy'S,teITl

perpetuates an imbalanced distribution of resources between districts with the low

valuations and high tax rates and high valuation districts with lower tax rates.

The availability of an effective functional fire department is a benefit to the entire

population, whether or not the services are ever used. The major benefit of a single

district plan is that it allows all needs throughout the County to weighed and

prioritized on an equal basis. Moving from the existing system to a single district plan is

likely to encounter resistance, because taxpayers and service providers are likely to

suspicious that revenues from their area will be used to subsidize some other area. This

concern can never be eliminated and it is very difficult to define where the equitability

line should be drawn in any situation, however, the countywide tax system is used to

h . T'h .. " '""Ie::> r:: • r' •most oLer serVICes. • ..e eXIstmg s}'stem 01 L..J lIre IS rar too many to be

managed efficiently and is very cumbersome to keep up to date with changing

circumstances.

An alternative to the single district plan would be to reduce the number of

districts by abolishing those that are no longer viable as independent districts and

merging or restructuring the unincorporated areas as larger districts. The "new" districts

should be defined by logical geographic areas and could also be defined as high and low

service level areas according to the density of development and

that the fire departments can provide.

response capabilities

Where a rural and a municipal fire department currently operate in parallel,

should be merged into one organization to serve both incorporated and unincorporated

areas. The single department could be a municipal fire department or a rural fire

department.



The overall objective of this part of the plan should be to the number of

individual organizations that are responsible for delivering fire and emergency services

and to create larger organizations that can function more effectively and efficiently. The

Master Plan Agreement should also establish the policy closest available

responder(s) will always be dispatched to any fire or other emergency, regardless of the

political jurisdiction. This would eliminate a problem the existing system, where fire

fighters from one jurisdiction must drive past another fire department's station en route

to a fire in their own district.

Regionai Pianning and Coordination

AJI of the responsible agencies and jurisdictions in Wake County should work

together to plan fire station locations, apparatus purchases other capital

improvements to reduce duplication and ensure that needs are addressed in an ettlcll~nt

:::lnd manner. A regional olannin2 and coordination syStem is needed to ensure
~ A ~ _

that all needs are addressed and the limited available resources are utilized efficiently.

The recommended tv1aster Plan agreement should extend this concept to the

incorporated municipalities as well as the unincorporated areas.

Similarly, the individual fire departments should "npr,~tp as one combined Sy'S:teITI

for response to emergency incidents. The fire departments should all on a

routine basis. The response to any emergency situation should automatically bring

closest available resources that meet the needs of situation, without regard to district

approach would require a much higher level of coordination and

standardized training than is in place. The coordination and training support

should be provided by the County Fire Administrator's Office.

The citizens of Wake County should be able to expect a standard and consistent

of performance and fully integrated operations from whichever fire department or
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departments respond to their emergency incident. The approach to emergency or

non-emergency service should be consistent. The same should apply to specialized

resources, such as Hazardous Materials and Technical Rescue Response Teams.

Fire Prevention

There is a new emphasis on fire prevention in all parts of North Carolina, as a

result of state legislation mandating the enforcement of a State Fire Code commercial

occupancies. State legislation requires the County and municipalities to conduct

inspections and to enforce the Fire Code on a mandatory schedule, depending on the

occupancy classification. The Wake County Fire Marshal has been working quickly and

effectively to establish and implement the necessary enforcement programs and record

In many cases the Fire Code is being applied for the first time to existing

occupancies and must address an accumulation of previously unidentified hazards.

should result in a significant reduction in obvious fire risk problems in a relatively short

period of time and a continuing trend toward risk reduction. The occupancies in the

County can be divided among those that were built in the past with lower fire protection

standards and those that have been built to meet current standards. The current

prevention efforts will reduce the gap, but cannot be expected to eliminate all of the

differential between these categories.

The most efficient element of fire protection would be to ensure that

residential occupancy the County is provided with functional smoke alarms. Smoke

detector promotion and installation programs should be a major emphasis in the areas of

fire prevention and public fire safety education programs.



One of the major objectives for the future should be to try to limit level of

fire risk in new construction to the lowest possible level. This can be accomplished very

effectively in an area that is expecting major growth over the next decade by requiring

the installation of automatic sprinklers and other forms of built-in fire protection in new

construction. This approach has effectively limited grm"1h in the demand for additional

fire protection in areas where it has been applied.

The lack of good for past years makes it difficult to provide a good analysis

of fire department performance and fire experience trends for the County. Data

collection and analysis should be provided by the County Administrator. New data

collection systems have recently been developed by County Marshal and the

individual fire departments to track fire experience and loss and maintain

response records. These systems are needed to support the analysis of fire experience in

Wake County, however the existing data is incomplete and unreliable. The new systems

should significantly improve ability of the County to implement plans and programs

in the future, based on good experience data.
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CHAYfER L INTRODUCTION

This study presents the results of a project that was conducted for Wake County

by TriData Corporation of Arlington, Virginia. TriData is an international consulting

firm that specializes in the organization and operations of public fire departments and

emergency medical services.

The study is intended to address the following area which were identified in the

Request for Proposals:

• Review and evaluate the existing fire departments in Wake County in

order to make recommendations on how the departments can achieve the

desired effectiveness in the most efficient manner and how the dep~rtments

C<h'1 work cooperatively to achieve an optimum level of fire protection

throughout the County. Specific areas of review and analysis include:

station type and location; type and location of equipment; location an.d

number of paid personnel; methods for handling special hazards

(h;l7ardous materials and confined spaces); necessary operation and fiscal

changes for service standardization; plan of service delivery in non-rated

areas; methods for improvement of fire service's role in fire suppression,

• Develop a five year plan for the allocation of major resources (stations,

equipment, apparatus, paid personnel and water points) throughout the

County, at levels consistent with the performance standards included in fire

department service contracts~



• Assist County! staff in the development the means to revise L'1ese pliliTIS

as demographic and fire hazard conditions in the County over

• Develop a model standard operating guideline for management

Wake County volunteer fire departments, compatible with the existing

service contracts between departments and the County and directed at the

most efficient achievement of the performance standards within the

contracts.

The Request for Proposals included 11 specific questions that were asked of

consulting team:

1. What is the consultant's professional opinion of the 21 departments

serving Wake County's jurisdiction, and of the system as a whole?

2. What alternatives (including continuation of the current system as it is)

does the consultant offer for review by the Wake County Board

Commissioners?

3. What does the consultant recommend as a five year (specific) and 10 year

(general) plan for programs, budgets, and resources, including staff,

equipment, water supply, and stations?

W-hat is the consultant's assessment of existing equipment, and

recommendations for additional/replacement equipment?

5. What is the consultant's assessment of existing stations, and

recommendations for additional/replacement of stations?



6. How will proposed annexation by cities and towns affect abilit'j for fire

service's delivery among the Wake County departments?

What financing and structural alternatives does Wake County

regard to fire fighting -- e.g. countywide tax district, consolidation of

depaI"tments, use of fees, ,!Sf ants, or alternative funding?

8. Should Wake County fire departments improve their insurance ratings? If

so, how? What should be the goal for insurance ratings in the

unincorporated districts, as well as the standard in the incorporated areas

that Wake County fire departments serve?

9. What does the consulta.l1t recommend with regard to the staffing and

organization of professional fire fighting Wake County, while

maintaining a sensitivity to the need for a strong volunteer basis for fire

fighting in the County's jurisdiction?

10. How should Wake County handle the need for confined space rescue

hazardous materials response in its jurisdiction?

1L How can we improve the fire service's role in fire suppression,

The overall purpose of this project is to help Wake County and all of the

interested parties and organizations "within the County become aware of the choices that

are available, how to weigh the choices, and to develop a plan and implementation

strategy based on the most desirable objectives.

During the past nine months, TriData staff visited every fire station

County to talk with volunteer and career personnel, evaluate their equipment
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capabilities first-hand, and a.~')ess each department's needs. TriData has worked

intimately with the Fire Chiefs and especially with the County Fire Marshal and his staff,

who were exuemely helpful providing information data, and supporting the study

team. Many individuals and organizations were contacted and provided additional

information and assistance. The overall study takes into account the needs of the County

31,d citizens, the volunteer and career fire fighters, the individual departments, the

Fire Marshal's Office, and the municipalities within the County.

Chapter Two provides a description of the different entities that constitute

existing fire protection system general

recommendations about the future direction and organization of fire protection sy"Stem,

including a five- and ten-year plan. Chapter Four provides an analj"Sis of special areas of

fire protection, listing recommendations for future directions in each specific area.



Strategic Overview

Over the next ten years Wake county should anticipate rapid population grmvth,

primarily occurring within expanding incorporated areas.

The existing s~tem of independent fire districts works fairly well, but is not an

efficient or effective system for the needs of a rapidly growing suburban county. The

County should promote and support the development of a more efficient system to

deliver consistent levels of service at a reasonable cost.

Fire protection and related services should be planned as a "seamless" countywide

system, based on a high level of cooperation and coordination among the service

providers. Under this system the closest fire department would always respond to

emergency calls and all of the fire departments would routinely respond and operate as

ar1 integrated system.

The fire service in most of Wa..k.e County should be pla..'1ned as a combination

career/voiunteer model, with career personnel providing weekday, daytime staffing in

most areas and primarily volunteer staffing at night and on weekends.

The Raleigh-Cary-Morrisville-RDU Airport area will be protected by full-time

career fire depa.."iments, supplemented by some volunteer support units. These fire

departments should work closely together and with the surrounding departments and

should protect all unincorporated areas within and immediately adjacent to their

incorporated service areas..

The growing incorporated communities should take the primary responsibHit'y' for

providing fire protection and related services within and around their incorporated areas.
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The rural fire departments in most of these communities should become m!mjcl~)a! fire

departments, with career fire chiefs and daytime personnel.

areas that remain unincorporated, the system should support strong volunteer

organizations, supplemented by daytime career personnel. The career personnel in

areas could be County employees contracted to the individual departments.

All of the unincorporated areas within the County should be consolidated into a

single fire district and taxed at an equal level for fire services. The County should

contract with whichever fire department is most appropriate to serve each area. (In

manner Wake County would contract and establish a contractual partnership with each

fire department in the county.)

Wake County should support the countywide system by providing coordination

and services to the fire departments, including systemwide planning, training, -------i,.,---

communications, and a platform for the development of standardized programs, policies

and procedures. A_n additional effort should be directed tow~rds hUffia-n resources,

assisting the fire departments with the recruiting, development and retention of

volunteers and support services that would provide administrative and managerial

assistance to the fire departments. These services could include programs such as

purchasing of apparatus and equipment, development of specialized teams
1-. 1 •• 1 , l' • 1 r- 11 " .1. 1 t 1 1 l'\nazaraous malenals, Iecnmcal rescue, conrmea space,...) mal woula oe snarea resources

for the overall system.

The County Fire Marshai's responsibiiities in lhe unincorporaled areas for fire

prevention, public fire education and fire cause investigations should continue. These

services should be offered to the incorporated communities on a contractual basis.

The Fire ~¥1llirshaI's functions should be one component of the duties &'1d

responsibilities of a County Fire Administrator, who would have administrative



responsibility for all of the Countis programs relating to fire protection a..'1d the fire

departments.

The delivery of Emergency Medical Services should involve the coordinated

participation of the fire departments and rescue squads, working with the Countis

Department. The relationships could be based on coordinated service delivery or

consolidation of the services. (It appears that consolidation of Fire-Rescue-EMS would

provide significant efficiency enhancements, particularly as more career staffing and 24

hour coverage of the fire stations are provided.)

The fire departments should take-on the responsibility for technical rescue

services, including automobile extrication, from the volunteer rescue squads. All fire

departments should provide at least first responder, a..r:ld preferably BLS medical

treatment.

As growth leads to higher activity levels in the suburban fire depanments,

programs to provide overnight staffing with sleep-in or live-in volunteer should

be promoted. As the sy'Stem evolves, it may become necessary to provide 24 hour career

staffing at some of the higher activity stations.

Most of the volunteer stations will have to be renovated, rehabilitated or replaced

to accommodate career and overnight crews. Stations have to be added in the more

populous areas as the population continues to increase.
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Summary of Recommendations

Overall System of Fire Protection

Restructure the existing fire departments into a smaller number of organizations that

would all function as one system.

The overall system would include municipal career fire departments, municipal

career-volunteer combination departments, and rural volunteer or career-volunteer

cOirJJination departments.

Volunteer Organizations

Continue to utilize the volunteer organizations as the primary emergency responders

for the foreseeable future, but the provision of fire protection by the organizations

must be better coordinated.

The County should take a much more active role in coordinating and supporting the

volunteer departments.

Volunteer and Career Personnei

Design the new system around the concept of volunteer and career personnel

complementing one another in their duties.

Develop specific policies and procedures addressing the relationship between paid and

volunteer personnel. These should establish a unified aualification and vromotional
_ .., ..L '" A

process that are tied directly to minimum training and performance standards. (The
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system should include an oversight mechanism to ensure that the participants meet

their obligations as individuals and organizations.)

Utilize career personnel to perform functions that are not practical for volunteers to

perform -- including daytime, weekday emergency response.

Utilize career personnel to perform maintenance junctions, training, and to conduct

pre-fire planning, public fire safety education, and fire code enforcement.

Establish a cadre of "duty crews" who rotate to ensure that volunteer personnel will

available to respond and operate equipment at unstaffed stations at all times.

Establish a minimum entry level, training and perforrrr.ance requirements for all career

and volunteer positions within the County.

Relationship between Rural Fire Departments and Municipalities

Joint planning rnust occur between the municipalities and fUral volunteer

organizations in Wake County to improve the use

system redundancies.

system resources and eliminate

Consider the transition of mral volunteer corporations into municipal departments,

especially in areas where the municipality is becoming the dominant component of a

fire departments service area.
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Combine the mral fire departments to create a smaller number of stronger

organizations to serve contiguous unincorporated areas. Restmcture the fire districts

to coincide with these new organizations or combine all of the unincorporated areas

of the County into a single fire district. New response areas should be defined so that

the closest station all{'a}'S responds to an etnergenc}!~

Fire Ad'\isory Board

Appoint and empower a Fire Advisory Board to recommend, approve, and manage

minimum peiformance guidelines, policies, and procedures. The Board should be

primary source of policy direction for fire protection services, and should advise the

Board of County Commissioners on fire service needs.

The Fire Advisory Board should evaluate and prioritize budget requests on a

Countywide basis and present the Board of County Commissioners with a

recommended consolidated annual budget and revenue allocation plan.

Restructuring the Fire Marshal's Office

Restmcture the Fire Marshal's Office into a Department Fire Protection Services,

headed by a County Fire Adrninistrator. The plirnGly role of this Department would

be to coordinate and support the fire departments. The Fire Administrator should be

supported by a Planner and three divisions: Fire Marshal, Support Services, and

Human Resources.

Create two additional positions for a Fire Inspector/Investigators in the

Marshal's Office as soon as possible.

The Fire Marshal's responsibilities and authority in the areas of emergency response

need to be more clearly de]zned.
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Consolidation of Tax Districts and Distribution of Funds

Consolidate the 23 fire service districts into one countywide district which would have

one tax rate and provide a more equitable cost for tIre protection. A unifonn tax rate

of 10 cents per $100 of assessed valuation is recommended for the initial period.

Funding allocations for capital projects should be based on countywide priorities, with

nwney coming from a single fire tax district.

Insurance Class Ratings

Establish a Class 95 rating as the minimum service level for the entire County for the

immediate future. Higher service levels should be provided in developed areas and

gradzclally implemented in all areas.

To take advantage of the insurance savings, the countywide plan for providing fire

protection services should set an objective of providing at least Class 8 service to all

built-up areas and at least Class 5 in urbanized areas.

Response Standards

Establish a more reasonable basic standard for initial response that would include:

• At least one attack unit with at least four trained and equipped personnel at

the scene within 5 minutes, and

• A full structure fire response team of 12 to 15 personnel assembled on the

scene within 8 to 10 minutes.
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• A full rej~lJC;n5'e team should have the capability to establish and maintain a

fire attack flow of at least 350 gallons per minute by the 10 minute mark,

while conducting intenor search and rescue and fire suppression operations.

Fire Prevention and Public Fire Safety Education

When feasible, utilize line fire fighters to peiform fire inspections and to conduct

Assign specific inspection and education roles to career and volunteer personnel.

Develop a program to train and qualify fire fighters to peiform occupancy inspections

in low hazard occupancies. This will allow the inspectors to concentrate on medium

and high hazard occupancies.

Fire Investigation

This

should involve law enforcement organizations and the Fire Marshal's staff.

Apparatus

All apparatus and facilities obtained through future capital expenditures which use

tax revenues should become County property.

Apparatus purchases should be coordinated and planned by the Fire Advisory Board

so that all apparatus, including special apparatus, is strategically located throughout

the County, and duplicate equipment purchases are elif17Jnated. The apparaPevls plan

must take into account the ability to have the apparatus staffed at all times.
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Apparatus replacement budgets and schedules based on an average offifteen years

first line service should be planned and prioritized by the Fire Advisory Board. Each

unit slzould be evaluated annually.

The apparatus replacement program should be based on mileage, condition, and

suitability of each vehicle, not strictly age.

Facilities

Establish a Capital Improvements Project Committee under the Fire Advisory Board

to assist with developing countywide facility plans.

The Capital!mprovements Project Comn-tittee should identify and prioritize fire

service capital projects in the County. It should consider the creation of joint-use

facilities, automatic mutual aid when evaluating the location of new facilities, and

future design needs for sleep-in, live-in, or and career personnel.

At a minimum, provide a fire station within a maximum of five road miles of all

developed areas of the County.

Special Rescue and Hazardous IVlateriaJs

Establish a plan to strategically locate, fund, train, and equip 3 additional technical

rescue teams across the County. The County teams should be part of a coordinated

overall plan with Raleigh and Cary.

Continue support for the Raleigh and Wendell Hazmat Teams to serve the County.
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Training

lvIaintain the training of all fire fighters at the hazmat operations level.

A Human Resources position should be established within the Fire Administrators

County.

implementing and monitoring competency based training programs all

departments providing contracted services to Wake County.

Establish a task force to work with the Director of Human Resource Development

and the Chief of Training to create a system that will implement consistent

competency based training programs for all ranks and all departments.

Establish that compliance with the training programs, determined by the task force, is

Develop a standard Wake County Training Manual.

Implement the site safety recommendations documented by the North Carolina

Department of Insurance.

Establish and implement a certification program for all instrr..lctoTS who

participate in live fire training.

maintain individual and department training records.
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Mandate the development, documentation, and adherence to detailed

any activity conducted at the Academy.

plans

Establish a training program that requires each contracted department to annually

participate in a performance based evaluation of their ability to safely, efficiently, and

effectively complete a standard set of practical fireground evolutions. The evolutions

should directly reflect the content, goals, and objectives contained in the County

Training manual.

Establish a drill schedule that requires multiple departments to train together.

Develop and provide a management training series that focuses on critical skills

essential to implementing change.

COIlli~unications

Redesign the communications system and protocols around the new organization

fire services in the County, ensuring that the same communications protocols are

by all departments. The communications center should be the hub for dispatching

assignments and coordinating automatic mutual aid response.

Ensure that all departments and units in the County can communicate between one

another.
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CHAPTER n. Existing Fire Protection Capabilities

The existing system of fire protection in Wake County divides the responsibility

for providing fire protection between the County and the incorporated municipalities.

The County's responsibilities are managed primarily by the County Fire Marshal and the

Fire Marshal's Office. Municipalities ~nd rural volunteer fire depa..rtments are

responsible for the provision of fire suppression. This study was commissioned by Wake

County and is primarily directed toward the County's areas of responsibility, both

organizational and geographic. Because of the close relationship benveen the County

and the municipalities, however, the report also takes some of the needs of the

There are a variety of different arrangements between the County and individual

municipalities that define working relationships and service agreements for emergency

and non-emergency services. This chapter examines the current organization of fire

services in Wake County, describes the resources, activities, workloads, and capabilities

of the existing fire departments, and provides an assessment of the adequacy of the

exjsting system for current a..qd short-term requirements..

Service Area

Wake County surrounds and includes the cities of Raleigh and Cary, and

incorporated towns of Apex, Fuquay-Varina, Garner, Holly Springs, K~nightdale;

Morrisville, Rolesville, Wake Forest, Wendell and Zebulon. County covers 858

squ~re miles with a population of 477,000. The entire Raleigh-DurhaIIl llIetropoiitan
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area is experiencing rapid population and business glOwul, and several of the

incorporated communities are in the process of rapidly expanding areas

populations through annexation. Estimates from the Wake County Planning Department

indicate that the population will grow by nearly 100,000 persons by year 2000, and

300,000 by the year 2020 (Figure 2-1). The incorporated areas are predominantly

suburban communities, however, there are areas of commercial and industrial

development, particularly around RDU Airport and Research Triangle Park.

The population growth can be described as a mixture of suburban and rural. The

cities and towns are growing, with new developments in and adjacent to their

incorporated areas. The cities and towns control the access to water and sewer systems,

which promotes growth within the incorporated areas and annexation of developing areas

to the established communities. There are also large areas of rural land in the County,

much of which is expected to remain unincorporated, however, residential growth is also

occurring in these areas.
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Figure 2-1 : Wake County Population Projection
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Fire protection services are generally broken dow'll two main categories:

suppression and fire prevention. Fire suppression services are delivered to the citizens of

'Wake County through a complicated network of municipal and rural fire depaI~uuents.

The Wake County Fire Marshal's Office provides some coordination and support for the

fire departments and has the responsibility for fire prevention in the unincorporated

areas of the County.

Most of the 21 volunteer fire departments in Wake County are independent,

non-governmental organizations, supported by special fire tax districts that are

established by Ll)e County~ The process of establishing volunteer fire departments a11d

rural fire tax districts is defined under North Carolina statues. Several of the volunteer

departments employ career fire fighters to provide daytime weekday staffing.

Most of the incorporated towns within Wake County also contract with

volunteer fire depanments to provide fire protection for the incorporated areas. Only

municipalities operate municipal fire departments: Raleigh, Cary, and Zebulon

Municipal. Morrisville is in the process of establishing a municipal depanment to take

over from the rural volunteer department. The of Raleigh (municipal) Fire

Department contracts with Wake County to serve one of the County fire districts.

The existing sy'Stem has evolved over several years, without a long range plan for

the overall system. \-Vake Counry' has not adopted a formal platl for the organization

and delivery of fire protection services. In face of a changing environment that is

associated with rapid population growth, this is an essential time to engage in a planning

process to determine where the fire service delivery system should be headed and to plot

a course toward the most desirable destination.



C.ounty Functions and Responsibilities

Counties in North Carolina have specific responsibilities the area of

prevention and code enforcement. Wake County has also assumed limited

responsibilities for the delivery of fire suppression The County establishes the

rural fire districts, contracts with the volunteer departments to serve the districts,

authorizes the fire tax rates, and collects the revenue for the fire departments. It also

provides centralized communications through the Raleigh Emergency

Communications Center and a fire training facility which is available to all of the rural

depful:ments, as weB as the municipal fire departments in Wake County. The County

also encourages and supports mutual aid among departments by providing small

grants to the participating departments.

Wake County does not have a specifically defined statutory responsibility for the

delivery of fire services, but it is an important function of county government to ensure

that its citizens are well protected, that emergency services are provided effectively and

efficiently, a."'1d particularly that the organizations it funds are weB managed. Moreover,

it is a compelling interest of the County to encourage cooperation, planning,

coordination and efficiency, where they serve the best interests of the citizens and

County 1:'lTe Manhal -- The statutory functions of the County Fire Marshal relate to fire

prevention, fire code enforcement, and fire cause determination. The State of North

Carolina assigns these responsibilities to each Count'j and the specific requirements have

been greatly expanded with the adoption of a mandatory State Fire Code.

The County Fire Marsha! is also assigned the responsibility for coordinating and

supporting the operations of the fire departments. The Fire Marshal's Office has a

small, but very capable staff to address its wide range of responsibilities. The individuals



have good training in several different areas and are able to perfonn many different

functions as emergency responders, as well as inspecting occupancies and determining

the cause <Lnd origin of fires. small group of individuals is extremely valuable to

overall system.

The process of establishing fire tax districts to collect tax revenues for the

volunteer fire departments and contracting with individual fire departments to serve the

districts has existed for many years, however, it is only within past t"wo that

County has developed perfonnance contracts with the volunteer organizations. The

specific requirements that are included in the current contracts are not highly

demanding, but the relationship has been established to move in the direction of more

performance-oriented contract requirements as a condition for obtaining the tax revenue.

The County Fire Marshal is responsible for assisting the volunteer fire

Board of County

Commissioners. This has become a much more complicated and time consuming process

since the contractual relationship has been more formaiiy established and the

departments have required to participate in the annual budget process. Additional

responsibilities assigned to the County Fire Marshal's Office include fire fighter training,

on scene coordination of major incidents, and liaison with other pubiic safety agencies

and offices, and the supervision of three career fire fighters who are currently assigned to

the Fairview Fire Deoartment.
<

Code

in the unincorporated areas of the County. The incorporated municipalities are

responsible for enforcing Fire Code in the towns and cities, however, ('p'Tp.r':>1 of the

towns contract with the Count"y for fire prevention arld code enforcement.

The State of North Carolina has placed new mandatory requirements on counties

to enforce the State Fire Code in several classes of occupancies, most of which were not
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previously inspected. There is an increasing recoguition of the need to prevent fires

through code enforcement and to reduce the level of risk through public fire

education and awareness programs. The County Fire Marshal's Office has the primary

responsibility for these programs. Because of the new fire code requirements, the

enforcement group within the Fire Ma.rshal's Office has experienced a draInatic in

its workioad and responsibilities in the past three years.

The Fire Marshal's Office has 11 authorized positions to perfonn all of its

assigned tasks (Figure 2-2). Ten of these positions are currently filled and one of these

has shared responsibilities between training and code enforcement.

Two of the authorized positions are clerical employees and two others are

primarily assigned to inspect schools for fire code and electrical code compliance and

also assist with fire cause investigations.

The Fire Marshal's Office also supervises three career employees who were hired

to orovide daytime staffing for the Fairvie\'1 Fire District and who are funded from the
• oJ ~

District's revenues. This is a new program which may be a model for some of the other

fire departments to provide their dajtime staffing.

Sclwol Inspections -- All of the 105 public schools in the County (including those in

incolporated communities) are required to be inspected semi-annually for compliance

with the State Fire Code and the National Electrical Code. The two inspectors assigned

to this duty work closely with the school system and local fire departments to

accomplish this objective. Because they are also certified as electrical inspectors, the two

individuals have been instrumental in the investigation of some fires.

Public Fire Safety Education -- The Marshal's Office also attempts to reach the

communit'j through public fire safety education programs. These programs are not
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funded ::Ind must be addr~,.,sed with available personnel as the opportuniiy presents

Some of the volunteer fire departments assist in efforts. A public fire safeiy

education traiier, designed to teach fire safe behaviors to pre-school children, is used

several of the fire departments jointly with the County Fire Marshal's staff. trailer

was donated to the Couniy in 1993.



Fire service delivery systems usually evolve over a period of time, usually tracking

the evolution and development of the communities they serve. The current situation

Wake County can be described as moving from the second stage to

(described below). The concepts of accountability and performance expectations must

considered in an appropriate context relating to the four evolutionary stages:

rust Stage -- The origins of the volunteer fire service date back to a time when members

of the community organized themselves for mutual protection from fires. From this

origin, many volunteer fire departments evolved as capable and sometimes powerful

autonomous organizations, which performed a valued public service without

compensation to the members. These fire departments tended to be self-motivated, self

directed, and self-regulated; in most cases the members themselves raised the funds to

obtain the equipment and build the fire stations. In this context it is difficult to place

performance expectations upon the volunteer organization or to consider accountability

as arl issue.

Second Stage - The establishment of fire tax districts to fund volunteer fire departments

Wake County is related to the increasing involvement of fire insurance in

economic equations that relate to fire protection. Fire insurance companies offer reduced

insurance rates to properties that are served by fire departments that meet minimum

performance requirements. Special tax districts were created to fund the operations of

existing fire departments or the establishment of new ones, v/ith the eApectation that

savings in insurance premiums would at least equal the tax burden to individual

taxpayer. (In most cases, the savings in insurance premiums are greater than tax

paid to the fire district.) The fire tax districts are defined by the distance from a

station that is recognized by insurance companies as being "protected" by that fire

deplli4:ment -- five road miles.



The economic benefits of providing organized protection should also include

the savings in property loss due to fires, both insured and uninsured. Some values, such

as lives saved or injuries averted, cannot be expressed economic terms.

The Board of Count)1 Commissioners represents ,nt,""r"",t", of citizens and

taxpayers by establishing the fire districts and contracting with a rural volunteer fire

department to serve each district (Figures 2-3 and 2-4). (The County also has the option

of contracting with a Hlunicipal fire departlllent to serve a fire district -- just as a

municipality may contract with a rural fire department or a municipal fire department

from another municipality or establish its own fire department.) The only performance

requirement that is implied in the contract is that the fire department will meet the

requirement for Class 9S service the minimum level recognized

companies. Several of rural departments provide higher levels of service on

their own initiative. Accountability at this stage usually refers to accounting practices

and not to performance levels.

Third Stage -- Wake County is at the threshold of a third stage in its approach to

providing fire protection. This stage can be related to the County's continuing evolution

from rural to suburban and a growing population that expects a standard and predictable

level of fire service. Wake County is beginning to accept the responsibility for ensuring

adequate services are provided to all parts of the County, as well as ensuring that

expenditure of tax dollars supports effective and efficient service delivery. This process

began when the County developed written service contracts with the volunteer

organizations and required the fire departments to submit their budgets to the Counrjs

regular budget preparation and review process. The performance requirements in the

contracts at the present time are simple and should not be difficult to meet, however the

relationship has been established to impose more demanding performance requirements

in the near future.
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The volunteer organizations are also recognizing that it is increasingly difficult to

meet the needs of the growing community. The frequency of calls is increasing

rapidlY;'vvhile the of volunteers to respond from home or from places of business is

diminishing. The volunteer system may be able to provide adequate numbers of

personnel for night and weekend responses, while daylime weekday coverage is

decreasing. Most of the volunteer organizations have begun to provide their own career

personnel for daytime coverage.

Fourth Stage ,-- The SVS1~em in Wake County may develop to a fourth stage, in which the

County could be protected by a predominantly career force. The County could be the

direct service provider in this type of system. This does not appear to be required

next five years, but it could begin to evolve within ten years.

Cwrent Considerations As the fire service system continues to evolve, the Board of

County Commissioners must consider the level of service is provided and

taxpayers desire and are willing to pay for in aJI parts of the County. The County

Commissioners must also decide if and when it will be appropriate to eXi:ena "f""t,:.d"

coverage to the areas are outside the existing fire tax districts. To fund

expansion of services, it will be necessary to expand the tax districts to include the entire

geographic area of the County. It will also be necessary to decide where the basic

minimum level of protection is adequate (or all that can be afforded)

levels of protection should be provided.

where higher

Decisions will have to be made on funding distribution that are more

sophisticated LiaI1 taxing of the property within a five mile radius of a fire station to

support the operations of that station. Because the unprotected areas have relatively

smaH tax bases, the expansion of services can be funded much more easily if the entire

unincorporated area of Wake County is included in a single fire tax district. Several

existing fire stations will have to be replaced or renovated and stations win have to be

added to provide faster response times in rapidly growing areas. Increasing performance
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expectations and salaries for career personnel will require a higher expenditures in

future.

The County will be accountable for the quality and reliability of the service that is

provided to the public. accountability factor, however, is a nm~,_"f':lU street:

County must also be accountable to the fire departments and fire fighters to provide

funds and sy.;>tem support that will allow them to operate safely and effectively. Both of

these purposes are if County supports individual fire departrnents, <1':",,':>'.':>

them in working together as a coordinated system, and provides overall support to the

s}'Stem through the County Administrator.

Organization of F=....re Depa..riLa-nents

There are 37 established political subdivisions within Wake County that have a

role in the organization and funding of fire secvices (Table 2-1) (Refer to 2-2 for a

definition of districts):

Incorporated

Incorporated Towns

Rural Fire Districts

Special Districts

2

10

23

2

These subdivisions are served 25 fire departments:

Career Municipal Fire Departments 2

Volunteer Municipal Fire Departments 1

Rural Volunteer Fire Departments

Special Fire Departments 1
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25 departments operate a total of 29 fire stations in the County. The cities of

Raleigh and Cary are served by career municipal fire departments, while the remainder

of the County is served by 22 fIre departments that are fully or primarily volunteer

organizations. Raleigh Durham Airport is served a career fire department.

Most of the rural fire departments are autonomous organizations that receive

their funding through contractual relationships with the County and/or a municipality.

The rural fire departments that serve unincorporated areas are funded by special

district property tax levies, while fire departments that serve incorporated towns and

cities are funded by their general fund revenues. The fire departments also serve

unincorporated areas that are outside the tax districts, although they receive no revenue

from these areas. Table 2-3 summarizes the four basic types of departments
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Table 2-1. Incorporated Meas, Districts, and the Associated Fire Department.

II I I Rural Fire Special I Fire Dept.
Fire Department Incorporated Meas Districts Districts 1)'Pef

~

FD I City of ~ I Raleigh Suburban I I Municipal-0' -0-

Cary FD City of Cary " r •• .1

Apex Apex Hipex RCFD

~ FuquayrU4uay

Garner Garner St. Mary's

Garner Panther Branch RCFD

" Holly Springs Holly Springs RVFD

K.nightdale K nisrhrt1::11p Alert RCFD........~-o-- .._~-

Morrisville Morrisville Morrisville Rsrch. Triangle Park RCFD

Rolesville Rolesville Rolesville RVFD

Wake Forest Wake Forest I Wakette I I RCFD

Wendell Wendell Wendell-Holmes

=w~lon Zebulon
I I I I' in~l

'y-'

Zebulon Rural Wakelon RVFD

Bayleaf R::lJlP~P Dr'l:'11
J.''-..l .l.../

J

TT' '111 '1 ,~ 1::11
"0' -..I ocr -J

~ RCFDA '0' r
~

rr TT

;tony Stony

~ RCFDI au VICW

HT, "" Hope H. '" Hope~

RDU Airport Airport CFR

1 Fire Department Types: RCFD=Rural Combination Fire Department; RVFD=Rural Volunteer
Fire CFR = Crash Fire and Rescue



II

II

II

District TWe Definition
In?:========i=I===============~il

Fire Tax District The geographic area that is established by the Board of
County Commissioners to pay a special tax to support the
operations of a fire department. The limits of a fire tax

I district in Wake County are established as road
from a fire station; areas beyond this distance do not pay
the fire tax. If the five mile response areas of adjacent

I di~~rict~ overlap, the areas are ~plit at the approximate
mId-point between the fire statIons. Incorporated areas
are excIuded from the fire districts. The Board of County
Commissioners may set a tax rate of up to 10 cents per

I $100 of assessed valuation each area.

II

II

II

II

II

Insurance District The geographic area that is recognized by property
insurance companies as being within the service area of a

I fire department (using the same criteria as are used to II
establish a fire tax district). The level of I
provided within an insurance district is rated on a scale II

I from 1 to 10, with Class 9S as the minimum recognized
level of service for insurance rate credit. district may
have split ratings to describe two or more levels of
protection provided in different areas.

II

Fire Depat-tment
Response Area

The geographic area to which a particular fire department
responds as the primary service provider. The lres.pOlrlSe
area may include areas beyond limits of the tax

I district, or the insurance district; it is usually the entire
area to which the department is closest. All parts of
Wake County are within a response area.
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Table 2-3. Four Types of Organization of Fire Departments
in \Vake County.

II Organization Type I Op(;l'rintion;&-1_0.;_. . ylL.'<J· ......

Municipal-Career Raleigh and Cary operate their fire UC!-'<:ll L11lc:11l;> within the structure of

II I
the municipal ~l)v<:;l!uu<:;m. Both are flIlly staffed by career fife ~~

(Raleigh-Durham Airport also operates a career fire department as part
of the airport authority, however, this organization does nor provide
structural fife protection.)

II Municipal-Combination I The Zebulon Municipal Fire Department operates within the structure
of the municipal government, and is staffed by a combination of career
and volunteer (or part-time paid) employees. Monisville is in the
process of converting its rural fire department to this structure, and

I may eventually become an an career municipal fire department.

Rural-Volunteer Most of the fire departments in Wake county are independent
volunteer organizations that serve individual fire districts. Wake County

II I
manages the collection of property taxes from the unincorporated areas
and awards a contract to a volunteer department to serve each district.
The same volunteer departments may also contract with
to provide protection for incorporated areas. Six of these '-'''pc" LUI""l'>

are still all-volunteer organizations.

II I

Rural-Combination Fifteen of the rural fire departments ~"'Y;~J enough career or !-'<:l.1l-Llll1C

paid personnel, 1.I1Cluding daytime hro aIId full=time orill\,.

"''''IT'''t'_hTY\~ T"'lD.;A hT"':;) Tho ~Y of t.~e members of thesetJOl l-UJ.1J.\,., P<uu .LLl. \,. .1. J,1\,_

departments are volunteers.

Rural-Municipal Some of the incorporated towns in Wake County support volunteer fire
Combination departments that are intimately linked to the rural departments that

serve the surrounding areas, but exist "on as
organizations. (For . in Fuquay-Varina, there are two ",,'-pill aL"

fire department organizations with individual budgets, however they
function as a fire department for operational purposes.) All

.1.., .
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partly due to the

f evels of Service

The levels of service provided by the current rural voilunte(:r fire departments

significantly. Each fire department provides a different level of

differences in tax bases and tax rates which determine their funding, but also because of

their leadership, organizational capabilities, local preferences, and circumstances. There

has been little structure, organization or regulation to cause them to be similar or to

operate as a unified system and they have evolved to be quite different from one

another.

Personnel -- Most of the rural fire departments in Wake County are operating

relatively low service levels, when compared to urban fire departments. A 11 ~I='
£111 VI rural

depanments are fully volunteer or primarily volunteer organizations. they

career personnel on duty or an assigned crew of volunteers standing-by, volunteer fire

departments cannot ensure thal ::lny specific number of personnel will be available to

respond at any particular time. The actual capabilities of the individual departments

Each of the departments that has hired career personnel has taken a somewhat

different course, again resulting in quite different outcomes. None of the rural

departments has hired enough career personnel to fully staff its daytime weekday

operations, however, at least two of the rural departments are almost fully dependent on

full-time or part-time paid personnel during these periods. The overall staffing provided

by paid personnel is very thin aIld widely distributed, so there is still a strong reliance on

volunteer personnel to respond to working incidents at all times of the day. Several of

the departments have difficulty mustering more than a handful volunteers during

normal work hours (Table



Table 2-4. Fire Department Staffing Levels.

I I I II

Department '\lnl D".."nnn,,1 ]:;'1I11_+i ........ P'lirl Part-time No. of St~tions II, v I.. A \"..1 ~v ,lLI..I\..1. .L U,A,.. ",.a,LJ,"",,'" u ..~

Personnel Paid
Personnel

Apex 46 5 A 1
U 1.

Bayleaf 40 5 0 2

Durham HW)7.. I 40 I 5 0 2

Fairgrounds 22 2 1 1

Fairview I 38 I
~* 0

,.,
j £

Falls 25 2 0 1
~ " 1_' 8r UYUdY v ill ilid

_111.;;:1

Holly 3IJl lUg:s

• T _..
0r

K' 1
. . . 22 2 8 2IVIUlll:SV

Rolesville 32 0 0 1

Six Forks I 34 6 1 1
L

Stony Hill 32 0 0

S,vift Creek )'" 1 4 1

Wake Forest 36 3 0 1

:jN Hope 39 5 1 2
yy 7 , "

7,_L ., n
~,,~.

7.' , ". .
II.,

*Career daytime staffmg for Fairview are County employees under the supervision of the Fire Marshal. Their positions
are funded by Fairview F.D. funds is a new staffmg approach).



There are no paid crews on duty in any of the 'Vi'UL","--''-.-'

weekends. During evenings and on weekends it is not unusual to find several volunteers

at their stations, however only a departments provide accommodations for their

members to sleep overnight in stations to provide immediate response crews.

few calls occur during the late night hours, but calls during these hours tend to be more

severe than the average. Ali of the volunteer departments currently rely on members to

respond to the station before they can actually respond to a call during late

night/early morning hours. All of the departments could benefit greatly from members

who would "sleep-in" or "live-in" the stations, and eliminate the delay of responding from
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Cu..rrent Rudgets

Each rural fire department receives funds from the property tax that is levied

the area it serves. The amount depends on the property tax rate and the assessed

valuation of the property in the district. In addition, the departments that protect

incorporated areas receive funds from the respective towns. Some of the towns provide

funding equivalent to the fire district tax rate applied to property in the incorporated

area, while others negotiated different rates or lump sum payments. \Vake Counrj

also gives each department a lump sum of $3000 annually for each station to compensate

them for participating in the mutual aid system. individual departments manage

these funds and make their ovm decisions on expenditures. The departments may

establish reserve accounts and set aside funds in reserve accounts for future expenses.

The tax levies are based on budgets submitted by departments to

County for approval. The process of preparing and submitting budgets become

more complicated in the past two years. The county imposed new requirements which

placed a new administrative burden on the fire departments, and particularly on the

County Fire Marshal to manage and coordinate the process. Once the budget is

approved, the tax rate is set to raise that amount of revenue from the assessed valuation

that is on the tax rolls for that rli0h..i!~r at that time. In recent the assessed

valuation of several of districts has increased significantly after adoption of

budget, which has increased the revenue above expectations. fire departments

received all the funds that were generated by the increased valuations.

In adopting the 1994-95 budgets for the fire departments, the County decided to

appropriate only the amounts that were generated in the 1993-94 fiscal year and to place

the "new revenue" (from tax base growth and rate adjustments) into a reser,re account for

each department that would see an increase. The extra funds are being held for

appropriation to specific pUI poses.. A special advisory committee of fire chiefs has been
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established, reporting to the County Manager through the Fire Marshal, to evaluate and

recommend the allocation of these funds for specific purposes. This process has only

been in place for a few week,,>, however it appears to be a good interim plan for

managing the unappropriated funds more closely. Table 2-5 shows the tax base,

approved tax anticipated revenues for each district for the 1994-95 fiscal

A total of $307,048 is projected to be placed in the reserve accounts.
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TARLE 2·5. 1994·95 \V,A.¥..E COUNTY FIRE DISTRICT APPROPRIATiONS.

District Assessed Value Rate Aggfopriat. Reserve

Apex $259,801,517 0.100 $220,831 $38,970

Bayleaf $857,279,113 0.065 $471,504 $85,728

Cary $144,845,947 0.080 t11':;Q77 <til
"V.L ,LV,'-' J J '-!'v

Durham Hwy $707,988,522 0.060 $424,793 $0

Fairgrounds $158,243,588 0.090 $142,419 $0

Fairview $444,282,898 0.070 !l::un aoo d'n
"V"""' .1..U,/ 7U .j)U

Falls $89,377,982 0.100 $84,871 $4,467

Fuquay Varina d"-:>on t1...,...,.L"",.,A 0.085 $332,297-1lJ~U,~J I,JL'J

Garner $579,113,083 0.070 $347,468 $57,911

Holly Springs $50,623,313 0.095 $48,092

J-lnnlr;nC' d'o'"'7"'"\ .-,r,t A"""\/ 0.075 $54,265 $0.I. J..Vpn..U.l"::> ,J)I L,J.J't,U..:)O

Knightdale $300,406,922 0.080 $210,285 $30,041

Morrisville $131,137,428 0.100 137

Raleigh Suburban $1,593,370 0.095 $1,514 $0

Rolesville $258,542,581 nn7n <t'1t:onc:>
V .. ViV '-!'LUO,UJJ

Six Forks $276,355,843 0.060 $165,802 $0

Stony Hill $88,912,025 0.100 $84,466 $4,446

Swift Creek t,:{L1Q 7":; L1~" nn~~ <!' 1 C"7 :>"7'\ It>-'') Ai A,..,""
..... '>J ~ -', J -L.....r, I.....J...J v.u.J,.J .j)J.J 1,J I':' J).)'t,'J IL

Wake-New Hope $564,346,321 0.075 $423,260 $0

\Vake Forest $144,179,315 0.075 $93,717 $14,418

Wendell $183,752,830 0.080 $147,002 $0

Zebulon Rural $115,841.223 0.095 't~h ~~1 (:J< 1 hQ
'Y~>,J,'-..J"-J~ p~,J..VU

'T'r't'l'''' T $6,169,630,821 $4,222,904 $307,048I '-.J 1r\L



Activities and Workload

The followimr information describes and categorizes the ememencv reSDonse
'-" ......,....... ~ .I.

activity in Wake County for the period of January 1, 1993 through December 31, 1993.

Neither the individual departments nor the Marshal's Office is currently able to

provide consistent historical data for prior years. Data collection and reporting methods

for each of departments was inconsistent until 1993 and cannot be utilized to provide

valid data rdating to past experience. (Sometimes, this has

numbers between reports).

slightly different

During 1992, the Fire Marshal's Office and the individual departments initiated

new system improve the

quality, uniformity, reliability and usefulness of Wake County fire reporting in

The data that follows was provided to the Fire Marshal's Office by individual

departments which utilized the ne\v system during 1993.2

future.

Some additional analysis was conducted using limited data that was available from

reports and personal interview'S by TriData's fire analy"Sis staff. The information that was

obtained in this manner appears to be generally consistent with recognized national and

regional fire incident reporting information.

= During the period of January 1, 1993 through December 31, 1993, fire

departments providing contracted services to Wake County fire districts

responded to approxill1ately 6,100 calls, including

(Table 2-6 and Figure

mutual aid re;p(m~;es

The new system was designed and developed members of the Bayleaf Volunteer Fire n""V"rTmpnt

Some data may vary between different reports.

2 Refer to Appendix A for response data for individual departments. Appendix B contains COITlp,rratlve
data from other North Carolina counties.
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I:
Department

Apex

Mutual
Aid

Calls*
17

11

II ~.. - . I 406
I

IS 305 37 76 24 19 22raITVlew RUral 9

Falls 123 2 71 4 9 4 1 14 5

II Fuquay-Varina I 275 I 28 1 I 29 I 46 I 78 I 9 I 29 14

Garner 646 76 22 59 118 178 49 75 17

Holly Springs 80 3 2 4 ?Il "2 .., '''' ~,.,

..v .J J IJ .1.£

I
Hopkins 63 8 0 8 21 6 2 0 16

Knightdale 312 45 8 41 58 97 1 19 6

II Morrisville I 391 I 8 I 131 I 31 I 53 I 64 I 12 Ql I :<7
v'. J!

I
158 25 13 17

I
Rolesville 21 1 7 24 49

Six Forks Road 114 3 8 0 AA 15 1 17 33.- ....
I

Stoney Hill 139 9 85 6 17 4 0 7 4

Swift Creek 215 5 52 10 38 29 6 26 9

II Wake Forest 194 I 24 I 3 I 13 I 23 I 51 "2"2 1~ 1C
JJ i.J iV

Wake/New 814 49 338 16 50 41 55 57
Hope , , I

II Wendell I 320 I 34 I '7 ;)A A/' 11 1 20 13I .JV '+0

Yrac 87 9 24 11 , 2 17 8 :5 22

Zebulon '''1"\ 6 1 15 36 29 I 15 I 5 8I l£U

~
TOTALS 5,589 402 1430 370 761 940 300 678

Percent 7% 26% 7% 14% 17% "W~~/v

Source: Wake COllilty Fire Marshal's Office
*Mutual aid calls are outside of district, and totals in this column are not included in overall district total of 5,589 calls.
Note: This table does not reflect calls for departments. The table reflects 8&% of h'1-district oie of
in-district calls are classified as "ol-h.er" types of emergencies. There were approximately 9,700 calls in the entire in



Figure 2-5: Percent of Calls by Call Type, 1993
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!!!! Emergency medical service is becoming the major activity for the fire

departments that provide this service. Although than two thirds of the

21 departments are actively participating in the First Responder Program,

26% of the total calls were classified as "EMS only" and 2-6).

• Most of the fire departments in Wake County respond to very few structure

fires. Approximately 7% of the total calls were for structural fires, while

21% of total calls were for trash, brush or vehicle fires (Filmres 2-5 and, '-'

2-6).

• Twelve of the 21 departments responded to 12 or fewer actual structural

fire calls during the year. Ten of the departments responded to less than

200 total calls for their districts during 1993 (Table 2-6).

• Alarm system activations, which include malfunctions and unintentional

alarm activations, make up more than 10% of the total calls.

serving highly districts have very few automatic alarm responses.

Maiicious false alarms represent less than 1 of all calls.

!!!II The distribution of calls by day of the week does not significantly from

day to day or from department to department (Figure 2-8):

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

\Vednesday

1 A rrl
1'+70

15%

15%

Thursday 14%

Friday 16%

Saturday 13%
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Figure 2-6: EMS Calls by District, 1993
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Figure 2-7: Total Structure Fires by District, 1993
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• The percentage of total calls by hour of day differs slightly from the more

rural departments to the more urbanized departments.

• Most calls for fire department assistance occur between

hours of 7:00 AM and 7:00 PM (approximatelv
~ .L "" .-r

• The highest hourly call rate, per hour, (7.1% of all calls)

occurs between 5:00 and 6:00 PM (Figure 2-9).

!II The number of structure fires in single fatilily occupailcies appears to

decreasing over the past three years. This is consistent with national

trends.

• The average reported response times for each department to all

incidents ranges from just under 5 minutes to 9 minutes (Table

longer during the nighttime hours (Figure 2-10).

3 It is

• The average response time to all incidents is reduced in those departments

that have on-duty staff and those that respond frequently to only"

calls.

of fire departments average more personnel responding at

and on weekends. average number of personnel responding to all

incidents varies time of day at each of the departments. The average

numbers range from 4 to 14 personnel responding during the weekday

daytime hours and from 7 to 20 personnel for nights and weekends

3 The response time is due to t.lJe nu..'I1ber of inconsistencies and obvious ennrs in
reports that are provided the Communications Center. .,1.cmal response times may be than
reponed some eases because of the manner that is used to record times.
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• The average number of personnel responding is lower in those

departments respond frequently to only" calls. Wake

County first responder standard requires only personnel to

respond to these calls.
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II

II

Table 2-7. Nu.'Uber of Cans, Average No. of Personnei Responding,
II Average Response Time, By District, 1993.

INumber of I Avg. # of Personnel I # of Personnel Avg.
II

II I ...,... I R d" IDepartment UlliS m espon mg, Responding, Response

Dist. 7AM-6PM Weekdays 6PM-7AL\f Weekdays Time

II I I I II
and Weekends (Minutes)

Apex* 357 8 13 639

II BayleaI I 280 I 1') I 1L:
~"- iV

Durham Hwy.* 362 9 12 5.92

I Fairgrounds'" I 133 I 4 I 5 I "\ ')"\....,..-.....J

Fairview* 406 9 9 7.45

l:i~ll~* -t>""\""l

I 4 I 7 I 6.64 I
I

1. au;:) 1.lJ

Fuquay Varina 275 8 11

Garner 646 1/1 -In 5.971. ... 1.0

II
Holly Springs 80 8 11

Hopkins 63 9 13 i f,1

III I
I .. U...t

II I I
Knightdale 312 14 20 6.27

Morrisville* 391 5 7 6.96
I

II Rolesville I 1CO 14 16 4.68i.JO

Six Forks 114 8 11 6.97
I

Stony Hilf' I I I I
II 139 h 11"\ 9.01v tV

Swift Creek* 215 7 10 5.64

I Wake Forest I 194 I 13 I h flA II
v ..v-,.

Wake/New Hope* 814 5 7 7.29

\ll~~A~ll 320 I 13 I 17 639 II
I

Y~UUCH

Yrac* 87 7 11 6.49

71' • 120 14 18 4.84

Source: Wake County Marshal's Office
Note: Total number of calls per district may vary slightly betvleen reports.
* First Responder to medica! LTlcidents



Figure 2-9: Percentage of Calls by Hour of Day, 1993
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Sow--ces of Change

The volunteer fire departments that serve most of unincorporated areas of

Wake County are faced with a rapidly changing environment which impacts on their

abiIit'j to piOvide services currently and in the future.

Changing Expectations -- The regulations and expectations that are placed upon a fire

department have increased significantly over the past decade. Regulations come from

that national level (OSHA and EPA) and the State of North Carolina. regulations

include mandatory health and safety regulations, higher training and equipment

standards, and new service expectations. The growing area of hazardous materials and

environmental protection has also changed the response and operational ei\pectations

placed on fire departments.

EM.f\ -- One of the major changes in the recent past has been the involvement of most of

the rural departments in the delivery of emergency medical rescue services, a

domain that was previously assigned to a paraUe] system of volunteer rescue squads.

The volunteer rescue squads have been impacted many of the same forces as

volunteer fire departments and most are tending to specialize in emergency medical

treatment and transportation. The volunteer rescue squads are supplemented by career

personnel from the Wake County Emergency Medical Services Department. The fire

departments are assuming more resDonsibilitv for technical rescue and extrication as the
_ ....... J.. .,I

rescue squads have fewer personnel available to handle functions.

Most of the volunteer fire departments become first responders to

emergency medical incidents. The fire department can often provide faster response

thaII the rescue squad to patients in urgent need of medical care. This is particulariy

significant during the hours when career personnel are staffing the fire stations, because

they can respond immediately; there is no delay for crews to respond to the station.
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frequency of fire medical calls is 10''1, so there is not a major concern providing

medical care detracts from the ability to provide fire protection. Automatic mutual

provides additional back-up resources to cover for units are on medical calls or

other incidents.

Growing Population and Expanding Workload -- The volunteer fire depanments

individually and collectively are faced with a complex set of challenges and problems,

beginning with a rapidly expanding and diversified population that is creating an

expanding workload. Several of the fire depanments have also become involved

responding to emergency medical incidents through the First Responder program,

has caused a rapid increase in their calI volumes.

The increasing \vorkload is occurring at a time when fire departments are

having difficulty in providing adequate volunteer response, particularly during daytime

hours on weekdays (Figure 2-11), when a large proportion of the volunteers are at their

regular jobs and unable to respond. Similar problems are being faced throughout

volunteer fire service today.

The difficulty in providing crews to respond to calls during daytime weekday hours

has caused several of the predominantly volunteer departments to providmg

staffing with career or pan-time paid personnel. Within the past three years, these

factors have motivated several of the primariiy volunteer departments to employ

career personnel for the first time, primarily for daytime weekday coverage. Full-time or

part-time fire chiefs also been employed several of departments. The

volunteer departments that utilize career personnel have a total of 82 employees (64

time and 18 part-time) (Table 2-4). The volunteer departments continue to depend

on volunteers to respond from home at night and on weekends.

A slight majoriuj of the emergency calls actually occur during the daytime hours

(Figure 2-11), when the primary response force is composed of the 82 paid personnel
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Fi~lure 2-11 : Total NumbE3r of (~alls on V\'E!ekdays V5. Nights/Week nds, 1993
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and a relatively small number of volunteers that are available. There are more

volunteers in the County, most of whom are available to respond at night and on

The volunteer departments vary considerably in their strengths and capabilities,

but they are generally good organizations managed by very dedicated individuals. The

transition to partial career staffing appears to be inevitable, given the trends in

population and development in the County. There will be large benefits to the

taxpayers, however, if the of volunteers as the predominant service providers at

night and on weekends can be maintained for the foreseeable

Tax District Funding -- The special tax districts have provided the fire departments with

fairly predictable funding, often combining fire revenue from protected

unincorporated areas with contractual income from an incorporated town. Until

recentiy, the revenues for all of the districts were fairly modest. As rapid growth has

occurred in the unincorporated areas, the tax base and the resulting revenues for several

of the departments have increased rapidly, allowing them to add and upgrade stations

and purchase new apparatus and equipment. Equipment and stations have been added

without an overall plan to coordinate services among the fire departments, resulting

less-than-efficient station placement. The addition of paid personnel has a major cost

impact on the budget of a volunteer fire department and generally could not have been

accomplished without the increasing revenues.

Annexations -- In most parts of Wake County there has been increasing development of

suburban and satellite communities and significant expansion of the incorporated areas.

(Annexation to an incorporated community provides access to water and sewer sys:teITIs.

Wake County does not offer these services.) The annexation of additional areas by

to"WllS and cities has changed the configuration of response areas and shifted tax

revenues. In severa! cases, the property that caused the fire tax base to grow

rapidly over a few years were annexed into a city or town and cut from the fire district.



This roHercoaster trend is expected to continue for the foreseeable future with different

impacts in different areas of the County.

The rural fire departments are being impacted by annexations of developed areas

into

support the rural fire department; in most cases the municipality then contracts with the

same fire department to provide service to the annexed area, however the municipality

may pay rural fire department at a lower rate. The municipalit'y' also decide to

provide the service through its own municipal fire department or contract with a

different volunteer fire department. Several of the departments have had major portions

of their service areas annexed and absorbed by other fire departments, a few cases

leaving only remnants of unincorporated areas that still require protection. This trend is

expected to continue.

As annexations have occurred, significantly areas have come under

protection of the Raleigh and Cary Fire Departments -- the fire tax revenue from those

areas is no longer collected and distributed to the volunteer organizations. These

annexations have had the greatest impact on the Yrac, Fairgrounds, Six Forks, Swift

Creek, Wake-New Hope, Falls, and Durham Highway fire districts. These departments

have been left with dirninished revenues and fragmented districts that are often very

difficult to serve. Figure 2-12 displays the fragmented fire districts.

In many cases, the nearest available fire units are not dispatched to calls l)ecalJSe

added stalticll1S to

serve their newly annexed areas, some of which are well-situated to cover adjacent

unincorporated response areas. Units from rural fire departments must literally drive

must drive past volunteer stations to reach incorporated areas.
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While the of North Carolina provide for an and gradual process

reducing the tax revenue and transferring responsibilities when annexations occur, the

impact of armexations has reduced the funding and service areas of some of the

volunteer departments to the point that they are no longer viable or needed their

established roles as primary responders to fire incidents.

Until recently, most of the growth of the other incorporated communities (other

than Raleigh and Cary) has had a relatively mild impact on the rural departments,

because the funds that came from properties in the fire districts were replaced by

contractual funding the communities, although not necessarily on an equal basis.

Recently, however, some of the communities have annexed into areas that were part

the tax district of a different department from the one that protects town. This

has caused the tax base and service area of one fire department to shrink while the

adjacent fire department's service area grows. The growth and/or loss of geographic

areas are not necessarily in proportion to the changes in revenues.
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Special Response Resources

Over the past decade, fire departments across the countrj have begun to assume

new "special response" tasks, which include hazardous and technical rescue.

Hazardous materials incidents can involve anything from catching and removing

contaminants in water bodies to extinguishing complicated and dangerous chemical

Technical rescue calls involve the extrication of victims automobiles, confined

spaces (sewers, vats, and tanks), coHapse buildings, coHapsed trenches, high angle areas

accessible only by rope, and water bodies. These special response tasks are strictly

regulated and require more training and eauioment traditionallv bv fire
~ ... __,.. '"' ...',J

departments. The growing expectation for fire departments to provide emergency

place new

demands on the fire service in Wake County.

Ha:z.ardous lA..faterials Respome TeairtS -- \Vake County currently contracts with the

Raleigh and with the Wendell Fire Department for its Hazardous Materials Response

Teams. This arrangement appears to be satisfactory for frequency of hazardous

materials that are experienced in the County and makes good use of the available

resources. The capabilities of both teams appear to good and there is a

good relationship between them. (Many of the members of Wendell Team are

actually off-duty members of the Raleigh The two teams back-up each other

when needed.

Technical Rescue Response Teams Some of the rural fire departments have become

involved in the automobile extrication portion of technical rescue, having assumed a

large part of this responsibility from the volunteer rescue squads. Additional technical

rescue capabiiities are available through the Raleigh or Cary Fire departments or

through the volunteer rescue squads. Both Raleigh and Cary have confined space rescue

teams which could be called to respond to calls in Wake County on mutual aid. The
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technical rescue/confined space capabilities should be incorporated into a plan for

development distribution of teams throughout the County.



as property of

Appardtus, Equipment, and Water Suppiy

The volunteer fire departments vVake County purcJJ!as~=, operate,

their 0\\'11 fire apparatus. Most of these vehicles are individual

org<lllizations, although they may been ruHy or partiaHy financed from a

and County or municipal tax revenues. (A few of the vehicles are actually owned

municipalities, but they are all used by the volunteer fire departments.) The 21 Wake

County departments operate a combined of 179 individual veJllcies of

types from several manufacturers. The combined fleet includes 100 pumpers

and pumper-tankers, 36 tankers, and 35 mini-pumpers and brush units, which is

considerably more vehicles than are needed to meet the actual needs of the County

(Table 2-8).

size of apparatus fleet reflects the perception that each department

attempted to equip itself to Anpr')t"" independently. The ex(:esslve number

results in higher operating and maintenance expenses, however cases is not

a major cost item. Many of vehicles are older units that have been retained in the

fleets when newer units were purchased instead of being retired or traded-in. are

kept in ready reserve status and require additional storage space in stations, are

seldom used; therefore, operating and maintenance costs are

difference in operating cost between keeping and disposing of an older unit is r""l..,t,u""l"

minor. Some of the equioment could be distributed to substations to decre~qe resoonse
.1. .i, 1.

distances, if personnel are available to respond from those locations to incidents in their

areas.

The additional expense is C'lC1"nttir'Clnt when the fire departments want to

purchase replacement vellicles for the ClU!"r':i(TP retained units. Only a lirnited nurnber of

vehicles should be funded from fire tax revenues -- an adequate number to provide

desired level of service plus a reasonable number of spares to replace units that are

temporarily out of ;;:PI'1l1('P
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TABLE: 2-8. Wake COIL J AIJparatus Summary.

Depw1ment ~ Pumper ~

H~.~mT":J Aeri~ Iou""1ToW

• "-0..1'.... 1>

Tankclr • EqUIpment Appar.
Trucks

- - - -
Apex 3 I 2 L 2 1 2

Bayleaf 2 3 1 1 1 2 10

Cary 5 1 1 1 10 18

Durham Hwy. 2 1 2 1 1 7

Fairgrounds 1 1 2 1 1 6

Fairview 2 I 4 I 8

Falls 3 1 4

Fuquay Varina 4 1 4 1 3 13

Gamer 2 4 2 3 1 3 15

Holly Springs 2 2 1 1 6

Hopkins 2 1 1 2 6

Knightdale 1 4 I 1 2 9
-

Morrisville 5 2 2 9

Raleigh 20 3 2 :2 5 2 34
-

R.D. Ajl11ol1 5 5
-

Rolesville 3 2 1 1 1 8

Six Forks ] 2 1 1 1 6
-

Stony Hill 1 2 I 2 6

Swift Creek I 2 2 I 6

Wake Forest 2 1 2 1 2 2 10
-

Wake New Hope 2 2 5 2 I 1 14

Wendell 2 2 1 2 1 3 11
-

Ymc 3 1 1 5

Zebulon 2 1 I 4
Mlmif'inl'll

Zebulon Rural 1 1 2 1 5

TOTAL 59 41 36 7 8 28 4 8 46 237



A "pool" of good reserve vehicles could be maintained by CounlY to be used

abyany the departments needed.The cost factor also becomes significant when

departments buy new apparatus to expand their fleets of first line or

purchase replacement vehicles before the existing units need to be replaced. The ability

of individual dep;:,rtments to purchase new apparatus or to older

depends entirely on their individual budgets. The departments with strong revenues

generally have reserve fund balances set aside for new apparatus, while those

revenues may nathalie any reserve funds to replace obsolete and ,vorn-out vehicles.. a

department has the cash in reserve or can obtain financing, it can purchase apparatus

and equipment according to own priorities and perceptions of need.

There is no mechanism to regulate the purchasing habits of the volunteer

departments. The spending habits of the different departments from frugal to

unrestrained and are generally in proportion to their revenues. They tend to spend

funds they have available to obtain the apparatus, equipment and stations they can

afford. Some of the departments are trading-in vehicles that are newer and in

condition

replace. There is also no requirement to offer used apparatus to other

departments Wake County before selling it to another department outside the ""''-'UULY

The ability to purchase and operate the newest, largest and fanciest fire apparatus

is one of the intangible incentive factors in many volunteer departments; this is

iustified bv comoarin2 the additional cost of "tOD of the line" fire ;mOrlrfltns with the costJ .J A....... . . _ - ·_·_·r -_. ----. ----- --- - -rr-- --~~ --- -- - - ---

of paid crews to staff the units. Most of the departments in Wake County have been

fairly conservative the purchase of apparatus, but the departments with more funds

have acquired newer higher quality apparatus those with more restricted

budgets. This presents an inequity service delivery among the departments.
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Each fire department is currently on its own to specify apparatus and from

dealers or manufacturers. Substantial savings could be realized by deciding on a set of

b::lsic specifications for three or four categories of apparatus, and buying multiple units

under a joint purchase plan. This approach could also include Raleigh, Cary, and

fire departments in the area and could involve all types of supplies and equipment.

Many volunteer departments take great pride in their apparatus and insist

they can buy a better unit than a governmental purchasing agency would buy for them,

however it is very feasible to get a group of representatives together to develop

specifications for a well designed units that 'would satisfy the needs of several

departments. There could

general specifications.

some allowance for individual preferences within the

Water Supply Apparatus and Hydrants -- Fire departments rely on one of two sources

water supply: hydrant systems or mobiie tankers. The majority of the geographic area of

Wake County is not served by water mains and hydrants. All of the incorporated

communities have water systems and hydrants in built-up areas, supported by good

distribution alid storage systems capabie of providing adequate flows for fire fighting

needs. Most of the unincorporated areas have no public water supply and depend on

water delivery to the scene of a fire by fire department tankers. Some of the

unincorporated areas have limited water service from private suppliers.

In new growth areas, hydrants are generally required, however, there is not

necessarily an adequate water supply to support their use. The availability of water and

sewers are controlled by the incol porated towns and cities, so property that is being

developed is most likely to be annexed. All of the rural fire departments are oriented

toward the use of mobile tanker trucks as either their primary or secondary source of

supply. Most of the departments use a mixture of tanker-pumpers and single function

tankers to deliver water to scene of a fire.
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PlliYJlperS are primarily designed to rnove water through hose lines, primariiy as a

means of directly attacking a fire. They are sometimes used as part of a

operation to deliver water through hose from a remote source to other

pumpers at scene of the fire. Pumpers may also be used to refill tankers at

water source locations; tankers shuttle water to the scene of the fire~ ~y1ost

pumpers used in urban areas have on-board water tanks of 500 to 700 gallons,

which are used to attack small fires or to begin the attack on larger fires while a

sustained water supply is established. The sustained water supply may come from

a hydrant, or hoseline relay or tanker delivery to the scene. Many of the

pumpers in Wake County carry up to 1,000 gallons of water.

A pumper-tanker has a regular fire pump and attack hose lines to operate in a

direct attack in addition to a water tank of more than 1,000 gallons

capacity. A tanker-pumper can be used as a pumper, as a water delivery vehicle

to support other pumpers, or with other tankers and tanker-pumpers to

water to the scene of the fire.

A tanker is de~>lgrled for the primary purpose of delivering water and generally

has very limited attack capability. The water carrying capacity of tankers

Wake County ranges from approximately 1,200 gallons to in excess of 3,000

gallons. Several tankers may be to "shuttle" water from a source to

scene of a fire, then return to the source for additional water.

of rural fire departments Wake County has built fleet of vehicles

around its own circumstances, concepts, and preferences of water supply. Some use all

pumper-tankers, some use pumpers supported by tankers, and some plan their operations

around the use of large diameter hose to obtain water from hydrants or other sources.

Most of the tankers have relatively small capacities, usually varying from 1,500 to 2,000

gallons (refer to Appendix B for a list of apparatus).
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The best improvement in the water supply system would result from eXtending

municipal water service to larger areas, particularly any new development areas. Three

or four large capacity (3,000 gallons or more) tankers strategicaJly located in the County

would improve the water delivery capability, however, many of the roads and bridges in

different areas will not support the weight of the larger vehicles. These would have to

be evaluated on a local level.

Some of the departments that respond in areas that have hydrants appear to make

good use of large diameter (four or five inch) hose, however, some are reported to

more comfortable with water supplied from tankers than from hydrants, even when

hydrants are available. Large diameter hose is very efficient for delivering water at

distances of up to one-half mile from a water source, particularly when a large, constant

supply of water is needed, such as for a 'warehouse or industrial fire. The system could

work much more efficiently if all of the participating departments used the same

sta.Tldard operating procedures for water supply and carried compatible hose.

The varying water supply preferences and philosophies among the different

departments is evident in the range of vehicles they operate. Several of the volunteer

departments have accumulated fleets of vehicles with water carry capacities, based on

their independent judgements of how much water they wiI! need, nO'',! far they will

to respond to a fire to deliver the water, now far they will have to go to refill their

tankers (in a shuttie mode operation), and how rnucn water they can practicaJIy carry

on one vehicle because of size and weight limitations. Because of this independent

approach, several of the departments have more vehicles than it is practical for them to

operate.

Several large fire stations around the County are filled with seldom used water

transporting vehicles. Most of the departments appear to have adopted the philosophy

of owning and operating a fleet of water delivery vehicles to be self-sufficient for most
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situations, and only occasionally utilize mutual aid to obtain assistance from sUiTOUniuiiJlg

departments.

Specialized Apparatus -- There is a tendency among the volunteer departments to

purchase more specialized apparatus, such as rescue equipment vehicles,

the system would need if these vehicles were shared and distributed under a Countywide

plan. Several new specialized equipment vehicles have been purchased in a short

duplicate units. A new deployment plan should consider redistributing these units for

balanced Countywide coverage before any additional units are purchased.

The Countywide system would benefit from the addition of two or three lighting

and breathing air refilling units, elevated stream units, large diameter hose units, and

pumpers with foam capabilities. The reliance on tankers for water supply in many areas

suggests that the departments should be looking into the use of Class A foam and

compressed air foam (CAF) sy'Stems to increase the efficiency of limited water SUf)plles.

There are only two aerial devices the County; an aerial ladder Apex an

aerial platform that belongs to the Zebulon Municipal Department. Raleigh and

have a combined total of six units, which are available to respond on mlitu:al

aid. The need for aerial equipment outside cities is very infrequent, however two

additional aerial devices, strategically located within the sy'Stem, would improve the

overall resource distribution and aid in improving the ISO classification countywide.
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Fire Stations

The volunteer fire departments currently operate from 29 separate fire stations.

Several of the stations are in immediate need of renovations, repairs, or replacement in

order to meet code requirements. Most of the stations require modifications to

properly accornrnodate paid personnel, "sleep-in" crew'S, and other uses (Table 2-9).

All of the existing fire stations have been built by the individual departments

according to their own judgement as to location and construction details. Their size,

type of construction, a..qd improvements reflect funds that have been avaiiable from their

individual tax levies. Many of the departments also use self-generated funds to support

building projects.

A significant capital investment will be needed in Wake County's fire stations

over the next five to ten years. Several of the existing stations will have to be renovated;

expanded, or replaced to meet the needs of the fire departments. It would be much

more feasible to provide the funding for these projects through a Countywide tax levy

U1an through the individual fire district levies for individual projects. The recommended

Fire Advisory Board should develop a capital improvements budget and make

recommendations to the Board of Count'} Commissioners on L,e projects tlm! should be

funded each year.
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alions for the south and east of

atlon In town, to the north and

atlons betwel~n Knightdale and
Flna code.

Comments on Stl:ltions'

ion In northern area. Fire code.

ion in New Hill and southem
e code.

e.

alton 2

contract

Station 1. Fire code.

ra£le space necessary. Fim

al storage space necessary,

atlon 1, new station in norttlem

ations for the north and west of

Table 2-9. Considl~radons about Future of Fire Stations.

~:IN"-~I~&~'~~~-~~LWdm~:CContract Sta1tioos Needled Stations to CIo9~ Renovations Stations Stations
Needed roll" Existing

StatiOns
- - - - - - __ i

Apex 2 0 yes 1 3 New sta!
area. Fir

Bayleaf 0 0 nQ 2 2

Durham Hwy. 0 1 no 2 1 Close 81

0 0 no 1 1 ConsiderO"~IVU '"''

Fairview 1 1 yes 2 2 RelocatEl-
Falls 0 1 yes 1 0 More stc

code.

Fuquay Varina 1 0 no 2 3 Future s
district.

Gamer 1 0 no 2 3 Future s
district.

Holly Springs 1 1 no 1 1 Future s
west.

Hopkins 0 0 no 1 1

Knightdale 1 0 yes 1 2 Future s
Gamer.

Morrisville 1 1 no 2 2

IRolesvilie a 0 yes 1 1 Addition
code.-

Six Forks a 1 no 1 0-
New stalStony Hill 2 1 yes 1 2

Swift Creek 0 1 no 1 0

Wake Fore,st 0 0 no 1 1-
Wake New 1 1 no 2 2 Close 8t

area.

Wendell 0 0 yes 2 2

'frac a 1 no 1 0

Zebulon 0 1 yes 1 1 Fire cod

Zebulon Aural 0 0 yes 1 0

• Fire code Alterations and/or renovations are necessary for station to meet flrE~ code.



SYstem SummarY,. .,

existing "fire suppression system" in Wake County works fairly well, but

is considerable room for improvements. Instead of a unified "system," it must be

regarded today as a network of independent components .... municipalities <L'1d fire

districts, volunteer and career fire departments, the County Fire Marshal's Office, and

the Emergency 9-1-1 communications system are all key elements. The components are

not unified by plans or standard operating procedures and the number of component

organizations and jurisdictional areas presents a major problem. One of the major

objectives should be to structure a wore efficient and better coordinated system for the

future.

The capabilities of the individual fire departments range from high to low, based

on several factors including funding, leadership, experience, local traditions,

circumstances, and motivation. The higher capability departments respond reliably with

sufficient, well-trained members to handle most situations, while others have a difficult

time assembling even a small crew. The objective of t.'le system should be to identify,

reinforce, and duplicate the positive factors that make some of them top performers and

to utilize those factors to bring all of the departments up to a higher capability level.

The circumstances of several of the departments are changing rapidly or have

already chailged. For some, these changes include new developments within their areas

that have provided more funding and along with an increasing demand for service. In

other cases, annexations of property bv incornorated towns ~f1d cities have reduced
_ ... "" -' J.

funding and diverted the demand for service to other providers. Some areas with

expanding needs are protected by inadequate fire departments, while in other areas

function and well-equipped fire departments no longer have significant service areas to

protect.



The s'vs:teiTI could be improved by reducing the numtier of individual

departments and building on the success of the most capable organizations. low

performance departments should be brought to a higher level and response areas should

be reconfigured to provide the best possible protection with the current and planned

changes jurisdictional areas. The personnel, apparatus, a..fld the

displaced organizations should be redirected to areas and functions where they can

continue to serve productively.

The overall s}'Stem should also be improved by providing a functional for

the individual fire departments to coordinate their training, resource deployment,

response plans, standard operating procedures, and other components, so that they

routinely operate within a strong Countywide sy'Stem. The career fire departments in

Raleigh and Cary, as well as RDU Airport, should be equaliy involved in this countywide

approach.

It is no longer feasible in many areas of the County to rely on volunteers as

primary daytime responders.. The current trend of adding career personnel to staff the

stations during daytime weekday hours is a major change for fire departments that have

in the past been exclusively volunteer. This trend can be expected to continue until

career cre\vs are in place in most of the stations to operate at least one fire suppression

unit with four personnel during daytime weekday hours. Volunteers can and should be

used as back-up responders during the day and should be able to provide the

responders at night and on weekends. Even the stations in rural areas can be expected

to require some daytime personnel within a few years.

The career personnel who come into the system should be expected to perform a

fuH ra..nge of tas!<.s, including maintenance functions, training, fire prevention, a..fld public

fire safety education, as well as emergency response. They should be directed toward

objectives that support and the volunteer system, as opposed to displacing

volunteers and creating an all career system.
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The fire department should continue to expaIld their pa..rticipation as fil :st

responder emergency medical service. Most of the departments have already

implemented this ser/ice or are plalming to move in this direction. This added service

meets a need in the County, since the EMS call volume is increasing and the volunteer

rescue squads are experiencing the same difficulties as volunteer fire departments in

providing adequate crews. The career fire personnel can meet the need for rapid EMS

response with very minor added costs. The expanded service should also carry over to

night and weekend response as volunteer fire personnel obtain the training to provide

emergency medical care.

Many of the fire departments are increasing the capabilities for vehicle extrication

and establishing their expertise in other forms of technical rescue. The role of the

volunteer rescue squads is cha.TJging a.'1d the evolution is moving toward combining

andjor developing close working relationships between the departments and rescue

The County already contracts with the Raleigh and Wendell depa.n-..Inents for

hazardous materials response. (These assignments may change when the State of North

Carolina implements a Statewide plan for regional hazardous materials teams).

One of the priority areas to address is confined space rescue operations Wake

County should designate and fund at least three strategicaHy located fire departments to

work toward training and equipping confined space teams. Each of these teams should

be responsible for a portion of the County and alI should funded from a combined

revenue source. The overall pIa!"'1 should integrate the capabiiities of these teams with

the existing Raleigh and Cary teams.

Fire prevention, which includes code enforcement, risk management, public fire

safety education, and fire cause investigation, has been the primary responsibiiity of the

Fire Marshars Office. This role has expanded very significantly within the past two



Carolina. The Fire Marshal and his staff are doing an excellent job, however it is not a

reaiistic expectation for the small staff to meet all of the challenges that been

presented.

As the Countywide s~tem evolves, part of the responsibility for fire prevention

functions should shift to the career personnel assigned to stations. All of career

personnel should be trained in multiple spl:claltles and time should

productively to identify and reduce fire risks, educate the public on methods to nr""uPt~t

prevent injuries, MId improve their preparedness for emergencies. Volunteer

personnel should also be encouraged to participate these programs, including non

operational volunteers who could be recruited specifically for fire prevention and public

fire safety education prograrns.

All of these areas should be major concerns, based on the consulting

overall analysis of existing fire protection s~tem in Wake County.



CHAPTER IlL RECOMMENDED PLAN FOR IMPROVEMENTS

This chapter describes a recommended structure for the fire service in Wake

County and provides several options and alternatives that should be considered in

developing fully detailed plans. Specific considerations for five-year and ten-year

Most Counties and metropolitan areas never take the opportunity to stop,

maIlner.

that should not taken lightly, because it can be used to restructure the current

unplanned system and to create a system that will meet future needs more effectively

and efficiently. There are many different approaches listed this chapter that should be

carefully considered.

Overall Approach

The primary recommendation resulting from this study is that the future direction

of the fire service Wake County should be planned as a countywide system.

present unplanned approach has 25 individual fire departments operating within a

looseIv coordinated svstem. The Countywide DIan could be accomDlished within a
.." oJ ..,/.1. .{

number of different structures. The system of separate fire departments could be

continued, with some reduction in the number of departments, operating under a

structure that provides increased coordination ::ll1d cooperation ::llTIong the dep::lrtmenrs.

It would also be possible to consolidate all the fire departments into a single Wake

Counry Fire Department.
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The option of creating one large fire department headed by one Fire Chief is

feasible, however it does not appear to fit the needs and priorities of Wake County at

the present time. There are several capable fire departments within the County today

and several municipalities that are growing and maturing. The full amalgamation of the

fire departments could result in a significant loss of identity, independence, and local.

initiative which are importa"lt considerations, particularly in a system that is primarily

dependent on volunteers. The desired results can be accomplished by creating a

structure under which the County, the cities and towns within the county, and the

individual fire departments can build and operate an efficient and effective system that

meets the needs of all the citizens. The countyv.ride system can be created and managed

through joint planning, combined with ongoing cooperation and coordination among all

the participating organizations.

Wake County is beginning to evolve from an all-volunteer fire service to a

volunteer-supported by career This should not be seen as the "beginning of

end' of the volunteer system. A well-managed blend of career and volunteer forces

should be able to meet the needs of the County for the foreseeable future, if t.l}e ",-~'tprn

is \vell-plaJmed alld well-managed.

The existing volunteer organizations are an extremely valuable resource. Some

the organizations are strong, well funded and well managed, while others are having

difficulty maintaining their operational capabilities. The number of independent

volunteer fire departments should be reduced, in some cases because they are no longer

needed to serve the areas they were established to protect. These organizations and

their members can make a valuable contribution to the system, if they can be redirected

to a different part of the mission. Some of the existing volunteer organizations should be

merged to create stronger organizations to serve contiguous areas more effectively,

Several of the independent volunteer departments should become municipal fire

departments, to gain the support and sponsorship of a local government. This should be
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done carefully, in order to retain the organizational attributes that promote volunteerism.

The growing towns have a compelling interest in supporting their local fire departments.

The towns and the County will all benefit if the fire departments are developed as

functional components of an efficient countywide system. The recommended plan would

include municipal-career departments a.fld both municipal a.nd rural-volunteer (or

combined career/volunteer) departments, all working together as one sy'Stem.

Restructure the existing fire departments into a smaller number of organizations that

would all function as one system.

The overall system would include municipal career fire departments, municipal

career-volunteer combination depal1ments, and rural volunteer or career-volunteer

combination departments.
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Municipal Fire Departments

The municipalities in Wake County are in a good position to work with the

County to structure the future system of fire departments. Most of the incorporated

towns in \Vake County have contracted with rural volunteer fire departments; this has

relieved the towTIS of the responsibility to operate their own fire departments. However,

several of the towns have grown to the point that their populations and property

valuations are equal to or greater than those of the unincorporated areas served by their

fire departments. As this transition occurs, the towns are becoming the dominant force

in guiding the development of local services. This trend is expected to continue as most

the population growth and commercial development is expected to occur in

incorporated areas, because of their control of the water and sewer systems.

The residents and taxpayers of the towns expect their local government officials to

ensure u~at they are provided with reasonable service levels with appropriate costs. This

is becoming a larger concern to the elected and administrative officials of the towns, who

want to ensure that their areas are adequately protected and their tax dollCil"'S go toward

efficient and effective fire protection services. This is causing the town to be much more

concerned with the management and operations of their local fire departments.

The most efficient overall approach for the County and the incorporated

communities 'llould be for all to cooperate in the planning and development of a

coordinated countywide response system and to share in the cost and operation of

elements that can be most efficiently and effectively provided at a countywide level.

s)lstem of municipal fire departments, operating within a cooperative structure, can fulfill

most of these needs.

Most of the towns will probably want to employ paid fire chiefs to manage their

local operations :lild ensure that t..~e needs Cil'1d desires of the local communities are
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f f 1" I , (' 1'. ·tt 1 ., ., ·1· 1 ~ C· L .~aooresseo. IVIOSI OJ tne towns Wlll De aOle La ui.Ulze vOlUnteer lIre Ilgl1ters to proviue a

major component of their needs for the next 5-10 The towns can also employ

career fire fighters to supplement volunteer staffing and provide a range of additional

fire and emergency services, depending on local needs.

In most cases the municipal fire departments can protect their surrounding

unincorporated areas with very little additional cost. This approach would be much

protect the unincorporated areas. The revenue that would be derived from the

distribution of the County fire tax would supplement the revenue coUected from

properties within the incorporated areas.
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Future Role of Volunteer Fire Organi7.ations

\Vake County currentiy places the responsibility for fire suppression in the hands

of 21 different volunteer organizations. AJthough 16 the organizations currently

employ paid personnel, fire response in the county still depends upon more thall 700

volunteers as the primary fire suppression force. Each of the volunteer fire departments

has different characteristics in terms of its number of calls, size of population served, size

of response area, number of members, number of stations, number of apparatus, funding,

and leadership.

The economic benefits of a volunteer system are easily recognized, when

compared to a system that uses all career personneL The cost comparison is only

however, if the volunteers can provide the level of that the community U'-'-U''',

desires, and expects.

The volunteer system should have the capability to meet the needs of most of

Wake County for at lea':>t 10 years into the future, but it is facing some chaUenges that

will make the delivery of services progressively more difficult over this period.

Challenges -- The existing structure of the volunteer organizations is destined to change

as a result of the factors that are evident in Wake County today. Some of the factors

include:

• Annexations have virtually eliminated the primaf1j response areas for some

of the volunteer fire departments.

• Annexations have and will continue to change size, shape,

demographics, and tax bases of many of the fire districts.



• Growth is occurring in areas that are not adequately served

departments.

existing fire

• The time commitment required for inCTe,lSed "mandated training" has and

will continue to limit the number of potential volunteers.

• The shortage of volunteer personnel for daytime coverage is a concern at

almost evet}l department.

• Many of the residents moving into the existing districts are not "affiiiated"

with the local communities and are not oriented toward the volunteer fire

service.

• The numbers and types of responses have changed significantly and, in

many cases, discouraged active participation by "fire suppression oriented"

volunteers.

• Current recruiting and personnel management programs do not attract or

properly address the needs of potential new volunteer members.

• There is an existing need to standardize ground operations and

implement an increased emphasis on multiple company training and

operations.

Retaining Pride within the Volunteer System As a result of these challenges, some

restructuring of the system is necessary to make optimal use of volunteers. One of the

most importaqt concepts Wake County must remember as this restrllcturing occurs is

that the system must be designed to foster the individual identity and pride of volunteer

organizations.
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'fhe current volunteer system has evolved without a plan and with a minimum

amount of direction or "interference" from the County. It is only recently that the

County has become directly involved in the administrative aIid operational affairs of the

volunteer organizations. The existing system provides a high level of autonomy to each

of the departments which appears to work well most of the time; however, it faces some

critical orga.llizationa! and operational challenges in the fuLure. The County should not

become so involved in the internal affairs of the volunteer organizations that their

volunteer motivation is compromised. Instead, the County should focus on coordinating

the protection system and utilizing the volunteers' capabilities, commitment, and

leadership within the system. The future system will not be successful \vlthout the

commitment of the volunteer organizations and their members.

Due to the challenges facing the current fire protection s.ystem, however, the

County will have to assume a more active role in coordinating fire protection. Some

volunteers may view a more active County role as a threat, however, the success of a

new system will depend largely on the leadership skills of

and directors. Implementing a system that proposes to

volunteer chiefs, officers,

existing autonomous vollunte(~r

orga.nizations into a structured role requires strong planning and leadership skills. Pride

within the volunteer system can be retained if the County utilizes volunteer leadership to

playa significant role in planning and directing the future fire protection system. This

can be accomplished if the volunteer departments focus on their common goals and

recognize the value of working together on developing illid implementing consistent

policies, procedures, and service deliverables.

Areas Where tb.e C{)Up,j;l.l Can ...d:.st Volunte~ ~~ The County should take an active role in

supporting and assisting volunteer organizations in several areas in the future. To take

full advantage of the volunteers as a valuable resource, the County and the incorporated

municipalities will have to provide more suppon to the volunteer system to enable the

volunteer organizations to ODerate in a more coordinated and consistent ma..'1ner.- .
County should concentrate on assisting in these areas:
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automatic response of neighboring departments and the establishment of

consistent levels of performance should enable the volunteer organizations to

function as elements within a strong countywide sy'Stem.

Training -- The countywide system will need to provide a far more structured

approach to training in order to assure that all personnel are capable of

performing at consistent levels. Minimum certifications for positions and

must be established for both career and volunteer members.

Human Resources -- The success of this approach can be supported by assisting

the volunteer organizations with human resource development services,

particularly recruiting and retention of volunteer members. This support should

be provided by the County. Consistent personnel management policies and

effective human resource management programs career and volunteer

personnel will be essential components of an improved countywide fire protection

Support Services The County could assist the volunteers with budgetary and

volunteer departments with the annual budget request process. Additionally, the

County could coordinate countywide radio communications, purchasing, apparatus

maintenance, and other services.

Planning -- The County could also assist with coordinating the strategic planning

for the County. This may involve analyzing response times and service trends to

determine areas of need.
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Ensuring Consistent Performam:e -- The volunteer organizations will have to

held more accountable for their performance to ensure that the system provides a

consistent servke deliverable to all areas and maximizes both efficiency and

effectiveness. The sj'Stem must establish basic performance criteria for response

and training, and ensure that each organization meets these criteria. (Refer to

Performance Standards section in this chapter for more discussion). The most

important objective for the next 6 to 12 months should be to develop a system of

consistent performance objectives and standards that will be supported by the

County and the municipalities and accepted by the fire departments.

Recommendations

C · .,. L 1 •• L.' ,.-ontmue to utuze tne vo.unteer organzzatwns as tHe pnmwy elnergency responaers

for the foreseeable future, but the provision offire protection by the organizations

rnust be better coordinated.

The County should take a much more active role in coordinating and supporting the

volunteer departments.
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The future system should be designed so that career and volunteer personnel

complement one another in the provision of fire protection. Career personnel should be

are not feasible to accomplish with volunteers. Their primary functions should include

staffing units for initial response during weekday daytime hours, performing maintenance

in public fire safety education activities, and providing training and other services that

support the volunteer system. Volunteer personnel should also be encouraged to

participate in these activities to the extent that is practical.

At some point in future, the County may need to utilize several 24 hour

career staffed units to fill-in where there is an insufficient number of volunteers to a

st.::ltjon. For ~x::lmnl~_ th~ County m.::lV consid~r using four C::lreer oersonnel olaced on a---- - -- ------r--? ---- -------J ----J .__ ~ _ ~ _·~············o .. _- -_ - r··· 1

quint (a multipurpose vehicle that can function as a pumper, aerial ladder or emergency

medical/rescue unit) to fill-in areas where volunteer personnel cannot provide consistent

staffing.

The overall sy.;:teIJ1 will be strengthened if all career personnel are hired

initially trained to meet consistent training and performance standards. Although the

career employees may work for different employers, a unified ongoing training and

promotional system would allow the career personnel to advance and transfer within

a standard predictable manner.

system. Uniform training and performance standards and an integrated rank structure

should apply to both career and volunteer personnel. Countywide approach should
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fully incorporate all of necessary support elements, including an expanded training

system) to make these objectives achievable.

Recommendations

Design the new system around the concept of volunteer and career personnel
1" 1 .. 1· 1 ..comp.ementmg one anotrler tn {nezr autles.

Develop specific policies and procedures addressing the relationship between paid and

volunteer personnel. These should establish a unified qualification and promotional

process that are tied directly to minirrr.um training and peifonnance standards. (The

system should include an oversight mechanism to ensure that the pal1icipants meet

their obligations as individuals and organizations.)

Utilize career personnel to perform functions that are not practical for volunteers to

peiforrn -- including daytime, weekday emergency response.

Utilize career personnel to perform maintenance functions j training, and to conduct

pre-fire planning, public fire safety education and fire code enforcement.
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County - ~Iunidpal Cooper-ation

One of the fundamental aspects of the recommended approach calls for the

incorporated municipalities to join with Wake County in the formulation of a plan to

provide fire depaI'tment services to the entire counry an efficient alid mutually

supportive manner. This encourages the municipalities to become more directly involved

in supporting their local fire departments, most of which would continue to depend on

volunteers for the majoriry of their service delivery. The rapid gIowlh of severa! of these

towns, accompanied by increasing demands for fire department and other emergency

services, has caused several of them to become concerned with the ability of the

volunteer organizations to meet their future needs.

Advantages of Cooperation -- The County and the municipalities have a legitimate

concern for accountability, both fiscally and in terms of the adequacy and reliability of

the <cPT,ric'p that is currently provided and will be provided the future. They must

concerned with justifying increasing expenditures, while ensuring that the needs of the

taxpayers are met. The County's primary concern is for the unincorporated areas, whiie

the municipalities are concerned about their incorporated jurisdictions; however, as a

group they share the same concerns for the entire area of the county.

The County and the municipalities, working with the volunteer organizations, can

assist each other by planning and developing one sy'Stem to provide fire department

services to all incorporated and unincorporated areas the county. The fundamental

objective should be to provide adequate and reliable service to all areas at an affordable

cost.

The major benefits that call be achieved tllroUgh joint p!d.Iining d.Iid operations

are:
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• response of the closest fire department(s) to any emergency, regardlB:-s of

jurisdiction and boundary lines

• the ability to access any or all of the resources of the system for any

incident or series of incidents

• the ability of all components to work together as a unified operational

system

• sharing the cost of major capital expenditures, special equipment, and

support s}'Stems

• elimination of redundant and unnecess:lry costs and "P!..V!!~~

Reconunendation

Joint planning must occur between the municipalities and rnral volunteer

organizations in Wake County to improve the use of system resources and eliminate

S}'Stem redundancies.

Establish a Fire Advisory Board -- The primary recommendation of organizing the

protection system in Wake County into a coordinated countywide system will require a

focal point to make importa.nt poiicy and budget decisions. This focal point luust

elected bodies,

service providers.

A Fire Advisory Board with five to seven members should be created to oversee

the entire system, estabiished the foundation for coordination and cooperation, ensure

service goals are met, plan for future changes, and make budget recommendations to the

Board of County Commissioners. The Fire Advisory BO::lrd could include (for example:
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• l~~ COUTIPj Commissioner

• A Town Manager

• A Municipai Fire Chief

o A Rural Fire Chief

• Citizen Representative(s)

• The County Fire Administrator

Recommendation

Appoint and empower a Fire Advisory Board to recommend, approve, and manage

rrilnirnurrt peifonnance guidelines, policies, and procedures. The Board should be the

primary source of policy direction for fire protection services, and should advise the

Board of County Commissioners on fire service needs.
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Restructuring of Fire Department~

The existing sy'Stem of fire departments should restructured to reduce the

number of individual organizations (fire departments), while gradually increasing the

number of fire stations. The below sections discus--') the creation of IT'.unicipal fire service

areas aJld iUral fire service areas.

Municipal Fue Service Areas -- The municipalities can provide a "home" for several of the

existing rural volunteer fire departments. In most cases this would change the

relationship from a rural fire depa..'1ment which contracts to serve an incorporated area

to a municipal fire department which contracts to serve an unincorporated area around

its perimeter. This is a natural transition in the cases where the municipality is

becoming the dominant component of a fire department's service area. It also fits in with

the established practice of granting of extraterritorial jurisdiction to municipalities in

\Vake County. The municipalities that protect unincorporated areas would receive a

share of the County Fire Tax revenue in proportion to the area served.

The municipalities would become more directly involved in ensuring that the

. needs of their citizens are met. This can be accomplished efficiently by supporting and

assisting the volunteer organizations. The individual municipalities could appoint career

fire chiefs to manage and direct their fire departments, however they would also have the

option of a volunteer chief.

The municipal structure would make the career personnel governmental

employees, v{hich would aHow them to be assigned to code enforcement. This would

also provide the employees with municipal personnel benefits and support sy'Stems.

Raleigh and Cary operate career fire departments that are well organized, well

managed, well equipped, and adequately staffed to meet the needs of the cities for the
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great majority of situations. Both cities are growing have built fire stations (aIld are

planning to build more) in locations that can serve unincorporated "islands" and fringe

areas. The most efficient manner to serve these unincorporated areas will to extend

the coverage of the Raleigh and Cary fire departments to cover all of the unincorporated

areas L,at fall ,viL"'in the reasonable geographic coverage areas of their fire stations~

If the unincorporated areas are not merged into a single fire district, two existing

\\lake COUnlj fire districts, Raleigh Suburban and Yrac, can be restructured to create a

single fire district around each If the unincorporated areas become one district, the

service areas for Raleigh and Cary can be identified within the larger overaii district.

Morrisville is in the Dfocess of converting: from a rural fire department structure
J ~ •

to a municipal department and planning to move in the direction of primariiy career

staffing, 24 hours per day over next few years. This plan recognizes that Morrisville

will have increasing requirements for protection, with a commercial/industrial

tax base, but will not have the resident population base to support a volunteer fire

depaItment. transition occurs, all of the area north and 'Yvest of Raleigh

served by career municipal fire departments -- Cary, Morrisville, and RDU Airport.

.. ,.. • -11 .1 l' 1· 1-1" h 1-. 1-... .. 1 ..lVlOrrlsvllle SHomo alSO contmue to estauliS l tue capaulIit'j to serve

Wake County portion of Research Triangle Park. This area will require a high level of

protection. The revenue from rapid growth should sufficient to support a full-

time career fire department.

The Town of Zebulon operates a municipal fire department and employs a career

Fire Chief and a fighter. There is a separate Zebulon Rural Fire Department,

two organizations should be merged into a single municipal department without delay.
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Apex has a growing career staff supplementing a healthy rulal volunteer

department under a paid Fire Chief. This fire department can easily be transformed into

a municipal depa.rtment, which could serve the town, existing Hipex Fire District, and

additional areas that are not in the fire district at this time. Two additional stations are

needed and planned for rapidly growing areas south and west of the Town of Apex

should be built as soon as feasible. (One of these stations will extend the five mile

service area to cover the remainder of the unincorporated area to the county line.)

The Town of Holly Springs currently contracts with the Holly Springs Rural

Department. Rapid grmvth of the tovm is creating a valid concern for the ability of the

all-volunteer department to meet the Town's current and future needs; the Holly Springs

Fire Department provides a significantly lower level of service than most of the others

the current system. The Town has also annexed territory that was previously within

Ten-Ten Fire District (Fairview Fire Department) and added this area to the Holly

Springs Fire Department's large service area.

The existing department no daytime career st::lffing a.'1d does not plli'1:icipate

the medical fiest responder program. It has placed its emphasis on a contract to respond

to a nearby utility plant at the expense of addressing the growing needs of the local

community.

The situation suggests the establishment of a Holly Springs municipal fire

department, however it may be more efficient for the Town of Holly Springs to contract

with the Town of Apex for fire protection and for the Holly Springs Volunteer Fire

Dep::1rtment to become part of the Apex organization, operating as a volunteer company

of the Apex Fire Department. The Town of Holly Springs would benefit from a more

regional approach to emergency response, because of the proximity of Apex,

and Cary.
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The rural volunteer fire departments in Fuquay Varina, Garner, Ktiightdale,

Wake Forest, and Wendell could be converted to municipal fire departments with

relatively minor changes. This would provide a governmental structure to support the

volunteer organizations. The Tuwn of Gamer has plans to build a station on the west

side of the city; which would be operated by t.he Garner Fire Department, afld this would

fit into the plan.

There is a sizeable area south of K'1ightda!e that is currently beyond the mile

response area. A new fire station location has been identified south of the incorporated

town which would provide better service to this area, however there is stili a need for a

station in or closer to the incorporat~d town. The station is in need of major

renovation. The response areas to the north and west of Knightdale will be reconfigured

if a "closest station responds" policy is adopted. A iocation for a third station to serve

the Town's growing incorporated area should be identified in coordination with the

Town's planners and with the surrounding jurisdictions.

RecoIT'uT}lendation

Consider the transition of rural volunteer corporations into municipal departments,

especially in areas where the municipality is becoming the dominant component of a

fire department's seivice aiea.

Volunteer Fire Service Areas -- It will not be feasible to convert all of the rural

departments to municipal fire departments. Three relatively large areas are expected to

remain unincorporated. It is recommended to restructure the rural departments that

serve these areas in order to create a smaller number of stronger volunteer

organizations. Each of the three areas could be served by a combined rural department

Lllat includes all of departments that currently serve parts of the area.

The existing fire districts should be completely restructured to coincide with

response districts for the restructured rural departments or all of the unincorporated
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areas of County should be consoiidated into a single fire district. Whichever method

of restructuring is chosen, the response territories should be drawn so that the closest

station responds to the location of the emergency.

The combinations of rural departments that appear to be reasonable at this time

are:

Bavleaf - Six Fork"- - nurham Highway - Stony BiI!

This department would serve most of the unincorporated area north of the City of

Raleigh. Most of the Six Forks Fire District has been annexed and is now served by the

Raleigh Fire Department and most of Durham Highway district is planned for

annexation. The fire departments that serve these districts should be merged with the

Bayleaf Volunteer Fire Department to create one strong volunteer organization to serve

the area north of Raleigh. The Stony Hill Fire Department should also be included in

this consolidation.

The Stony Hill Fire Department serves a large, sparsely populated area and has

some very long response distances outside its ta.x area. The existing fire station is

inadequate and should be replaced with a new station, west of the current location,

however t.he district does not produce enough revenue to fund the cost. An additional

station will be needed in the future to cover this area as it develops, however there is

very little demand for an additional station in the area at the present time. extreme

northwestern portion of this area can be better served by fire departments from Franklin

County. To create a stronger organization, the Stony HilI Fire Department should be

merged with the Bayleaf Fire Department.

Wake New HODe - Rolewillf' - Hopkins

This department would serve the unincorporated area northeast of Raleigh,

between Wake Forest and Zebulon. The built-up area of the Wake-New Hope district is

being rapidly annexed by Raleigh, leaving the more rural parts to be served by the rural
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development, but are expected to remain unincorporated. The Town of Rolesville is

included in the area.

The Fairview (Ten-Ten) and Swift Creek Fire Districts are both shrinking in

and growing in population at same time. Cary is annexing parts of both districts and

assuming responsibiliv} for protecting the incorporated areas. The Town of Holly

Springs is also annexing areas that were formerly served by the Fairview Fire

Department. The unincorporated areas served by each of these departments are

experiencing residential growth as they are reduced in area. Both of these areas could

be served by one organizations which would operate 2 or 3 stations. Fairview Station #1

and the Swift Creek stations win not be needed in their present locations, however, a

new station will be needed in the eastern part of the Swift Creek district.

The Fairview Fire Department has made significant progress since it initiated

Fire Department, which was in need of major improvements when first reviewed, has

made very good progress as the study has progressed. These two organizations could be

department.

An alternative would be to combine the Fairview and Swift Creek Fire

Departments with either the Fuquay-Varina or the Garner Fire Department to become

n;:lrt of ::l multi-station municinal fire denartment. (This would deDend on the willingnessr-- - - ------ ----- 1 I .... 1. _

of the two towns to divide-up and serve the unincorporated area.)

A_fl alternative for this area would be to combine the Ten-Ten Fire District with

the Panther Branch Fire District and the Swift Creek Fire District to create a

consoiidated rural service area. The reconfigured mral area could be served by a single



rural department that would eventually operate two existing stations, currently GarTIer

#2 and Fairview #2 and a relocated Swift Creek station.

Cary's existing and planned stations will be able to cover the western portion of

the Swift Creek Fire District within the next three to five years. Much of the Swift

Creek area has already been armexed by Cary and another portion could be covered

more quickly by the Fairview Fire Department. The existing Swift Creek fire station

could be moved to the east to cover the area that is expected to remain unincorporated.

The district served by the Falls Volunteer Fire Department is shrinking due to

annexations and a large portion of the area will be protected by the Raleigh

Department. There will a residual unincorporated area to protect which will require

a fire station to the west of Wake Forest. The existing station is poorly located and

inadequate for long term use. The Falls Fire Department can be absorbed into a

Forest Municipal Fire Department with a new station to be built between the Town of

Wake Forest and the Stony Hill area.

Fairgrounds, Yrac, Swift Creek

The Fairgrounds Fire Department serves an unusual :lrea, much of which is state

owned property and partly within the Raleigh city limits. It is questionable to have a

small volunteer department protecting large and valuable public faciHties that are

within or immediately adjacent to a major city with a career fire department.

Most of the unincorporated area in the Fairgrounds district iies between Raleigh

and Cary and could be served by one or the other of the two cities. If the

recommendation is adopted to have Raleigh and Cary protect the unincorporated are:l';:

that are within reasonable response distance of their stations. There would be no need

for this fire department to exist to provide primary coverage.
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The State of North Carolina contributes most of the funds that support

Fairgrounds Fire Department, however, the State would not pay a city to provide

same service. This situation needs to be resolved in developing a plan for the area.

Most of the area previously served by the Yrae Volunteer Fire Department

already been annexed by the City of Cary, leaving only isolated fragments of

unincorporated territory, surrounded by incorporated areas. This situation should be

.,rlrlrJ'><:'C'pr! irnTTlPr!i<:lfp!u hu tr~n<:fprrin(J ori.rn...::ll',ll r.esoonsibilitv.J for this area to theauu.. "-'~"-'u ~l~l,l,l,1~""'JU'";",,,,,-. Y '-JY L.J. ...... .l-& ...u '-'J. .l A.l&b J, - _ _ • _

of Cary Fire Department.

This situation leaves two functional existing volunteer fire departments

same general area without a mission (Fairgrounds and Yrac). The existing volunteer

organizations should be recognized as valuable resources; they could be disbanded

the members could simply be encouraged to join existing volunteer organizations in other

areas of the county, however this would not retain the value of the existing organizations.

It should be possible to define a modified role for these organizations that will be

valuable to the system and sufficiently rewarding to the members to maintain their

participation and take advantage of their training and skills. The Yrac and Swift Creek

orgaJlizations could be absorbed as a back-up volunteer force for the Cary Fire

Department, to provide supplementary personnel to report to working fires or to

additional units in service when needed to respond to an incident or to cover empty

stations. A role could be established for the Fairgrounds organization to work in a

similar role with Raleigh and/or Cary or as a countywide resource organization.

The mission of these two volunteer organizations could also be transformed to

provide special services, such as operating special rescue units, a command post vehicle,

a large diameter hose unit, lighting, air supply, and other special units.



The best approach to this Droblem could be to
- • £

a force \vith members of

both departments, along with personnel from Cary, Raleigh and other county

departments, to consider the alternatives, and to propose a new role for the

organizations,

Reconl__l'JIendation

Combine the rural fire departments to create a smaller number of stronger

organizations to serve contiguous unincorporated areas. Restmcture the fire districts

to coincide with these new organizations or combine all of the unincorporated areas

f h C . . 1 1'" ". 1\7 ' '" ,r- • •Q t e . ounty mto a smg.e pre azstnct. '" ew response areas SrloUta De aeJmea so mat

the closest station always responds to an emergency.
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Fnture Structure oi Fire Marshai's Office

The countywide fire protection system could be directed by a County

or managed by a County Fire Administrator. The designation of a County

Chief

Chief

irnplies that the individual would be expected to mailage and direct

would be accountable for all aspects of system performance. The term County Fire

Administrator implies that the individual is primarily a facilitator, managing services that

support and contribute to the systern, but not operationally accountable for the "'''''"''<l,t''''''

delivery aspects of the system.

The study team believes that the Fire Administrator model fits the needs and

desires of Wake Counp} more appropriately than a Chief modeL The recommended

system should be planned as a group of separate fire departments that have recognized

the values of coordination and cooperation in providing efficient and effective service.

County Fire Administrator -- A County Fire Administrator is needed in order for new

countywide fire protection netvv'ork to function effectively. The Administrator would

function as a facilitator and link among the County, the Fire Advisory Board, the fire

departments and the municipalities. The primary role of the Administrator would be to

support the countywide system that provides fire protection services in Wake County and

to ensure that the system meets the needs of the County and incorporated communities.

This includes monitoring how well the individual departments meet performance

objectives and standards.

The Administrator would not have Managerial or operational authority over any

of the chiefs of the local fire departments, as a County Fire Chief system would have

under a more centralized system. The Fire Administrator's functions would be more

involved with leading the countywide coordination efforts. The Fire Administrator

should be responsible for maintaining accountability within the system and advising the
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Fire Advisory Board and the appropriate municipal and Count'j officials when a

department does not meet performance standards. The Fire Administrator would also

be required to keep the Board County Commissioners informed about the state fire

protection Wake County, communicating any needs or problems.

\Xlithin the Fire Administrator's Office there should be three major divisions of

duties: Fire Marshal, Support Services, and Human Services (Figure

Fue Marshal -- The Marshal would be responsible for the code enforcement,

fire cause investigations, aI1d public fire safety education programs. The fire

prevention specialists in this section would manage the programs and provide the

technical expertise. The career and volunteer fire fighters at the station level

would assist with this mission.

Support Services This division would be responsible for providing services to

support the operations of the rural and municipal fire departments the County.

These functions could include purch::l~ing, coordination of apparatus alld

equipment maintenance, operation and upgrading of the radio communications

system, and similar functions. This division would also provide administrative

assistance and budget support, particularly for the volunteer departments

have volunteer administrators.

Human Services Human Services would assist with recruiting and retention

programs and coordinate the training for volunteer and career personnel across

the Count'j. It would also manage the system to ensure that all personnel (career

and volunteer) meet minimum training and performance standards.

Planner -- There should also be a position for a planner, reporting directly to the

Fire Administrator. The planner should anal.yze emergency activity trends, determine
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station location needs, plan protection for growing areas, manage the data sVc,tem,

and conduct other projects that relate to the future needs for the County.

This Fire Administrator system of organization is successfully employed by several

country. Its succe«.-S, however, depends on accountability of all

departments involved since no single person is "in charge" of the system. The study team

cannot emphasize enough the importance of having all of the parties within the system

Recommendation

Restmcture the Fire Marshal's Office into a Department of Fire Protection Services,

headed by a County Fire Administrator. The primary role of this Department would

be to coordinate and support the fire departments. The Fire Administrator should be

supported by a Planner and three divisions: Fire Marshal, Support Services, and

Human Resources.
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Consolidated Fire Tax and Response Distrid

The unincorporated areas of Wake County should be consolidated into a single

fire district with a uniform tax rate. The unincorporated areas are currently divided

among 23 individual fire districts, which are served by 22 different fire departments

volunteer and 1 municipal). A different property tax rate is approved by the Board of

County Commissioners each year for each district and the revenue that is collected is

turned over to the fire department that is contracted to senre the area. Some areas

within Wake County are not included in any of the fire tax districts and do not

contribute to the cost of providing fire protection, however, all areas are included in the

response area of one of the fire departments.

Imbalance -- There is a major imbalance in the existing fire district taxation system.

Each rural fire department is supported by an individual tax district and its revenue is

system

provides much more revenue to the fire departments serving areas that are more densely

developed and have higher property valuations. The fire departments in the higher

revenue areas have more apparatus, which is generally newer and more sophisticated,

more and larger fire stations, and more career employees than the fire departments

protecting areas with smalier tax bases.

Prooertv valuations reflect onIv one dimension of the demand for public fire
l. ..1./ "-

protection services. Fire departments do not protect only buildings and contents, which

are the primary constituents of the property tax base; they also protect people and

homes (without regard to their value), undeveloped areas, vehicles, and all kinds of

things that do not appear on the tax rolls. An area that has a few high value commercial

properties can generate much wore revenue than an area that is primarily residential

and agricultural and can usually justify a higher level of fire protection, however, it is in

the best interest of all parties to provide an appropriate level of fire protection to all
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areas. The areas that are currently beyond the 5 mile range of tax districts should

contribute to the cost of the protection they currently receive.

Some of the sparsely developed areas do not generate enough revenue to support

minimal fire departments, even with their tax rates set at the highest allowable level

cents per $100). The fire departments in these areas have to supplement their revenues

with fund-raising events just to stay in business. The fire tax rates in the high value

districts are generally lower than the rates in lower valuation areas, while the total

revenue is much greater.

Level of Service -- It can be argued that the individual fire districts provide the

opportunity for the property owners in each area to decide how much they want to spend

on fire protection, based on the level of service they desire. The actual practice,

however, is that each fire department prepares and submits a budget based on the

revenue it desires for the foHowing year and the amount it can expect from its tax base.

The Board of County Commissioners then sets the tax rate for each district, based on the

budget request and the recommendation of the County Mallager.

Once the tax rate is approved by the County, the revenue goes to the fire

departments with few restrictions on how the funds can be spent. There is no functional

process for the local taxpayers to influence the tax rate or the level of service that is

expected a.'1d very little accountability for expenditure of funds or the level of service.

The first County-required audits have just been completed for FY 93-94. The contracts

that have been established with the individual departments provide the foundation for

establishing a higher level of accountabiiity in a more performance based system.

The countywide system should be equitable, in the sense that recipients of the

equivalent levels of service should pay an equivalent price. While it not possible to

mea<;ure cost arId benefit ratios for every individual taxpayer, the system should reflect a

reasonable balance between the taxes that support the fire service and the level of
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highest tax rates tend to have the lowest service levels (and vice versa). The tax rate

must be set at the high end of the scale in the sparsely developed areas to

enough revenue to operate. In high valuation areas, the needed revenue can be

obtained with a lower tax rate.

Some of the volunteer departments also conduct their own fund raising activities,

to supplement the tax revenues. Fund-raising events are a necessity for the volluntee:r

fire departments that do not receive sufficient tax revenues to cover their operating costs.

The rural fire departments that service incorporated areas also receive funding

from the municipal budgets, however this is not necessarily paid at an equivalent rate

when compared with properties in the surrounding unincorporated area. in a

coordinated countywide system it would be desirable to have properties in incorporated

and unincorporated areas taxed at an equivalent rate for fire protection. This would

have to be negotiated between the County and the municipalities.)

The areas that are not included within an existing fire tax district should be

. included in a consolidated tax district and the level of service to these areas should be

Service Areas -- The fire districts do not necessarily renect the most appropriate response

area for each rural department. The districts were originally established on the of

a four mile resnonse distance from each volunteer s.t~tion ~nd e~ch dis.trict is c10selv•.... _. _ _ - - _ __._._ .._-- . ------.--- -----.--- ---- ----- -------- -- -- J

associated with a particular station or fire department. districts were later increased

to five mile response areas, the maximum recognized for fire insurance premium

reductions, a.nd the districts were split apprmdmately half way between stations when

adjacent five mile areas overlapped. The split points were agreed upon by the fire chiefs

and are not necessarily at the mid-points between fire stations. Since the last major

realignment, some of the rural fire departments have built second stations which are
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close to the edges of their districts, however,

not been readjusted.

tax districts and response areas

Several of the districts have been reduced by the annexation of portions of their

areas into the incorporated cities and towns. Most of the towns contract with the same

fire department to serve are::!" after they are annexed, hovvever the Raleigh and Cary fire

departments protect the areas that are annexed by the cities. Some areas have been

tovvns that contract with a different fire department to provide

The consolidation of all 23 existing fire tax districts into one is not essential,

however, it would result in a much less complicated system and provide more

discretionary power to the Board of County Commissioners to distribute the funds to

address identified needs and priorities.

Tax Rate~ -- The e:;dsting fire district tax rates range [fOrll 6 cents to a maximum

allowable rate of 10 cents per hundred dollars assessed valuation. The tax rate that is

approved for each fire district is based on a budget submitted by the contracted

department. The revenues for individual districts range frorn less than $100,000 to more

than $500,000 because of the tremendous variations in the assessed valuation of the

properties in the districts.

As noted in the previous section, the tax rate mUSI

areas to obtain needed revenues, while the tax base in highly developed areas generate

more than adequate revenues with lower tax rates. The total tax from the

unincorporated areas for the current is approyjmately $4.5 million; the sanie amount

could be derived from a countywide rate of approximately 7.5 cents per hundred dollars

assessed \Taluation.

fire districts were established to support individual rural departrnen ts, however it is
theoretically up to the Board of County Commissioners to decide each year which particular fire de!Jartm!~nt

should be contracted to serve each district. This option has never been seriously considered.
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small upward adjustment in the countyrrYvide tax rate could provide funds

that will needed for capital improvement projects have been A

uniform tax rate of 10 cents would generate more than million

unincorporated areas. Changing to a uniform rate would have a minor impact on

individual and the tax base to include the areas that are ('"r,.p,ntll"

outside the districts.

Consolidate the 23 fire service districts into one countywide district which

one tax rate and provide a more equitable cost unifonn tax rate

of 10 cents per $100 assessed valuation is recommended for the initial period.

Allocation of Funds The Fire Advisory Board should advise the Board of County

Commissioners on the appropriate allocation of funds to the fire departments.

majority of the allocation should come from the revenue produced by the

area of the department, however a significant portion should be set aside for CalJlt:al

rH"""'J, II Cl'''''T'''rr1 -:>('I~Alcrlin(T to

countywide priorities and objectives.

the "propeny' of the corporations. Future contracts between the County and the

volunteer corporations should stipulate that equipment and property purchased

County tax funds would revert back to the County should volunteer corporation

close. All future that are funded with tax revenues should become

County property.

,A.s more resDonsibilit'J! is assumed the County for orovidini:! shared SUDDort
1 .... 1 ....... ,I, ...

services and the countywide approach is moved in the direction of a searrlle~;s ~"u~'b~'''-

response sy"Stem, it is necessary to provide some redistribution of revenue to re(luc:e



the gross imbalance. There should still be a larger proportion of revenue directed

toward the higher valuation areas than toward the lower valuation areas.

One of the principal advantages of forming a single tax district is to allow

total fire tax revenue from the unincorporated areas to be distributed to meet the overall

needs of County. The distribution formula should be worked out Fire Board

and recommended to the Board of County Commissioners. The municipalities would

also have to be involved in this process, as they would be partners with the County

overall <:"'""''t,:>tTl

A conceptual example of a distribution formula could be:

50% to directly support operations of

their areas of primary responsibility for area

20% for redistribution according to the needs of

departments

10% for Capital Expenditures (Countywide)

Departments

individual

on

10% to support the functions of the County Department Fire Protection

Services.

for apparatus equipment replacement reserve

for special projects
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I'Jote: formula is pn::se:nted as an example for discussion nllrnJ,",~~>'" only_ It

be essential to have all of the parties participate in a detailed discussion of

should be included area the individual needs of

providers.

Recommendation

The Fire Advisory Board should evaluate and prioritize budget requests on a

Countywide and present the Board of County Commissioners with a

recommended consolidated annual budget and revenue allocation plan_

All apparatus and facilities obtained through

tax revenues should become County property.
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Establishing Perfonnance Sbntlards

The CUrrent standard contract between Wake County and the rural volunteer

departments does not establish minimum performance standards for organizations,

individuals, or ranks. Although response time and numbers. are referenced, there is no

performance evaluation program in place to measure a department's strengths or

weaknesses. Twenty-one individual fire departments are providing separate fire

protection deIiverables to 22 separate districts. The performance of the overall Sy'SLern

can be improved by bringing the performance of the individual organizations up to the

level of tIle strongest dep,U1ments and coordinating their efforts to work together as one

service delivery system.

The fire departments currently determine their own levels of performance. They

tend to have adopted a stand-alone posture with minimal reliance on automatic mutual

aid. They have their own entry and training programs, and there are no consistent

requirements that could be utilized to determine individual or department performance

capabilities throughout the county. A countywide set of performance objectives 3Ild

standards should be the foundation for the restructuring that must occur to maintain and

strengthen the volunteer system. The County must realize that the success of

performance standards hinges on the extent to v/hich organizations are held accountable

to maintain the standards. Valid performance standards within the contracts with

volunteer organizations should be used to plan and measure the level of fire protection

in Wake County. (Appendix C contains a sample of contractual performance standards).

Service Level Objectives ihrough Insurance Ratings -- The minimum short-term service

level objective should be to provide "Level 9S" service to every part of the county.

Higher levels of service should be provided in more developed areas:
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future) Morrisville.

At least Class 5 and potentially Class 4 in incorporated towns and highly

develoned areas (where hydrants are orovided1.
i " oJ i. '"

At least Class 8 or better in moderately developed unincorporated areas.

(Additional discussion of these objectives can be found in chapter four under

heading "Insurance Protection Classifications.")

Recommendation

Establish a Class 9S rating as the minimum service level for the entire County for the

immediate future. Higher service levels should be provided in developed areas and

gradually implemented in all areas.

Ba...d.c Fi.re Suppressi..on Rp'P0p.se Capability -- The classification system that is by the

insurance industry does not consider the entire role of a modem fire department. The

response capability of the fire departments should be measured in terms of the ability to

the appropriate apparatus and equipment to conduct a standard interior fire attack

operation.

The performance standard should ultimately be based on the capabilities of all

the individual fire departments working together as a countywide system, using an

automatic mutual aid response plan and a single set of standard operating procedures. It

should also consider the ability to respond to rescue incidents, medical emergencies, and

other types of incidents that can be anticipated. The standards for rural fire protection

conduct effective interior search and rescue or fire suppression for most structure fires.
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Recommendation

Establish a nUJre reasonable basic standard for initial response that would include:

• At least one attack unit with at least jour trained and equipped personnel at

the scene within 5 minutes, and

• full structure fire response team oj 12 to 15 personnel assembled on the

scene within 8 to 10 minutes.

• A full response team should have the capability to establish and maintain a

fire attack flow at least 350 gallons per minute by the 10 minute mark,

while condllcting interior search and rescue and fire srdppiessiorz operatiorzs.

These objectives are reasonable in the one to five year time period for the areas

where fire stations already exist or are planned - generally in and around the built-up

towns. The first stage of working toward this set of objectives would be have at least one

crew of four personnei on duty or ready to respond from each station at all times. This

crew could include a mixture of career and volunteer personnel, as long as they can

respond without delay, who are trained to work together as a team, and follow stand;ard

operating procedures.

There are major cost advantages if the staffing can provided with volunteers at

night and on weekends. Facilities for volunteer personnel to "sleep-in" at the fire stalt)0I1S

could allow for the immediate response of all initial attack force at night and on

weekends. Some of the stations might be able to provide "live-in" facilities for college

students or others who have an interest in fire service.

The four-person crew would be a first-out immediate response company. It could

be backed-up by additional staffed units from surrounding stations and/or units from the
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Saine station stajte:d more volunteers. A few stations

additional personnel for additional units.

It would take several years to bring the entire county up to this level of response

capability, however it is feasible to st~rt with the stations in more built-up areas and

gradually extend the service level out to more stations as population and commercial

development increase in these areas. Approximately 20 stations would have to be staffed

To meet the five minute response time objective in all built-up areas would

require severa] more stations to be added to reduce first-due response distances to

around 2.5 miles. These stations could be added gradually in growth areas over a period

of 10 or possibly more years.



Fire Prevention and Public Fi..re Safety Education

The greatest impact on reducing the fire problem should result from public fire

education and fire prevention programs. Communities across the nation have found

aggressive public fire safety education caIl reduce the fire problem. As mentioned

previously, both career and volunteer personnel should utilized in the future to

strengthen public fire safety education and prevention efforts.

All of the fire departments that currently employ career personnel should utilize

thOC'.,c personnel to perform fire prevention inspections and develop pre-fire plans within

their first-due areas. Career personnel should focus their prevention efforts on

businesses and schools, which are areas that volunteers who work during norma! business

hours cannot usually handle. Volunteer personnel, however, should concentrate on

residential fire prevention. This includes ensuring that all homes have functional smoke

detectors and performing home fire safety checks.

The most cost-effective investment in public fire protection is probably to ensure

that every dwelling unit is provided with working smoke alarms. This objective should be

adopted and supported as a major effort for the entire fire safety system. The

accomplishment of this objective "/ould probably save more llves and property in any

particular than all of the fire suppression forces combined. It would be appropriate

to task volunteers with this objective since it could be accomplished during the evenings

and weekends. Volunteers could also offer home fire safety checks during these

timeframes, when they are not working, and residents are generally at home. The career

fire fighters at the stations should also be used to perform basic inspections, especially of

commercial buildings and occupancies, and to deliver public fire education

programs.
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The County Fire Administrator's Office should coordinate Countywide

prevention and public fire safety education programs. This would include training fire

fighters on performing inspections about the Fire Code. Utilizing line personnel to

perform inspections will allow the Fire Marshal's staff to concentrate on complex

occupancies and enforcement problems, arid pl(ll~s rP'(1p,,,, The entire program should be

coordinated through the Fire Marshal and the County Fire Administrator.

A countywide coordinated approach to fire protection and education v,rill create a

consistent level of prevention throughout Wake County. It could ensure that public

safety education is delivered to all schools, and that all businesses are inspected annuaHy.

Recommendations

When feasible, utilize line fire fighters to perform fire inspections and to conduct

public fire education coordinated by the Fire A.dministrator on a countywide basis.

Assign specific inspection and education roles to career and volunteer personnel.
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Five-Y~r pl~n for the Fi~re Service

Below is a list of changes and actions that the study team recommends for

next five years. They are assembled in a logical order, but do not have to be

accomplished in this order. Within a five year period, the system described thus far in

this chapter should be fully functional and implemented.

1. StnJcture

2. Continue to operate as a primarily volunteer fire service, with the exceptions of

Raleigh, Cary, and Morrisville. Utilize career personnel for daytime weekday

staffing and to perform other functions that support the volunteer system.

Estabiish organizational standards and performance objectives for the volunteer

organizations.

3. Restructure the County Fire Marshal's Office around the County

4. Establish the Fire Advisory Board as an advisory body to guide the fire service,

individual fire departments, prioritize budget

allocations among alternatives, and submit a consolidated budget to the Board of

County Commissioners for approval. I'he Fire Advisory Board would also

develop capital improvement plans, review and approve standard operating

procedures, and provide oversight for the fire service in the County.

5. Consolidate all of the unincorporated areas of Wake County into a single fire

district and establish a uniform tax rate.
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6. Restructure the fire departments by reducing the number of separate,

independent organizations; convert to municipal fire departments where

appropriate; redirect resources, including personnel, where their mission has been

displaced. Provide a small administrative support staff within the

with coordination.

7. Restructure contracts with fire departments to reflect new organization and

8. Establish uniform entrance and training standards for volunteer personnei,

including requirements for promotions. This is an extremely important step for

making the system function.

9. Establish uniform hiring standards, job descriptions, and position/rank

reauirements for all career personnel Uncludimr municioal fire department
L "".........L ..

personnel, if the cities and towns agree.) A unified recruiting and hiring process

would very efficient.

10. Increase the County's commitment to training fire departments members in order

to meet the objectives of #8 and #9. \Vork with Raleigh and Cm~i to form a

single consolidated training program if possible.

11. Provide sufficient personnel in the new County Fire Administrator's Office to

meet inspection requirements or manage progpms using career fire fighters as

inspectors.

12. Establish a program to check all residential smoke alarms a.rmually and offer

"home fire safety surveys" by volunteer personnel.
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13. Standardize equipment, operations, and command procedures on a Countywide

basis.

14. Redraw response boundaries so that the closest station is dispatched to an

emergency. Utilize automatic mutual aid where necessary.

15. Create volunteer "sleep-in" or "live-in" programs at stations to improve staffing

and response times.

16. Develop a plan for the integration of fire depa.rtments and re<'~ue squads on a

countywide basis -- or a clear, agreed-upon definition of responsibilities between

fire departments and rescue squads.

17. Develop three confined space rescue teams, each based within a volunteer or

career fire department, in addition to the existing Raleigh and Cary teams.
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The following list of ideas and goals should be considered for ultimate long-term

planning purposes.

L Provide a maximum five minute response time to all built-up areas, with a

minimum of four personnel (career or volunteer) arriving on or with the first unit.

2. Provide an to ten minute response time for rural areas.

Institute a countywide distribution of career-staffed fire suppression companies as

needed to supplement volunteer response.

Consider the establishment of a unified career force to cover Raleigh

(and possibly Morrisville), and adjoining areas as one fire departmem. Also,

consider amalgamation of fire depanmems in surrounding areas as a County

fire department with multiple volunteer companies supported career

companies.

5. Work toward full integration of fire/rescue/EMS countywide.

6. Regularly evaluate progress, results, and circumstances, keeping the five-year

and ten=year plan regularly updated~
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CHAPTER IV. SPECIFIC AREAS OF RECOMMENDATION

The chapter provides detailed discussions and recommendation about several

specific areas of the fire service. The areas include: fire stations, insurance protection

classifications, apparatus, special response resources, and emergency medical services,

training, personnel, communications, aIld code enforcement/inspection.

Fire Stations

New fire stations and improvements to existing stations will require a significant

capital investment in the next five to ten years. The County and the appropriate

municipalities will have to develop a formula to share the cost of each of these projects.

Most of the fire stations that have been built by the rural volunteer fire

departments did not contemplate occupancy by career personnel or by sleep-in volunteer

personneL They were built simply to house fire apparatus -- wost lack sleeping, living

and work areas. Only a handful of the newer and larger stations are suitable for long

term needs. Most of the existing fire stations will require additions, rehabilitation, or

total replacement to meet future needs.

It is important to recognize that fire stations (as well as fire apparatus) can have a

direct impact on the feelings of autonomy and pride in volunteer fire departments.

districts that have a strong arld expCLTJ.ding tax bases CiliTI afford facilities that assist

attracting and retaining volunteer personnel. The districts with limited or shrinking tax

bases are often hard-pressed to properly maintain their existing vehicles and stations.
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The Fire Advisory Board should develop a countywide capital improvements

budget, and make recommendations to the Board of County Commissioners on projects

tIl.at should be funded each year, based on input from a Capital Improvements Project

Planning Committee (discussed further below).

Capital Furuiing fOT Stations -- Several of the fire stations that will need work are likely

to transfer from rural fire department ownership to the municipalities if the

recommendations in other parts of this study are followed. The funding of capita!

expenditures for modifications and for new construction may include both municipal and

county tax district funds. The individual projects will have to be prioritized along with

the plans for additional stations.

The number of projects that must be addr(;~ed will require a very thorough

analysis of capital funding alternatives. Different funding mechanisms can be used to

spread the cost over a reasonable period of years. The consolidation of all of the

unincorporated areas into a single fire tax district should provide the largest possible tax

base to support the cost of the capital projects, if the fire district tax is the most

appropriate funding mechanism for the capital improvement projects.

Recommendation

Funding allocations for capital projects should be based on countywide priorities, with

rrt.oney coming from a single fire tax district.

Capital Projects Planning Committee One of the tasks that should be addressed in the

first year is to establish a committee underneath of the Fire Advisory Board to develop a

facilities plan and a priority list for capital projects. The committee should be

responsible for the review and approval of all capital construction requests submitted by

departments providing fire protection within the County. The Fire Advisory Board

should review and approve the recommendations of this committee.
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municipalities that need to be involved in planning capital projects. It should include

one member from the Administrator's Office, and a maximum of four

representatives from the municipal and rural volunteer fire departments.

Repr~.£ntatives from the Raleigh and Cary Fire Departments should also be invited to

participate with the committee. The role of this committee should become an ongoing

committee project.

Recommendation

Establish a Capital Improvements Project Committee under the Fire Advisory Board

to assist with developing countywide facility plans.

Fire Station Plan -- A fire station plan should be developed by the Capital Projects

Committee, and regularly updated to identify needs, prioritize projects, coordinate

station locations, and develop design requirements. The Cities of Raleigh and Cary, the

incorporated towns and the County rural fire departments should all participate in

pl3J~ning process. The planning proc~..>S should look at the following considerations:

1. Joint Use of Facilities. Future fire stations could serve as multiple use

facilities, possibly shared b~y police, fire, ElviS, or arloL'1er agency, potentially

providing space for other functions that can be reasonably blended into the fire

station environment. It should be feasible to work with an architect to develop a

reasonably standard design that can be adapted to several specific fire station

and requirements with considerable savings in design and construction.

2. Station Location. Specific criteria for locating and equipping fire stations within

the County. In establishing locations for station, the plan should be based on the

premise of the closest unit responding to an emergency. The location planning

process should take into account an enhanced utilization of mutual aid &lid



automatic mutual response from all depat1:ments 'within the Count'j, induding

Cities of Raleigh and Cary.

3. Station Desiam. Specific criteria addressing station design and construction

should be included in the plan. Design plans should include considerations for

sleep-in or live-in crews, and career personnel.

Automatic mutual aid response agreements with fire departments adjacent to the

County should also be developed.

Recommendation

The Capital Improvements Project Committee should identify and prioritize fire

service capital projects in the County. It should consider the creation of joint-use

facilities, automatic mutual aid when evaluating the location of new facilities, and

future design needs for sleep-in, live-in, or and career personnel.

Station Locations in Unprotected Areas There are still some unincorporated areas that

are not within a fire tax district because the response distance is more than five road

miles from the nearest fire station. The dosest rural fire department responds to caUs in

these areas; one of the departments reports that more than 20 percent of their calls are

The County should attempt to provide a fire station within a maxjmum of five

road miles of all developed areas of the County, to provide a minimum level of service.

Two large unprotected areas could be covered by adding two new stations; one each for

the Apex and Knightdale Fire Departments. Both fire departments ;:Jre ready to proceed

with these projects within one year. In both cases, the unprotected areas may not

generate enough revenue to fully support the construction and operation of an additional
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station at ti'1e present time, however, the fire districts can afford to support

investments until the tax base in the added service area matures.

The third significant unprotected area is served by the Stony Hill Fire Department

3Jld is north alld west of their tax district. A new station for this area is not likely to be

built without financial support from an outside source, since the existing tax district

barely supports the fire department's current expenses and the unprotected area is

The existing Stony Hiil station should be replaced with a more suitable faciiity,

which could be built north and west of the present location to alleviate part of the need

need for a second station. Mutual aid companies from outside the county can cover

part of the extreme northwest corner of Wake County faster than Stony Hili, however, at

some point in the future another station will be needed to cover the unprotected area.

The remaining unprotected areas are small gaps between districts, which do not in

themselves merit additional stations. ~\'1ost of Ll-tese areas caIl be covered \vithin fi\Te

miles by additional stations that are already planned or by minor adjustments in response

areas.

Building a fire station within five miles does not in itself provide fire protection.

Some of rural departments have built substations and placed apparatus remote

areas where there may not be any personnel to respond with the vehicles. The

dep::lTLrnents need to develop a cadre of personnel in the ::lreas where stations are

located to respond promptly when they are dispatched. Even when trained personnel are

available in the area, a station within five miles only provides the minimum level of

service that is recognized for insuraIlce purposes. (Class 9S)
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Recommendations

At a minimum, provide a fire station within a maximum of five road miles of

developed areas of the County.

Establish a cadre of "duty crews" who rotate to ensure that volunteer personnel

available to respond and operate equipment at unstciffed stations at all times.



Insurance Protection t;lasSfficatiODS

Rural fire districts are rated for insura.llce purposes, primarily based on the

operational capabilities of their fire departments and the availability of water for fire

suppression. The classification system is on a one to ten scale: Class 10 indicates

unprotected property, while Class 1 is considered as very highly protected. Most large

cities are rated as Class 2 or 3 and a only a small number rated as Class L Rural areas

are generaliy rated in the Classes 6 to 9.

Properties in Class 10 areas generally pay the highest fire insurance rates and

lower rates apply to areas with each successive lower numerical classification (see Figure

high as Class 1 rates. Individual insurance companies may utilize different rate

structures, however, the largest reduction in premiums, almost 20%, generally occurs

each step from Class 9 down to Class 6. All properties in Classes 1 through 6 geIler;all)

pay the lowest rate. (In many other the difference insurance premiums is only

significant when the level of service provided by the fire department is Class 8 or lower.)

It is important to recognize that the fire insurance classification system is intended

only to establish a base rate for setting fire insurance premiums for property - it does not

consider ::my other aspects of fire protection or fire department It cannot be

directly translated into premium dollars, because of competition between insurance

companies and beiCalJSe most fire insurance is sold as part of an insurailce package aild

makes up a small proportion of the total premium.

• 1£. ('.1 11. ('-" 1·,·," TTY 1 r"'i •...... 1._._1·.>-t 1· ....

fVlOSlor me rural vommeer Ilre OlSIflCIS In WaKe Loumy are raleu WlUl a spm

classification 6/9S, which indicates that the fire departments provide Class 6 service in

the areas where a water is available from hydrants (generally incorporated and
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Figure 4-1

Example of Fire Insurance Premiums versus Fire District Taxes

To provide a cost comparison for home owners, the Wake County Fire Marshal's
Office conducted a survey of homeowner's insurance premiums for single family homes
under different protection classifications. The following information was obtained from
seven different insurance companies, based on a wood frame single family dwelling,
valued at $100,000, insured for replacement value. The "model home" has smoke
detectors and deadbolt locks and the policy includes a $500.00 deductible amount. The
following figures are the averages of those provided by the seven companies.

II$48910

.
Protection Class Average Premium Class Savings Total Sa\-ings

I I I i

--- ---

9S $387 $102 $102

I 8 I $360 $27 I $129 II

7 $322 $38 $167

II

The amount of fire district tax on a home in Wake County depends on the district
where it is located. The rates range from 5.5 cents to 10 cents per $100.00 assessed
valuation in different districts. A home owner in the lowest tax rate area would Dav, ..;

$55.00 annually; in the highest tax rate districts the cost would be $100.00.

l\.,. home tliat is not currently within a fire tax district would be insured as Class 10
property and would not pay any fire tax. Using the figures provided above, insurance
premium would be $489. If the property is included in a fire district that can provide
Class 9S service, the inSUf3J.1Ce savings would be greater than the cost of the fire district
tax.. ($102 insurance premium savings versus $100 maximum fire district tax.)
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immediateiy adjacent areas) and Class 9S in the areas where they depend on tarlkelrs

water supply. 9S classification indicates that the fire department meets North

Carolina minimum standards for rural fire protection.)

A fe\v of the rLlral districts that havre no incorporated service areas CL.1"Jd no "later

supply systems are uniformly rated as Class 9S. Areas beyond five mile response

distance from the closest fire station are rated as Class 10 and receive no reduction in

their insurance rates.

Three districts (Wake-New Hope, Fairgrounds, and Bayleaf) are rated entirely as

Class 6 and Bayleaf is working on a Class 5 rating. Wake Forest and Zebulon have Class

5 ratings in their incorporated service areas.

Recommendation

To take advantage the insurance savings, the CDUnM~Gle plan for providing fire

protection services should set an objective of providing at least Class 8 service to all

buili-Up areas and at least Class 5 in urbanized areas.

It appears to be feasible to meet Class 8 requirements in most areas with

rdatively minor improvements in operational areas. A large part of the improvement

could be achieved simply advancing from an unstructured mutual aid system to a

functional countywide automatic mutual aid response system. While the lower insurance

premiums are desirable, the insurance rating system should not be the driving force

behind fire protection improvements.
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Apparatus

.l~..pparatus needs in the future should be considered on a countywide basis, based

on what apparatus resources each department has, where certain types of apparatus are

lacking, and what is the potential staffing level for units. The overall future concept of

apparatus should premised on using mutual aid resources from the County

departments.

Mutual Aid Apparatus -- Most of the departments appear to have adopted the philosophy

of owning al1d operating a fleet of ~,vater delivery vehicles to be self-sufficient for most

situations, and only occasionally utilize mutual aid to obtain assistance from surrounding

departments.

In most cases, it would be more practical and efficient to dispatch one or two

units from several surrounding stations than to count on having drivers and crew

members for several vehicles coming out of one station. In other words, it would be

more efficient to have fewer tankers placed strategically throughout the County

of the fire departments could use through automatic mutual aid. Under this plan,

tankers from two or three departments could be dispatched to fires where a water supply

is needed. A few strategically located large capacity tankers would help. Substantial

savings could be realized if the departments coordinated purchasing of new

apparatus a,.'x] limited their fleets to a reasonable number of vehicles that each could

operate as part of a coordinated plan.

There also should be a more concerted effort to plan a strategy and conduct

training on the efficient delivery of water using uniform procedures for particular

situations. All of the departments should be fully capable of working as a combined

force according to the standard operating procedures.
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...ku.t:l.ure L4pPlLratus Plan In a countyvlide system, the individual departments \X/QuId

not have to plan their fleets around having enough water carrying capacity for every

potential situation or in their district for simultaneous incidents. Units would be

dispatched from the surrounding stations to assemble the combined force of personnel,

apparatlIs and equipment, and water transport and delivery capacity to meet the needs

each situation. This is a more realistic approach in an environment where volunteer and

career staffing is limited; it is usually easier to muster four or five members from

three dep::utments than to assemble twelve to fifteen members (a reasonable initial

response team for a reported structure fire) from one department.

countywide plan and the contracts to serve county areas should include a

limitation on the number of vehicles that will be maintained through the tax revenues.

actual determination should be made by the Fire Advisory Board based on a

recommendation from the Fire Chiefs, however it should include at least two primary

attack units (pumpers or pumper-tankers) available to respond from each station.

combined fleet of water transporting units (pumpers, pumper-tankers or tankers) at each

station should have the capacity to transport at least 3,000 gallons of water. "Surplus"

equipment should be relocated to other areas of the County where they are needed.

These objectives can be accomplished ¥litht'~vo or three primaf1j fire SUj)PI'es:slon

vehicles in each station. One brush unit or mini-pumper per station is also reasonable. If

individual departments wanted to retain additional vehicles on their rosters, it would be

their responsibility to pay the operating and maintenance costs with funds raised on

owo.

The system should also include a reasonable number of spare vehicles to replace

units that are out of service for maintenance or repairs. A ratio of approximately one

spare for each five first line units should be adequate. The spare vehicles should be

owned aIid luaintained by County ai1d shared throughout the sy"Stem as needed.
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The Fire Advisory Board should determine the need for specialized apparatus

equipment and appropriate available funds to purchase these items. The cost of the

specialized units should be shared alld the vehicles should county-owned, however,

they could be assigned to particular departments to operate. The operation of Sp(~cI:lh2:ed

units is a potential mission for some of the volunteer departments that are no longer

needed for primar}' fire protection. (At some future date, some of the special purpose

vehicles could become "County units" staffed by 24 hour County-funded career

personneL)

Recommendation

Apparatus purchases should be coordinated and planned by the Fire Advisory Board

so that all apparatus, including special apparatus, is strategically located throughout

the County, and duplicate equipment purchases are eliminated. The apparat:us plan

must take into account the ability to have the apparatus staffed at all times.

Apparatus Replacement Budget -- The budget instructions for the volunteer departments

this year include a requirement to set aside a reserve fund for aDDaratus reolacement, , .
This is a positive step for improved management. If the fire districts are consolidated, a

certain amount of the total fire tax revenue should be set aside each year for apparatus.

The actual expenditures for apparatus replacement should planned and prioritized

each year on a Countywide basis by the Fire Advisory Board. The County departments

<il,d the municipal departmenrs Ihat contract to serve County areas should be able to

apply for appropriations from the County fire apparatus fund. The municipal

departments could match with municipal funds to replace a vehicle or acquire an

additional unit. Apparatus is purchased with the CounlY funds should be tided to

Wake County or jointly titled to the County and another owner.

The replacement program should not be based strictly on age, but on the

combined factors of mileage, condition, and suitability for each Each unit .:>"'JUi.....

be evaluated annuaHy by the County's fleet management staff. A replacement budget
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years, particularly if the utilization of individual units increases. Some of the fifteen year

old vehicles should still be adequate for use as spares.

This approach would reduce the number of first line units that would be needed

in the fleet and allow several older and obsolete units to be retired. There are some

good vehicles in the fleets of volunteer departments that are no longer needed because

the districts have been annexed; these units should become available for reassignment

within the countywide system to replace older and less adequate units. The apparatus

reassignment process should be supervised by the Fire Advisory Board.

Recommendation

Apparatus replacement budgets and schedules based on an average offifteen years of

first line service should be planned and prioritized by the Fire Advisory Board.

unit should be evaluated annually.

suitability of each vehicle, not strictly age.

public property in the custody of the individual fire departments and should be turned

over to the County if those departments are dissolved. If they become municipal fire

departments, the County and the municipalities should reach an agreement on the

ownership question.

Any sale or trade-in of apparatus should require approval of the Fire Advisory

Board, which would determine if a vehicle could be used by a different department

within the county sv~.telm before allowing a serviceable unit to leave the system. This

would not necessarily apply to any vehicles that may have been purchased by the

volunteer departments with non-tax funds.
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An independent volunteer orgaIlization (v,rhich could operate as a or

municipal fire department) could continue to raise its own funds and spend that revenue

according to its OW11 constitution and bylaws. This could include the purchase and

operation of "volunteer owned" fire apparatus that would not necessarily considered

as a public asset. Existing apparatus that was purchased with non-tax funds could

continue to be owned by a volunteer organization.

volunteer and career

Apparatus Maintenance -- Each fire department f'lllrrl"nrliu provides

equipment maintenance. Some of the work is performed

o\vn apparatus

personnel and some is sent out to various outside vendors. The Wake County Fleet

Services Division may be able to provide a centralized apparatus maintenance facility

that would be more reliable and economical than the current system. alternative

should be explored by the Counr}' Administrator and reported to the Fire Advisory

Board.
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Speciai Response Resources

Fire dep:Htments across country have begun to take on additional "special

response" capabilities in the past decade, including hazardous materials response teams

and technical rescue teams. These areas are called special response because

require specialized training and equipment, beyond basic fire fighting skills.

Due to the increasing national concern to protect the environment, fire

departments have assumed the role in many jurisdictions as the primary responder to

stop chemical leaks, remove chemical and petroleum-based products that are found

floating in local water bodies, and extinguish chemical fires. Knowledge of how to

Technical rescue is another fire department "special response" capability. It

buildings, trench cave-ins, areas accessible only by rope, and water bodies. Federal

safety regulations require specialized training to conduct certain types of technical rescue

operations.

Hazordous Materials Wake County should continue to work with the Raleigh and

Wendell Hazmat teams and hold-off on making a decision in this area until the State's

ohms aTe known. If the Raleigh Fire Deoartment Team is funded bv State ofr . -- - - - U,1 -'

Carolina, it may become less costly for Wake County to obtain its services. If a

team is selected for region, particulaily one

location, the local alternatives will have to be weighed.

Wake County should continue to support the "Vendell Hazmat Team as a

resource to back-up a regional team or to provide immediate response capability when

the regional team is not available.
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All fire fighters, career and volunteer, are required by Federal law to be trained

in basic hazardous materials operations. This is a standard and mandatory part of the

training program for all fire fighters in the County. The County's Emergency

Management Agency provides this training.

Tech..niral Rescue -- The Fire Depa.rtments a.fld Rescue Squads will have to decide which

agencies will develop and maintain different technical rescue capabilities in the future,

particularly if the rescue squads move in the direction of specializing in emergency

medical treatment and transportation and reduce their commitment to physical rescue. A

joint planning and decision-making process will have to take place to make these

determinations.

Most of the volunteer fire departments have become involved in automobile

extrication and reduced the responsibility of the volunteer rescue squads to perform this

resolve any question of duties and responsibilities that could arise in the future.

should be addressed by the fire departments, to determine whether or not they are

needed in Wake County. These areas include cave-in and confined space rescue, water

rescue, urban search and rescue, and rope/high angle rescue. Some of these capabilities

may alreadv be available throuQh the RCllelPh or Cary Fire rlen;:trimpnt" or rhrnl\P"h rhp-'..' U .. -- ·_····0··- _. ---"J - --- --r----·------- -~ ------0-- ----

volunteer rescue squads.

Corrfined-spoce and C-ave-in.· Confined space and cave-in rescue capabilities appear to be

priorities with the amount of construction and industrial activity that is occurring in

,",Vake County. Teams to provide these capabilities should be established as part of a

county-wide plan, involving the Raleigh and Cary Fire Departments with the County fire

departments. These specialties require very specific training and equipment and should

be geographically deployed to respond quickly to all areas of the County.
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All career and volunteer personnel should be trained to recognize incidents that

require these special teams and should be prepared to support their operations - only

properly trained and equipped personnel should be permitted to take action on these

incidents.

The Raleigh and Cary Fire Departments already have confined space rescue

teams -- trained, equipped, and available to respond if needed. In the future, a network

of five Fire-Rescue squads, one each from Raleigh and Cary and three from County fire

departments, could be a reasonable geographic deployment of these specialties. Each

team should be staffed to respond with at least four fully trained personnel for the

required rescue specialty and at least two squads should be dispatched on any incident

where the need for technical rescue operations is indicated. The teams could combine

career and volunteer personnel, but aU would have to be fuiIy trained to 'Nark together,

following standard operating procedures. All technical rescue equipment should be fully

compatible.

The volunteer fire departments have purchased several special purpose vell1Cl(;::S

which carry rescue equipment in recent years, but there is no plan in place to coordinate

the equipment and advanced training for rescue specialists. The existing units can be

heavy rescue units should be purchased until a Counrywide plan has been adopted.

Recomrnendations

Establish a plan to strategically locate, fund, train, and equip 3 additional technical

rescue teams across the County. The County teams should be part of a coordinated

overall plan with Raleigh and Cary.

Continue support for the Raleigh and Wendell Hazmat Teams to serve the County.

A1aintain the training of all fire fighters at the hazmat operations level.

A 1..,
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Emergeoc:Y Medical Services

Several of the departments have to offer emergency m~~alcal "P'-Uf(~P"

(EMS) as responders the rescue to medical emergencies.

departments that already participate in EMS response are finding their

is higher than their structure fire call volume (see Chapter Some of

departments provide extrication services, and all of them work with

vehicle accidents and other types of rescue incidents. Because of

fire stations across the County, the fire departments have the ability to offer

response. There are 12 rescue squad iocations outside of Raleigh to cover

area. Fire stations that are staffed by "in-station" personnel

responder program often can beat a rescue squad to the scene.

In the future, fire departments should be incorporated in

especialiy for life threatening emergencies and all At a "uaHau.a"

each fire engine crew should include at least one first responder or PTrIPr,rrpr,,..u m~~dllcaJ

technician (EMT) that could perform basic life support skills.

should be trained to either the first responder or EMT

dispatched to all incidents involving an immediate threat to life, such as car'OleiC

vehicle accidents with injuries, trouble breathing, or heavy trauma

fighters can begin critical patient care before arrival of an UU'V~"LL"\""_.

The future plan should combine fire departments rescue squads

organization. The two organizations have similar one

3.I10tner, and together could improve EMS response times the '.-L"'u'e

units could begin to carry automatic defibrillators. In

strategically located engines could be staffed a paramedic to

level of rapid response EMS care. A comprehensive study of the Wake ,-V'UUL

system is recommended.
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It is estimated that more

than 50,000 hours in various activities during 1993. IS an mclICc:ltlcm

commitment to the fire service and wiliingness to heip state

and federally mandated training requirements recent has

available for discretionary training programs and placed additional emphasis on

for effective and efficient training delivery sy'Stems.

The County can support and strengthen the fire <::pr,!1{'P

providing a strong foundation and support for training.

Wake ,,-'-'ULiI

dll1ll1~ Academy is the

however current program should be strengthened and expanded to nrrHllllP

more systematic and comprehensive approach. Training should be

scheduled around the needs of volunteers, to allow to ob:taJIf]

at times they are available to attend and participate.

The individual departments County

prograrns. Each department establishes own training re(~ulrem(~nl:s,

performance capabilities, and administers its members' compliance

training mandates. departments differ significantly

training that have been established for different nmks positions.

numerous ditter,em methods for delivering training

their efforts.

For example, to become a operator at one a

may be required to successfully complete a State training

demonstrate competence completing a detailed performance eV:3.1uati,on.



are

is sa'ncltloned

on nri~ulrlirlo- essentl;al lf1ltol-m;:ltlclfl

at staUolns or

design<lted as





these problems is through effective training programs, provided or coordinated

County.

Wake County Fue Academy -- The Academy, which is located the Southwestern corner

of the County, was established in 1988 in order to improve the levels of training

The Fire Academy was intended to provide departments with basic

continuing education programs and to maintain accurate training records. It was also

intended to "centralize the management of the fire training program." The Training

Division of the County Fire Marshal's Office is responsible for managing

and has requested $143,000 to provide fire service training in 1994/1995. Two Coumty

Deputy Marshals are assigned to manage and conduct training at

training facility. They are supported by State certified instructors, who are

th.e communit'j college system. Courses and programs are primarily directed toward

providing certification directed training, manipulative skills and training

exercises, most of which is based on NFPA professional qualifications standards,

The North Carolina Department of Insurance has recently documented

recommendations for improving site safety at the Academy. Subsequent '"'U''''''f,'--''

resulting from this review and the documentation of procedures should improve

the training faciEr].

The facility is available for live fire training to of the County departments,

including Raleigh and Car;, and to the CP L fire brigade. facility

experienced increased utilization each year. During 1993 it was utilized for more

465 hours County volunteer departments, while individual department members

more than 11,000 hours training at the site. In addition to activities at the rraJIII.ug

facility, the training staff also assists departments that request support for their '"'I-"'~"'£U'"
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department to department.

Minimum Performance Requirements -- Although the State of North Carolina has

established minimum performance requirements for various levels of certification for

individual fire fighters, each department in Wake County determines its own

requirements related to membership, training and required certifications for its members.

Most of the departments utilize the County training facility for "Essential/Individual

Skills Training," however, less than 50 percent of the departments conduct live fire

training involving singie or multiple company evolutions at the facility. The Cautil)' has

not established minimum entrance or training requirements for the contracted

departments. A policy and systems should be established to monitor performance

capabilities for any of the volunteer departments.

Training involving multiple company operations is not frequently conducted at the- - .. .. - .. -

Academy. Each of the 21 departments operates under its own procedures and essentially

record keeping systems relating to individual or department participation in training

activities. Annual evaluation of each department should be conducted at the Training



Standard Operation:d Perforlleance

Performance and Certifications -- While they are morally responsible to the people who

live and or work in their districts, each of the 21 departments is, in reality, only

accountable to itself for its performance capability. The cyjsting County structure and

the contracts with individual fire departments for delivering fire protection services

provide minimum authority and no procedures for establishing or maintaining consistent

performance levels.

There are significant differences in training requirements, operating procedures

and resulting performance capabilities among the 21 volunteer organizations. Without

standardized operations, performance evaluations of an individual or team have little

practical value. Because each department has its own standard operating procedures and

training requirements, there is no valid standard for measuring the performance

capability of each individual or department.

The Nort~h Carolina Department of Community College and North Carolina Fire

and Rescue Commission have authorized Wake County Technical and the Wake County

Fire Academy as delivery agents for state courses that are nationally recognized and

designed around national fire fighter certification standards.

Professional certification at different levels is based on an individual's completion

of courses that satisfy standard recognized performance requirements. They are not

based on an individual's ability to perform the specific tasks required by a particular fire

department nor to operate as a team member of that depanment executing specific

operations. Proficiency in the generic skills has little value to the individual or to the

depanment unless they can be effectively applied to that department's operations.

Continuous, performance based, skills training must be mandated, scheduled and

conducted at the department level.
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The lack of consistent operational guidelines and minimum performance

requirements will significantly limit the ability of different departments to effectively

complete required tasks during incidents requiring multiple department operations.

As the Coun!'] departments begin to operate more closely together in the future,

there will be a critical need to develop, implement and manage compliance with a

standard set of operational guidelines. Appropriate training programs must be provided

Mandated and Discretionary Training -- Maintaining proficiency in the required skiils

requires periodic practice. In recent years, several new State and Federal Regulations

have been passed that directly impact on the time available for volunteers to train.

Large amounts of time are now required in order to comply with hazmat and infectious

disease training mandates found in 49CFR191O and other OSHA regulations, NFPA

1500, State Fire Department Inspection Program, ISO requirements and other new

regulatory programs.

The contractual agreement between Wake County and the volunteer departments

establishes the mechanism to require standard training requirements. The current

appropriate initial training of fire fighters and continuing education that meets or

exceeds all State requirements." This wording does not provide the County nor the

individual departments with appropriate guidelines for establishing or implementing the

nf>cPS.S;:lrv tr::linimr nrOOT::ImS or ohif'ctiVf'lv f'v::IIWHing comnli:mcf> F::Ich deo::lrtment is.
--~-~--~.l ---------0 r--o-~---- -- --.J~---.--J ----------0 -----r--·---·--~ ~---- --r·--··_··__ ·······_· .

currently determining how their performance is measured.

The fire fighter entrance, membership aIld driver joperator requirements are

inconsistent. In most cases, officers are elected or appointed based on highly subjective

and a minimum of objective criteria. Performance capabilities at aU levels vary greatly.
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The goal of the training mandate within the County contract be to see

personnel are capable of performing at consistent levels. order to meet that

detailed minimum performance standards for different positions or "ranks" for both

career and volunteers will need to be developed and implemented. In addition to

individual performance requirements, department operational performance mimrnU!ms

should be detailed and a system for measuring a department's performance capabilities

should be established.
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Personnei

Career Personnel -- Many of the departments have recently been faced with a need to

hire and train career personnel in order to provide minimum daytime coverage. Several

other depaJ~ullents have recognized a need to implewent career staffing in tJl.e near

future. Until recently, the individual departments have been solely responsible for hiring

their own personnel. Job requirements, performance evaluation methodologies, hours,

working conditions, wage and benefit packages, and trammg requirements vary from one

department to another.

County Employment -- The recent hiring of three career personnel for the Fairview Fire

Department as County employees has established an excellent mechanism to address this

issue in a more uniform and consistent manner. Planning and coordination of personnel

policies among the departments will be essential in the future. There is already a need

for those departments that employ career personnel to revie,"I, and in some cases

establish, personnel practices and human resource development programs. The option

bringing these employees under the County structure, as has recently been implemented

for the Fairview Fire Department, or as municipal employees, would relieve the

volunteer organizations of many of the burdens of managing career personnel.

CareerfVolunteer Combination Staffing -- As the utilization of career staff increases

throughout the County, there will be potential for personnel and operational problems

within individual departments as well as among the different departments. At the

present time, there are no conflicts with neighboring career departments; they are

currently the primary recruiting source for some of the volunteer departments.

The increased use of a mixed (volunteerjcareer) work force will require training

in: managing change, leadership, conflict management, and team building skills, for most
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departments. Creating and maintaining a work place that establishes an environment of

trust between career professionals and professional volunteers will not just happen.

It is not realistic to expect the exact same level of perfonnance from career staff

and volunteers. Those persons hired by either the County or the individual departments

should be expected to perform at a higher level than most volunteers of a similar rank

because it is their job on a day-to-day basis. This does not mean that some volunteers

may not perform at even higher performance levels than paid staff. Establishing,

maintaining, and requiring adherence to realistic performance levels for all personnel by

all departments will be an essential component of any system designed to improve the

coordination and performance of the fire departments serving Wake County.

The establishment of a training system that effectively and efficiently addresses

the needs of each of the volunteer departments while requiring consistent performance

levels throughout the County is essentiaL That system needs to be developed, enforced

and centrally administered.

RecoIru-nendations

A Human Resources position should be established within the Fire Administrators

Office to create a training system for all fire departments providing se11lices to Wake

County.

Establish the Position of Chief of Training with full-time responsibility for

implementing and monitoring competency based training programs for all

departments providing contracted semces to Wake County.

Establish a task force to work with the Director of Human Resource Development

and the Chief of Training to create a system that will implement consistent

competency based training programs for all ranks and all departments.
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mandatory for all departments providing contracted services to Wake County.

Develop a standard Wake County Training ManuaL

Implement the site safety recommendations documented by the North Carolina

Department of Insurance.

Establish and implement a certification program for all instructors who will

participate in live fire training.

F:stahli'\h and maintain a cnmDuter based record keeoim! svstem to document and--------- - -- ~. --.-- ...•...•... - -- ~ -.f - - -. J. V./

maintain individual and department training records.

MandatP. thP. dpwlnomP.nt. documentation. and adherence to detailed lesson vlans for
-'---~------- ---- ---. ---r .- -----, --- ---_. -- .. -- .. - -r ... .. .. '"

any activity conducted at the Academy.

Establish a training program that requires each contracted department to annually

participate in a performance based evaluation of their ability to safely, efficiently, and

effectively complete a standard set of practical fireground evolutions. The evolutions

should directly reflect the content, goals, and objectives contained in the County

Training manual.

Establish a drill schedule that requires rrr.ultiple departments to train together.

Establish a minimum entry level, training and performance requirements for all career

and volunteer positions }{,ithin the County~

Develop and provide a management training series that focuses on critical skills

essential to implementing change.
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C-Ommllnications

Communications services for most of the fire departments in Wake County are

provided a consolidated 9-1-1 Public Safety Communications Center which is r\f'pr'Clfp'r1

by the City of Raleigh~ The nvo exceptions are Cary and Apex which have chosen to

operate their own Public Safety Communications Centers. Wake County contracts

the City of Raleigh to provide this service to the unincorporated County areas.

The communications service that is provided for the Wake County fire

departments can be described as adequate; it gets the job done, but it could be done

considerably better. Individual fire departments and the Fire Marshal's Office expressed

dissatisfaction with both the dispatch and data provided by the existing system.

objective of receiving calls from the public and dispatching the appropriate fire

department appears to be accomplished with reasonable accuracy. One dispatcher is

assigned to dispatch fire calls and to handle tactical communications for Raleigh and

County departments. Calls are processed fairly promptly, as long as the assigned

dispatcher is not too busy. It is not unusual for the one assigned dispatcher to busy

doing something else when one of the County units needs to communicate over the

radio.

In addition, many of the dispatchers appear to be only marginally familiar

the geography, jurisdictional areas, and operational details of the rural fire departments.

The radio system has been expanded to provide tactical radio channels for the

departments, however the systems are not compatible v/ith Cary or RDU Ail port.

shortcomings could be described as inconvenient and sometimes aggravating, hn."""""pr

they could present major problems in critical situations, such as a major incident urt-,pr'p

multiple Wake County companies must respond and communicate betlveen one another.
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The communications system should provide a much higher level of support for the

County's fire departments. There should be one dispatcher dedicated to the County fire

departments at all times, or (more efficiently) two dispatchers assigned to handle the

Raleigh and surrounding area fire departments. The Communications Center should be

joint response resources throughout the County. All of the fire departments should use

identical communications protocols and the dispatchers should be an important element

department to an incident. The existing system falls short of desirable objectives in all of

these areas, possibly because no concerted effort has been made to see how a weii

planned and operated communications system can work.

A major effort is needed to improve the communications system to meet the

present and future needs of the fire departments. The most effective approach to

address this suhiect is ;:JS Dart of an overall DIan to restructure and uDQ"rade the_. " - -- ----- -"" -..1- -- "- -_.- 1-"" - - ... " - ·······1-·····_· _. .... ~ '-"

operations of the fire departments. Some of the existing weaknesses in the

Communications Center can be addressed, however it will be much more productive in

the long term to develop a plan for the fire departments and then to plan the

communications sy'Stem to support that operational structure.

The communications system for the future should be designed to meet the needs

of the fire departments, using standard operating procedures and communications

protocols that would apply Countywide. All units in the system should be fully capable

of communicating with each other and should be dispatched and redeployed following a

structured Countywide system, supported by a computer aided dispatch system. To

support the volunteer system, an advanced alpha-numeric paging system, interfaced with

data transmission for mobile digital status units and mobile data terminals.
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The concept of a consolidated City-County Public Safety Communications Center

is a progressive step and should not be abandoned in favor of a separate center for the

County or a separate fire communications system. These recommendations presume,

however, that the fire departments can have a much greater influence on the way that

the service is provided than is presently the case. If the Public Safety Communications

Center continues to function without a comprehensive plan for fire communications, the

service will become less than adequate for the future needs of Wake County.

Recommendations

Redesign the communications system and protocols amund the new organization of

fire services in the County, ensuring that the same communications protocols are used

by all departments. The communications center should be the hub for dispatching

assignments and coordinating autorr.atic mutual aid response.

Eru""Ure that all departments and units in the County can communicate between one

another.
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Code Enforcement, fnsptXlio:ns, and ~ne Cause DeteImination

The County's responsibilities for code enforcement were greatly increased by the

adoption of the State Fire Code, which places the responsibility on local jurisdictions to

perform maIldatory occupancy inspections on a regular basis. This program has resulted

in the enforcement of the fire code in hundreds of occupancies, many of which were not

previously inspected, resulting in a very large increase in the workload and level of

responsibility assigued to the Fire Mal :shal's Office. tv1any of the occupancies that are

currently being inspected were never previously inspected or required to comply with any

codes.

State Fire entf/> Enforcerrt.e".t aptf l"spectin".s The office is specifically responsible for

enforcing state fire code requirements that apply to all occupancies except one and two

family dwellings. The State of North Carolina has adopted mandatory inspection

frequencies for several classes of occupaIlcies which must be accomplished with local

resources. The municipalities have the responsibility to perform the required inspections

or to contract with the Counry for this service. The County's jurisdiction currentiy

includes: all unincorporated areas of the County, and the municipalities and

extraterritorial jurisdictions of Apex, Holly Springs, Knightdale, Raleigh Durham

International Airport, Rolesviile, Wake Forest, Wendell and Zebulon. The Coumy Fire

Marshal's Office is also responsible for fire and electrical inspections of all public schools

in the entire County.

The Fire Code Enforcement Team also assists local building officials ,,-,rith ne\v

construction projects to ensure compliance with State Fire Code. The fire inspectors

review construction plans and inspect new buildings prior to the granting of a Certificate

of OccupaIlcy. These tasks are very demanding in a rapidly developing and diversifying

service area.
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Through April of this year, the Inspections Team had conducted more than 1,950

building inspections and identified more than 4,140 violations. This compares to 1,526

inspections that identified 6,329 violations during a similar period in 1993. There are

ZA23 identified inspectable buildings in Wake County's jurisdiction, which include over

5,000 individual occupancies.

The Fire Marshal's Office has identified 2,423 occupancies that are subject to

regular Fire Code inspection. The State Fire Code divides these buildings into three

categories:

High Priority (Annual Inspection Required)

Medium Priority (Biannual Inspection Required)

Low Priority (Triannual Inspection Required)

TOTAL

1,476

494

453

? 4?~-, .--

T h h"· h" '" i:i: I ... "1 n,-yA" ",f"
& 0 meet t ..ese Ovjectlves, tue inSpectiOns stall must complete 1,1:> /q oUIlomg

inspections annually. In addition, they are responsible for 105 public school campuses,

which include more than 1,000 individual buildings, each of which requires two fire and

electrical hazard inspections annually. The workload also inciudes more than 300 foster

care and family care homes which require annual inspections, plus plans review and new

construction inspections, issuance of permits and follow-up on complaints of fire code

violations.

The workload exceeds the capabilities of the current staff and only the higher

priority objectives are being met -- there are insufficient personnel to meet the medium

and low priority workload. It will be necessarj to add personnel, improve efficiency, dlld

refine records management and follow-up techniques to come close to meeting the

inspection objectives that are estabiished in the Fire Code.

The most efficient manner to meet this objective would be to utilize the career

fire fighters that have been hired to staff fire stations (as discussed in Chapter III). In
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order to conduct code enforcement inspections, however, the fire fighters must be

County employees or municipal government employees -- not employees of independent

fire departments. (The three personnel who were hired by the County to staff the

Fairview stations meet this requirement.) This is a significant reason to consider making

all of the career fire fighters either County or municipal employees.

Innovations in methodology, training and increased utilization of computerized

systems during the past ten months trainim! have imoroved the Droductivitv of the
- __... "-'.1 1 J

Inspections Division. Division personnel required an average of two hours to complete

inspections during 1993 and are requiring just over 90 minutes per inspection during

1994.

i~ reviev{ of the current inspection workload "rith the Fire fylarshal and an

estimate of new construction demands throughout the County indicates that two

additional InspectorjInvestigators are needed as soon as possible to meet the mandatory

inspection frequency requirements. Filling these two positions would be a stop-gap

measure to address the immediate overload problem. The numbers need to be

readjusted when a strategy is adopted relating to the use of fire suppression personnel to

perform code enforcement functions.

Fire Cause Determination/Emergency Response -- The members of the Fire Marshal's

Office respond to incidents to panicipate in fire cause determination and assist the

incident commander. During 1993, slightly more than 10 percent of the total Fire

Marshal's Office workload was dedicated to tasks identified in these two areas. Most of

the current responsibilities assigned to the Fire Marshal deal with planning,

administration, budgeting, and management tasks related to contracts with the 21

different volunteer departments. The responsibility and authority of the Fire Marshal's

Staff in the areas of investigations and emergency response are not clearly defined. Fire

deliverables are not clearly identified.
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Fire Marshal's Staff respond to major incidents and assist in implementing

incident command. They serve as the Fire Marshal's representative in field operations

~T1d as technical advisor and/or coordinator bet-ween the City/County operations center.

In addition, assigned staff perform fire investigations upon request of any of the

21 different departments. They also serve as members of the Wake County Arson

Response Team. The role of the Fire Marshal's Office and expected outcomes from

their participation in these tasks need to be better defined.

Recommendations

Create two positions for a Fire Inspector/Investigators in the Fire Marshal's Office as

soon as possible,

The Fire J~vlarshal' s responsibilities and authority in the areas of emergency response

need to be more clearly defined.

Establish an irnproved system for follow-up investigations of suspicious fires. This

should involve law enforcement organizations and the Fire Marshal's staff.

Develop a program to train and qualify fire fighters to perform occupancy inspections

in low hazard occupancies.. This ~~ill allou-' tize inspectors to COrleeiitrate 0;1 rfzedium

and high hazard occupancies.
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APPENDIX A. Description of Volunteer Fire Departments





APEX VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT

The Apex Fire Department, which was formed 53 years ago, serves the Town of Apex
and the Hipex Fire District. The Town of Apex has an ISO of 6, while the Hipex
rllQtrll~t is rated 6 j9S. Hipex district is primarily residential and borders on Cary,
Morrisville, Holly Springs a.l1d Chath;:lm County. response area includes a
""",,+;,.,.n +1-. ..... + ;" " ..tC';rl"" tr,v rlicTrlt'T "lAna thp ,Wp<cTPrn hnrr1pr nf rrmntv np:w
;:)~\""LIVll LliUL 1.:') VUL.:>lU\..,.- L~ UJ.0LJ. lvL UH.,./LJ.b ~J,,",, ' ........H ........ ..l. J...l. .....,.......,..1. __ 1 "-'A ...........).. "

station is planned the New Hill, Olive Chapel area. Additional stations will also
needed within the Town Apex, which is experiencing substantial residential, commercial
and industrial growth.

The department consists of approximately 46 volunteer members and five career
includinQ: the Fire Chief. There is a recognized need to add more full-time staff in order

~ ~

to meet increased dema.nds ;:ll1d to improve daytime response. First responder medical calls
and related costs are steadily increasing. existing firehouse is upgraded to meet
code requirements. Funds are being set aside for construction of new station in the
Hili area.

The Apex Rescue Squad provides emergency medical response to the district.

II

160

197 II

357

II

811
II

13 II
639

No. Personnel Ke~;pOllc1lIlg ¥,red~da,lS:

1993 RESPONSE DATA

1 I No. Personnel Responditlg
Weekends and

12 Average Response Time:
district)

4,500 Total Calls (in district):

Mutual Aid (serJaIdlte):

106 I Total Calls:
(7Ai\1-6PM)

46 Total Night & Weekend:
Calls

Budget:

Full-time Paid Personnel:
Part-time Paid Personnel:

Total Apparatus/\/ehlcle:s:

Annro!x. No. of Volunteer Personnel:

II GENERAL INFORMATION

II

Population (County):

Residences (County):

II Commercial Buildings:

II Stations:

93/94 Funding to Date: $229,000
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BAY LEAF VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTlVIENT

The Bay Leaf Volunteer Fire Department has an ISO Class 6 rating and is
currently iwplementing a program to lower their rating to Class 5. They protect the
largest and highest valuation rural district in Wake County and also participate in
First Responder Program. The district is primarily residential and is eX}:)erleOlC![lg
development. It is bordered by fire departments serving Six FOfY>.S, Durham Hi~rhv/av

Falls, Stony HilI, Durham County and City of Raleigh. The City of Raleigh
continues to annex land in the southern part of the district, but has no plans for
significant additional ili'1nexations.

The Bay Leaf Volunteer Fire Department consists of approximately 40 volunteers
and five career staff. The department is studying and implementing numerous projects
and programs to address their concern for recruiting and maintaining to meet
future district needs. They have recently opened a second station the western section
of their district in order to improve response to an area that continues to experience
rapid residential development.

During 1994, the department will continue its focus on compliance with NFPA
1500 and has forecasted additional expenses to meet increased costs associated with first
responder costs. (During 1993, the department responded to more than first
responder cails).

Rescue "P'r'"Ulr'p' is provided to the district by
Rescue Squads.

ForY~ Rescue and l'Jorthern

Commercial Buildings: 54 Total r~ 1I~. 138\...-.<l.ll2>..

(7AM-6PM)

Approx. No. of Volunteer Personnel: 40 Total & Weekend: 1 A0

l"'"""
Calls (6PM-7AM)

Full-time Paid Personnel: 5 No. Personnel 12
Part-time Paid Personnel: 0

Stations: 2 No. Personnel
Weekends and 16

10 Average Response Time: 5.10
{in rflc"""';rot-\
\~1. U,lJU.l,\,..f..J
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DURHAM HIGHWAY VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT

The Durham Highway Volunteer Fire Department was chartered in 1964 and has
an ISO Class 6j9S rating. Their contracted county response district is primarily
residential and is currently experiencing rapid residential and commercial growth.

+"..~ " ..hrl;";";,,n,, ,,,if-hiM rli"f-ri"'f- ur111 "'XDPri",nf'p f'",m:icipr~h]pnpvp]oomFnt
IVUl ';:)UUU~Yl~J.V!!';:) 1'1'.ll.l.l.lJ.l \JlJL,lJ.\"'L ".1.1.1'-' t-'''-'.lJ.""""J,L'v,,,", _'-"J..l ...;'H~_~iL.:L ...... ",_ --~-"'-r----"---

during the next tt'1ree

The district is bordered by the Bay Leaf, Raleigh, and Six Forks districts and
departments serving Durham County. A large portion of the district is within
planned annexation area of City of Raleigh. The City has already annexed an area
immediately adjacent to Durham Highway Station Two and an additional area in
district beyond the airport. The portion of Durh::lm Highway's district that is outside of
Raleigh's plai'lned <L1Jnexaticn area surrounds Station one"

The department, which provides first responder services, consists of approximately
40 volunteers and five fuiI-time fire fighter jengineers. They are currently to
upgrade their First Responder Program to an EMT-D Durham
attempting to staff one of the stations at with "sleep-in" volunteers.

In 1993, the depa..rtment responded to more than 100 first responder calls and are
experiencing significant increases in training costs and required time commitments from
members to provide this service. During 1994 the department is focusing on upgrading
to EMT-D status arid reducing their current ISO rating.

Six Forks Rescue Squad covers most of the Durham Highway District.

Re:5l(!{:nCles (County):

Commercial Buildings: 300 Total Calls:
(7A~f-6PM)

Calls (6PM-7AM)
40 Total & Weekend: 152

rllll-nmf' Paid Personnel:
Part-time Paid Personnel:

Stations:

Total Apparatus/Vehicles:

94/95 Budget:

5 Avg. No. Personnel Reipolldulg \~/f'f'kd;1VS:

o
No. Personnel Respcmdmg

Weekends and Nights:
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FAIRGROUNDS RURAL FIRE DEPARTMENT

The Fairgrounds district is bordered by the Yrac department and Durham
Highway districts, and lies between the cities of Raleigh and Cary. It has an ISO Class 6
rating. The department provides fire protection and first responder services to an area
that consists primarily of state owned facilities alld parcels of unincorporated 1a..'1d
adjacent to Cary. The district has a small of residential, a1ld light
industrial occupancies. The department also has fire protection contracts the
of North Carolina and the City of Raleigh. Chartered more than 30 years ago,
orgaIlization operates from one station that was completed in 1993.

More than half of the responses in 1993 were first responder calls to state-
owned properties. The new station was located to meet the fire department's immediate
needs and to address the state's Blue Ridge Road Development Plan. The state
has projected that the area will house million square feet of building space more
than 8,300 employees over the next 20 years. The district is served by Wake County
Emergency !'.1edicaI Services which has built a new station next to the Fairgrounds
Station ..

The department consists of approximately 22 volunteers and two paid employees.
A number of the volunteers are students at the university and their availability for
daytime response is limited. Recruitment of volunteers for daytime coverage is a
concern. In 1993, Fairgrounds had the highest number of mutual aid responses of any

volunteer dep:lrtments serving t.l}e County.

59

Approx. No. of Volunteer Personnel: 22 Total
Calls

74

Full-time Paid Personnel:
Part-time Paid Personnel:

Stations:

Total Apparatus/Vehicles:

2 Avg.. No.. Personnel Kespcmdmg Wt~ekiday'S:

2

No. Personnel Respcmding
Weekends and Nights:

Re:iponse Time:
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FAIRVIEW RURAL FIRE DEPARTMENT

The Fairview Rural Fire Department has an ISO class rating of 9S and provides
protection to the Ten-Ten Fire District. The district is rapidly growing and changing
from a rural farming to a more populated suburban area. The Ten-Ten District is
surrounded by fire districts served by the Apex, Holly Springs, S"/ift Creek, Ga.rner and
Fuquay/Varina Volunteer Fire Departments.

The district is also bordered by the City of Cary to the north. Cary currently
plans to locate a station within one mile of Fairview Station 1 prior to 1999. City of
Gamer has annexed property on the district's eastern boundary and is planning to
construct a station within the annexed area. Holly Springs has annexed an area
southeastern P3J"1 of

The department is funding three paid personnel this year. The decision to
these positions reflects a concern for a lack of volunteer daytime personnel and a rapidly
increasing demand for response services. There are approximately 38 volunteer
members. In 1993, department responded to approximately 20 structural
more than 70% (305 calls) were for first responder services. The increased demand for

responder services required training will continue to place time demands on a
limited number of voIUl1te:ers.

The department operates two stations. There is a current need to complete
renovation and repairs to Station 1 to comply with minimum code standards.

Rescue services are provided to the district by: Fuquay, Garner, Apex and Cary
Rescue Squads.

Commercial 1)Ul.ldlIlgS:

Approx. No. of Volunteer Personnel:

9

9

22

217

189

No. Personnel Responding Weekdays:

Tota! \V~·pl"rbu

(7ALvf-6PM)

Total Night & Weekend:
(6PM-7AL\1)

2 Avg. No. Personnel Responding
V./eekends and

Residences

Full-time Paid Personnel:
Part-time Paid Personnel:

Stations:

Total AppararusjVehicles:

94/95 Budget:

8 Average Response Time:
district)

7.45



FALLS VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTl\fENT

The Falls Volunteer Fire Department has illl ISO Class rating of 6/95 and
provides fire protection under contract for the County to a district is predominantiy
residential. In addition to the County contract, they also deliver contracted to a
portion of the City of Raleigh. The department provides first responder services for
medical calls.

The District is surrounded by the fire districts that are served Bay
Leaf, Stony Hill, Rolesvi!!e and Wake Hope Volunteer Fire Departments. A
significa..T}t portion of the district has been or is in the process of being by
City of Raleigh. The area that borders Bay Leaf will most likely remain unincorporated.

The loss of revenue from occupancies within the annexed areas presents
significant financial challenges to the department. The size and nature of the district is
rapidly changing.

The department has two paid personnel and approximately 25 volunteer mf:mbeJrs
During 1993, the department responded to three structural fires while more than 50%
(71 calls) of all runs were EMS in nature. Costs related to providing first responder
~P1""lil~P~ and associated tifne required for training are a recognized concern.

Most of the Falls Fire District is covered by the Northern Wake Rescue Squad.

494 f'y1utual PJd (sejJarare 5

Commercial Buildings:

_A-pprox_No .. of Volunteer Personnel:

Full-time Paid Personnel:
Part-time Paid Personnel:

Stations:

Toral APiDaJ:atlJs/veJhlclles:

94/95 Budget:

30 Toral Weekday Calls:
(7Mf-6PM)

Avg. No. Personnel Responding Wt~ekda)rs:

Avg. No. Personnel Kespcmdmg
Weekends and Nights:
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FUQUAY VARINA VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT

Fuquay Fire Department, an ISO
serves the southern reaches of the County, including Town of Fuquay

and an area mostly north and east of tmvn along the 401 corridor. The of
itself has ~n ISO 5 It is bordered to the west Holly Springs and to

nl"\rlh hy 1:'"" ...,;""" "nt1 tr. thp p"C't hu n':lrnpr Thp <;:nllthprn nnrtion of is.IlV!Lll v .1. UJ.,lV.l\""-Yf <...LlJ.\.d '-v L.LA.""'" '-'U;JL U.J '-J~.L.LJI._J." ,",,".I."'" ................. "" A " ..no $.,," ,t'- <-A_A,", _'"' _,-

bordered by Harnett County. is a considerable man's land" located on the
southeastern border of the district, which will eventually placement of an
additional station.

There is minimum residential grmvth in the district with exception of area
located immediately to the south and east of Town of FUQuav Varina. In addition to

"'" - .'

providing contracted services to County, the department has contracts
Carolina Power and Light and the Tmvn of Fuquay Varina.

Operating from two stations, the department has a defined and tovm
response. There are two career fire fighters at each of stations daylight
and approximately 40 total volunteers. is a concern and recognized need
regarding future recruitment, daytime staffing and needed replacement of apparatus.

department plans to add two full time day staff during 1994 and to purchase a new
<,Pr""lTlt"p and overhaul vehicle.

The
.1 11\,... t4t=tof"'\.")r1"1'Y1Ani rlAPC' nn:t nrrnrlnp rpC:Dnnoer s.pn.!1.·~~.U"""pU.l LJ.ll\,..,..t.lL UV'-'U l.l'-lL Y.lVYJ.'-4V '"--.- ...... 1 .......- _~~~ -_

needs are ce;=.,.,,;=.rI the ~'"'_':>'"U'-' Squad.

Stations:

Commercial HUllc1JLI1gs;

8

11

275

14

152

123

7.74

& Weekend:

Re:5ponse Time:

(6PM-7AM)

No. Personnel Ke:5pCfnamg Wf'f'kd::l\?":Full-time Paid Personnel:
Part-time Paid Personnel:

Population

Residences

Total ApparatusjVehicles:

",nncr,v No. of Volunteer Personnel:



GARNER VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT

Ga..mer is located in the southern portion of the Country at1J.d is bordered
Johnston County to the south the Ciry of Raleigh to the The Creek and
Fairview Volunteer Fire Departments border the northern and western portions of the
district and there is a considerable "no man's on the southeastern corner of the
district. Currently, both the Knightdale and Garner Fire Deparrments are res:pondJmg
into parts of this "no land". There is a need to locate a station somewhere
this area.

The Garner Fire Department operates as tVlO departments tVIO st2ttlcms
protecting two separate fire districts; one is located within the City of Garner and the
second to the southwest, within the County. They have completed a deployment
study and are regulating funding from both the County and town to locate a new station
to south and west in a newly annexed area. The to\\ll1 currently has an ISO rating of
5; St. Mary's is rated 6/9S, and Panther Branch is 9S.

The Garner Volunteer DeparLment has apprmdmately members
who are supported by eight career personnel. All career personnel operate from the
station located within the town. That station is dispatched on all within the district
during daytime hours. Garner not provide first responder services.
medical are provided by the Garner and Fuquay Rescue Squads.

In addition to rapid residential, commercial and industrial growth within the
there is considerable residential growth in the County jurisdiction south of the
location a planned third station would improve service to this area and
impact available fire response to Fairview's district. The area South and
Garner's current County district, to'\vard Knightdale, \vill also
the future ..

Commercial 13uildjLfigS:

Approx. No. of Volunteer Personnel:

Full-time Paid Personnel:
"'o:>r't_hrnp Paid Personnel:

Stations:

Total

228 TOta! Weekday Calls:
(7M1-6PM)

67 Total Night & Weekend:
Calls (6PM-7A~)

No. Personnel Responding
Weekends and Nights:
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HOLLY SPRINGS FIRR DRPARTMENT

Holly Springs Rural Fire Department is located
County, and has an ISO 6/9S rating. In addition to contract with u'1e Countj,
provides contracted services to the TOW11 of Holly Springs and Carolina
protection district consists of a mixture of urban and rural areas include four m,mLlfal:turirlg
facilities, a school, three homes for elderly care and seven churches.

Both the Town and County district are experiencing and forecasting slg][11I1.c::un
residential development and associated commercial growth. TOW11 of Springs is
currently paying a portion fire department's budget. Rapid grmvth town
and development of several residential areas have significantly changed the fire pr<)te:ctllon
requirements this area.

The department is bordered by departments serving Harnett County to the
Fuquay Varina to the Ten-Ten Fire District to the east and north, and the Hipex
District to the north. The department is currently responding to an additional area to

south\vest portion of the district~ The department is an entirely volunteer organization a
~'U"-'A, five officel~, a training and approximately 20 fire fighters.

is a recognized need to new members and a concern for providing -, _
daytime coverage for a rapidly developing rural and municipal district. The addition of fuil
staff to address both prevention and response needs is apparent. current
forecasted growth within the tmm and district will place increased demands upon a
of volunteers. The Town of Springs is concerned about the ability of the
to meet future To,vn is annexjng into the Ten-Ten Fire district.

Rescue
Holly Springs Rural Fire Department is not currently approved to provide first reS,DOnd{~r

services. Emergency response to the district is provided Apex and

8

46

34

720

No. Personnel Responding Week(jays:

No.Pe~onnel Kespc)ndmg

Av(~nu~e Response Time:
district)

9 Total Weekday Calls:
(7AM-6PM)

27

Full-time Paid Personnel:
Pan-time Paid Personnel:

!-'l1TlrliT1IT to Date:

Total ApiparatusJ

f"\DDfOX. i'Jo. of \loluIlteer Personnel:
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HOPKINS RURAL FIRE DEPART~IENT, INC.

Hopkins Rural Fire Department has an ISO Class 9S rating and serves a
predominantly rural and agricultural area located in the eastern section of County.
The department is bordered by fire departments in Franklin County to the east, L.A_UUIUU

to the south, Wendell to the south and west and Rolesville to a..nd west.

The department is volunteer no paid members and is currently not aDIDrcwed
to provide first responder services. Rescue and emergency medical services are provided
by the 7 ebulon Rescue Squad.

Because of the rural nature of the district, the department a considerable
challenge in securing adequate funding. Daytime coverage and time ne,:essal-Y to meet
training requirements present concerns for recruiting and future stalttlng

Commercial Buildings: 24 Total Calls: 32
(7At"r-6PM)

No. of Volunteer Personnel: 30 Total & Weekend: 31
(6PM-7At"f)

Full-time Paid Personnel: Avg. No. Personnel
Part-time Paid Personnel:

~t-:l'tl"n<,," 1 Avg. No. Personnel......, ..ULXVJ.l.:l ..

Weekends and 13

Apparatus/Vehicles: Time: 7
I
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KNIGHTDALE VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTIVIENT

6j9S ISO It
District)

The Knightdale department, which was chartered in 1954, has a
serves both the Town of and the rural areas (designated as the
outside of the town limits. There is considerable residential growth both within and sUlTounlding

+-y~~",,"", _c v ........ :.-.. ....,.f·~ ..... l...... D,-,.-.f-; ...... T"'>,.... r"Lf .,.ho ""'''''0"",, ¥'\T"O 'f""l",,,,not4 UnlfThtti·;dp ~nti
lUWU Ul I"\..111l:;HlUdH::. 1 VlllVl1:> v L11L a-.l \.....<:1 Q..l \..... PIQ.l.Hl~U L"i....I-.l.J.6.1..LL."'......n .....J._ Il,..oLU_

Raieigh. district is bordered districts served and \A/F'nr!p!!

Volunteer Fire Departments and by the Raleigh Suburban District, which is served by
Raleigh.

Knightdale is also currently providing protection for a sizeable "out of district" area to
south and east of its district. They have proposed constructing a new station to the south of
current location order to aIlo\\J them to better serve and compensation for
1'11. __..... A .................. _....1:-.rr + ...... .....J¢_~.-r·,....,.....Or'\+ rort>r'lt""rt" rY'\r'l"-O ·t-h "'lO ()f, rch"f" ',','- rLnrL::lI, '-,Hr,::II, ,rnn~ ',M,~rp to th..•is: ;:tr.~ad! COd. r\J..A.V! UHll:' LV U~PQi LHIL.H l I L.'-VI U"", HIVl,", LUaU _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ••_ _. _ __.. _

in 1993. County will have to provide for deployment of response resources to area.

The department consists approximately .:5b members, career personneL
Available records indicate that during 1993, the department responded to approximately 300 totai
calls. Approximately 65% of those calls were to rural areas. Knightdale does not currently
provide first responder service within the district.

The current station needs to be replaced or repaired in order to meet several code
compliance issues. Funds also need to be established in order to address costs anticipated for
constructing and equipping a second station. Although department currently be.nelrlts
strong nucleus of volunteers, is a need to deveiop recruitment and retention pnJgranls
policies in order to meet a rapidly changing "service" ,-pr-,",,-p,rn"'nr

The Knightdale Rescue Squad provides rescue c(>rtrif"Ooc to Knightdale Fire District.

6

14

155

157

6.27Kesponse Time:

No. Personnel Responding
Weekends and

Residences

Commercial Buildings:

Full-time Paid Personnel:
Part-tLme Paid Personnel:

94/95 Budget:

Approx. No. of Volunteer Personnel:

Total ApiparatLls/'!ehlC!e~s:

Stations:

A-ll



MORRISVILLE RURAL VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT

Chartered in 1955, the depa.,'1:ment has a 6/95 rating. addition to its contract
wit-I} t."le County, the depdJ.-tment provides contracted fire protection to Town of
Morrisville and portions of Cary. The district is approximately 70% commercial and only
30% residentiaL The County district is changing as rural areas are annexed by Cary,
Raleigh, and the Town of Morrisville. Most of the revenue comes from the Town of
Morrisville, which is growing rapidly.

The department operates as a combination career/voJunteer organization
two ful! a.'1d seven pa..rt time personnel on duty each day. career staff is
supplemented by approximately 22 volunteers. There is an immediate and future
concern and need to recruit and develop an adequate number of volunteer personnel,
particularly with the high ratio of commercial property to residential. It is expected to
become a predominantly career department as the area develops.

The department operates a medical First Responder Progra..'11 which accounted for
more than 50% of all 1993 runs. During last year, Morrisville experienced a significant
increase in their total run activity, that increase is most influenced by response to
medical and non fire calls.

During 1994, the Morrisville Rural Fire Department will be dissolved and a
Morrisville Municipal Department will be established. The apparatus and
equipment will be transferred to the new departments, which will continue to operate
from the same stations and will generally operate under the same response procedures.
The municipal department will contract to serve the fire district area. Station 2's area is
being annexed by Cary and a new station is being planned close to RTP.

Morrisville Fire District is served by the Apex and Cary Rescue Squads.

GENERALINFOR~mTiON 1993 RESPONSE DATA II
Population (County): 1,945 Total Calls district): 391

Residences (COl.ii1t'j):

II Commercial Buildings:

Approx. No. of Volunteer Personnel:

II
Full-time Paid Personnel:
Part-time Paid Personnel:

II Stations:

Total Apparatus/Vehicles:

II
94/95 Budget:

93/94 Funding to Date: $133,200

790 I Mumai Ald ((~separatc~~'))':

60 I Total Weekday
(7AM-6PM)

22 Total NigIlt & Weekend:
Calls (6PM-7A.M:)

2 Avg. No, Personnel Responding Weekdays:
8

2 I No. Pef<'.A)IUle! Responding
Weekends and Nights:

9 Average Response Time:
I (in disnict)

$144,700

A-12
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ROLESVILLE VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTNlENT

The Rolesville Rural Fire Department has a 6/9S rating and provides fire
response services to the Town of Rolesville and its rural surroundings. The is
located on the northeastern boundaries of the County and is flanked by Franklin County
f-". +h., "nrlh Un",,1r;n<' r,... rh", "''ler Ul",nn",l1 ':Inn W':IkrP fNpw l-lnnp tn south :ll1d
LV L!!\""; !.1V.1Ll1, .L.lVpfi..l.l.:.> L-V Ul.,,-", \"""{,.Lv\.., "'-'J.J.V-\..d . .1 U.I..I.'-S "'-1..1.,,,,,",,/..1.,,,,,,,, J.. .... ....,y_ ..._ _~

1-</","":', to the north dlld west.

The district is a mixture of rural and agricultural with several residential areas, an
elementary school, a small business section and other commercial buildings.
Most of the growth is residential in the town and throughout the district. town is
currently expanding sewer lines to parts of its ETJ.

Th", n"'''''')rlrn",n+ ;C' ur\ll1nr",,,,r ulirh 'lnnrAvlITl':lt""hl ~I rnprnhpN nn it~ rostf'__f ..
.J. l.l\,.,. '_u,.....-pU-l LJ..lJ.'-'.lLL J.,J V U,lU.l:lL"-' ........ J. ":lLJ.J. UPP"" 1.J.lltt....lJ,LI.l..4L"-'J..J ....,_ .l.""-_......... __ ........ _ ........ L-...... - ~--

The purchase of communications equipment and continued reconstruction of the
firehouse are scheduled for 1994. The officers consist of a Fire two As~sistant

Chiefs, two Captains, a Training Officer and a Safety Officer. There is a concern
daytime coverage and a recognized for increased personnel order to address
continued growth within the district.

Rolesville is not currently approved for first responder services and their IS

"''''''"P''; by the Northern Wake Rescue Squad.

85 Total Calls:
(7AM-6PM)

32 Total & Weekend: 82
Calls (6PM-7Ml)

0 Avg. No. Personnel 14
0

16

Time: 4.68Total

94/95 Budget:

Approx. No. of Volunteer Personnel:

Commercial HUll1du1gS:

Stations:

Full-time Paid Personnel:
Part-time Paid Personnel:

A-13



SIX FORKS FIRE DEPARTl\1ENT

The Six Forks Road Volunteer Fire WhICh was oQ;anlze:d
an ISO of 6/gS. Rapid residential and commercial growth and anne)mtlon
areas by the City of Raleigh has caused the department to relocate three times.
current location has been annexed and is remote from its response area. It serves
unannexed areas north of the Raleigh city limits some parcels near
Creedmore Road (N.C. Highway 50). Most of district has been annexed or is
planned to be by Raleigh the near future. The district consists primarily
residential occupaIlcies with a small number comrnerciaI properties.

There are approximately active volunteer members, two full and one part
time paid personnel. Paid personnel perform general vehicle/building maintenance
some administrative duties. The department is housed in the same building as Six
Forks Rescue Squad which provides paramedic and rescue services to the Six Forks
District and parts of Raleigh. The department is currently certified at the operations

of hazardous materials arId operates an air truck responds to major incidents
thrr\11/Thr.nt (",..,,,nr.?
t...l.l.l:: '-'U-5,l.l.1..JUL '-VUl1LJ~

There are significant flow concerns in
that may adversely affect travel time.

immediate area of the station

II
8

45

1993 RESPONSE DATA

No. Personnel Ke~lpOl[laulg V,(ee!(da;r'S:

34Approx. No. of Volunteer Personnel:

GENERAL INFOMIATION
Ill-I-p-o-PU-l-at-io-n-C-c-o-un-ty-)-:=========~-T-o-t-al-c-a-u-s -Cin=d-is-tn-'C-t)-:=======-1-1-4~:1

Residences Mutual Aid (separate): 33

I Total Weekday Calls: 69II Commercial HujlldiIlgS:

II _ .. ._ ,
rUll-tIme PalO Personnel:
Part-time Paid Personnel:

Stations:
II

Total Apparatus/Vehicles:

94/95 Budget:

FllTH1iTl5T to Date:

6 l>V\~!rueL Res~lon:)e Time: 6.97



STONY HILL FIRE DEPARTME~T'f

The Stony Hill fire district includes rural area north of Falls Lake to
northern limits of Wake County. The department, which has an ISO rating of 9S,

provides services to a sizeable area outside tax district north and west of current
station. The sef'Jice area borders on Durha.m and FrallkJin Counties. The Bayleaf, Falls,
and \Vake Forest Fire Departments call respond into the Stony Hill District on ffilltu,al

aid.

The district was established in 1958 to serve what was then a
community. Today, the district is becoming residential and there are
campgrounds under construction.

farming
major

,hP rlprI':1rtTnpnt h"l~ "lnnr(,)vlrnnt~l'T"V) "o!urltelers as an all "olunteer
L u'" ...."'1-'<.1., ~'u ....u~ uu.~ ur-r-' ~.~.ud<I:-'J .)L v' v

organization. It also provides first responder medical within their district.
and ALS services within the district are provided through Northern Wake Rescue :':Jqua(].

Stony Hill's primary objective for the immediate future is the reduction of
response times to areas north and west of tax district through the construction of a
substation. Construction of the campgrounds, run history and development projections
indicate a growing need for fire resources this area. The new station would allow the
tax district to be expanded. Options relocating the existing station to west of
present location should be considered. The existing station is inadequate and most of
the apparatus is for or close to the for replacement. The department does
not generate sufficient revenue to fund the stations and appear to be
needed.

10

Av(~ral~e Kespon~;e Time:

740 Murual Aid 4

35 Total Calls: 63
(7.AM-6PM)

32 Total 76
Calls

6

l-'lT)r!lf\(f to Date:

94/95 Budget:

Total Appararus/Vehicles:

Stations:

Full-time Paid Personnel:
Part-time Paid Personnel:

Residences

Approx. No. of Volunteer Personnel:

Commercial HuiildiI1gs:



smFT CREEK FIRE DEPART1VfENT

The Swift Creek Department, which has an ISO rating of 6/9S serves a
r'cn\"iii" developing area which borders on Cary, Garner, and Raleigh. The district is
primarily residential with a significant number of commercial properties. Raleigh and
Cary have annexed portions of the and much of the new groW1h area is expected
to be annexed by Cary as it develops.

Cary and Garner both are planning to build stations that will be able to respond
quickljl to portions of S"\vift Creek's current district.

The department has a Chief, two Assistant Chiefs, two Captains and
approximately 25 volunteer fire fighters. One full and three part time paid
personnel staff the station during daytime hours.

department provides first responder services and responded to more medical
calls and automobile accidents than total calls during 1993. medical
services are provided primarily by the Cary Rescue Squad \Vake County ~..._. ,..,.-".~ J

Medical Services.

114

101

86 Total Calls:
(7AM-6PM)

25 Total
Calls

Approx. No. of Volunteer Personnel:

Full-time Paid Personnel:
Part~time Paid Personnel:

No. Personnel Respclilding We~ekda}ls:

4

1 Avg. No. Personnel Respcmding
Weekends and 10

Total Time: 5.64

94/95 DU'-J'i'O''''

Funding to Date:

A-16



'VAKE FOREST FIRE DEPARTMENT

The Wake Forest Department has an ISO Class 5/9S rating and serves
Tmvn of Wake Forest and the Wakette Fire District. The Town of Wake Forest itself
has an ISO 5 rating. The County district is bordered by Franklin County and
Rolesville, Hill fire districts. The County district is primarily reSIdentIal

is crossed High,vay and an active railroad route.

Three paid personnel were hired recently to address a recognized
daytime coverage. There are currently 36 active volunteer members. The department
has requested increased funds to support the housing of EMS personnel and for
replacement of a 1971 pumper. The issue needs to be addressed considering

upon future County hiring and deployment programs.

area between 'Wake Forest and Raleigh is developing quickly and an
additional station will be needed the area. It may be adequately covered if Raleigh
builds a station in corridor. unit with aerial capability should be added to respond
in lawn ot Wake Forest. County should consider options that could provide
better coverage by combining the Wake Forest and Departments.

The Wake I-rlr-pct area is served by the Northern Wake Rescue Squad.

GENER~INFO~vL~TION 1993 RESPONSE DATA

Population (County):

Residences

II Commercial Buildin~~s:

2,465 Total

865 Mutual Aid lse~lara,te):

45 I Total Calls:

194

16

36 Total

,.:-
l.J

13

89

6.04AVI:faj~e K1eSp()flse Time:

I Calls

~ I Avg. No. Personnel

1 I No. Personnel Ke~;pOlldlIlg

10

Approx. No. of Volunteer Personnel:

Total Apparatus; V,F'h1f'!p,,'

II

I
Full-time Paid Personnel:
Part-time Paid Personnel:

II Stations:

93/94 to Date:

A-17



WAKE/NEW HOPE FIRE DEPARTMENT

The Wake NevI Hope Fire Department has a 0 l:)U and serves
unincorporated areas between Raleigh and Wake Forest as well as a rural area loc:ate:d
in east central Wake County. The district borders on areas covered by the
Wendell, Rolesville, Falls and Raleigh Fire Departments.

The department has full time personnel who work Monday through ~rt,r1':1U

during daytime hours and approximately 39 active volunteers.

The district is primarily residential but has many commercial, business and
industrial occupancies. The most heavily populated areas have been or are planned to
be annexed by the City of Raleigh. The need for Station 1 is decreasing since Raleigh
has annexed most of its response area and built stations to cover the area. Station 2 will
become the focal point as when Station 1 is closed.

While the number of EMS related calls continues to increase the district
has undergone a reduction actual fire response demands. During 1993, the
department responded to 813 total calls. More than one third the calls were to
provide first responder services.

Station 2 is new, modern and large enough for projected needs and the
department has a very good apparatus fleet.

Wake New Hope District is served by K.flightdale Rescue Squad and \Vake
County Emergency Medical Services.

Commercial Buildings:

Approx. No. of Volunteer Personnel:

Full-time Paid Personnel:
Part-time Personnel:

Stations:

Total Apparatus/Vehicles:

94/95 Budget:

No. Personnel Responding We~ek,da\"S:

423

391

5

729



'WENDELL FIRE DEPARTMENT

The WendelJ Fire Department, which has a 6/9S ISO rating, serves the
Wendell and the surrounding areas the part of the County.
primarily residential, but includes a diverse group of industrial errlpl,OV(:rs
F'rhw~tirm~l rp('rp~tinn~l ~nrl TT1prlir~l f~rilitipQ
_._ ...... ...." ............. _,I,.J. ......... , '" __... _~Ji-.J._J..I,~.I- ~.J."""'" .L.J..J. __X_l".4.L J.t....Lv •• J."'-J,"-'''''''<>

Approximately volunteers, supplemented by two and two
fire fighters staff the department. They operate from a headquarters station located
WendelJ and a substation on Bethany Church Road near Riley Hill Community. The
substation is small and is located a very short distance from the edge of the district.

The Wendell Fire Department also provides hazardous
rnnntu lInrlpr ~ I"nntr':l('t urith 1\/1' ':In ':lCTPTTlPnt
'-"_ ..... 1.111..,] ..... .&,1."'-&_ ... t..4 "'-''\JA.J.LJ,Ll,._t. "lJ.L.Ll J.TJ..uJ.J.u5"-'J. .. ..L ....... .l-1.\:,.

acts as the backup to Raleigh's team.

Rescue service is provided by the Wendeii Rescue J4uau which is supported
County EMS Paramedic who is on duty 24 hours a seven a

a

Commercial Buildings: 115 Total Calls:
(7.A1\f-6PM)

171

ADiDro:C No. of Volunteer Personnel: 44 Tota!
Calls

149

rUlHlme Paid Personnel:
Part-time Paid Personnel:

2
2

2

No. Personnel Ke:,pOl1dUlg 1,,\leekd2IVS:

l'Jo. Personnel Ke:;pOJ1dulg

13

Tota! Ap,paratllS/Vehicles:

FllIldlIH! to Date:

11

Weekends and

Iw~=~!e Resp,on:;e Time:
(in district)

639
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YRAC FIRE DEPARTMENT

The Yrac depa..r1ment has an ISO Class 6/9S rating. It is an all volunteer
organization '-',lith a current active roster of 24 fire fighting personneL The department
places strong emphasis on training and is currently investigating the possibility of
upgrading their emergency medical response capabilities. Yrac is currently approved
first responder services.

The district consists primarily of residential occupancies with a
of commercial properties.

small nUInb(~r

It was originally established to serve the Town of Cary and its surrounding
unincorporated areas but the town formed its career fire department and left to
protect the unincorporated islands that are surrounded by Cary. Cary has a passive
annexation policy whereby owners must petition town in order to be added to the
town; which leaves many fragmented areas to be protected. Many areas within
area could be better served by Cary stations, Yrac station is close to
downtown area of Cary.

Many members of the department participate prevention activities and
there is a strong emphasis placed on training.

Yrac Fire District is predominantly served Cary Rescue Squad.

'"7
I

44

6.49

& Weekend:

No. PersoI1Ilel Responding \'Veekdays:rUlHlffie Paid Personnel:
Part-time Paid Personnel:

Appro~ No~ of Volunteer PersoPu"tleJ:

Stations:

Residences 22

LomrrleriClal Buildings: 43

A-20



ZEBULON RURAL FIRE DEPARTMENT

Tne Zebulon Rural Fire Department has an ISO Class 6/9S serves a
predominantly rural residential area. The Town of Zebulon has an ISO 5 rating.
department shares but not apparatus or equipment, with the Zebulon
Municipal Fire Department. Volunteers from both the town and rural departments
respond together from the same station using town for "town
district The department also responds to mClde~nts

Franklin, Nash and Johnston Counties on mutual aid. The municipal department has
only aerial apparatus in the eastern part of the country.

The department does not respond on medical calls. There are approximately
active volunteer members in the rural department and about an equal number in the
town department are with recruiting new members and
maintaining an active roster. Replacement of and
equipment is viewed a major focus for 1994.

Commercial HUlld1l1gS:

Approx. No. of Volunteer Personnel:

Fun~time Paid Personnel:
Part-time Paid Personnel:

Stations:

Total A!=ipaJraU1SIVehic.les:

J'~o .. Personnel Ke5;por1dlIlg "'/eekd,l"Vs:
1

1 Avg. No. Personnel Kespcmdmg
Weekends and

r\.V\~l Cll~L R.esp;on~;e TL.rne:

49

71

18





Appendix B. Apparatus Summary
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Appendix C.

Proposed Perfonnance Standards for Fire Department Contracts



Response Times

Each Depa..rtment shall respond to at least 90 percent of the emergency

incidents to which it is dispatched, within a five mile response distance of its closest

station, within 10 minutes. The time shall be counted from the time of dispatch until

time of al'Tival of L~c unit capable of initiating appropriate action, depending on the

nature of the incident.

fire department shall, on at least 90 percent of emergency incidents to

which it is dispatched, have ::iT} appropriate unit en routc to the scene within

minutes.

For the purposes of measuring response times and en route

units shaH be considered as appropriate:

the foHowing

For reported structure fires - a pumper or pumper tanker with at least four

personneL

For medical incidents - a response unit with at least three personnel, trained and

equipped to provide first responder treatment.

It shaH not be necessary for all of the required personnel to respond on

vehicle, however aU shall arrive at the scene with the proper equipment to initiate

operations within the listed times.

Operations

same

Each Fire Department shall operate within the Standard Operating Procedures

311d Guidelines approved by the \Vake County Fire Advisory Board. Initial fIre attack
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operations shall be conducted accordarlce vlith I'~FPp},. Stili'1dard 1410, Training

Standards on Initial Fire Attack and NFPA 1231 Water Supplies for Suburban and

Fire Fighting.

Each Fire Department shall participate in the Wake County Automatic Mutual

Aid response plan as adopted by the Wake County Fire Advisory Board.

Emergency medical operations shall meet requirements established by the

Wake County Department of Emergency Medical Services.

Tra- .mmg

Each Fire Department shall participate in Wake County

Program and shall provide additional training for its personnel in accordance with its

mvn needs and the goals and objectives established below.

All members shall meet the training and certification requirements established for

their respective ranks and positions in accordance with the plan adopted by the Wake

County Fire Advisory Board. All members shall meet the minimum training

requirements established by NFPA 1500, Standard for a Fire Department Occupational

Safety and Health Program, by January 1, 1997.

Each Fire Department shall maintain training records for all of its members in

accordaIlce with the sta..t1dards adopted by the Wake Coun!'; Fire l~~dvisorj Board.
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